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FOREWORD 

M. M. Lemcoe, ONWI 

This WorKshop constitutes the second in a series of ONWI rock mechanics 
workshops. It is the primary objective of these workshops to provide a proper 
forum for the timely exchange of technical information vital to the National 
Waste Terminal Storage Program. 

In addition to providing an exchange of technical information relating to 
rock mechanics activities and accomplishments within the NWTS program~ these 
workshops (a) assess the current state-of-the-art, (b) address key technical 
issues and questions relating to repository development, and (c) identify the 
specific areas in whicn further R&D resolution of work should be carried out 
to provide acceptable answers to these issues and questions. 

The first workshop, which was arranged by the lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory, was held on June 25-27, 1979 in Berkeley, California. The subject 
for that workshop was "Thermomechanical Modeling for a Hardrock Waste 
Repository." The proceedings of this workshop were published in Report 
#UCAR 10043, by the lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and summarize the 
discussions, conclusions, and recommendations. The specific objectives of that 
workshop were: 

(1) Identification of the key issues associated with the modeling and 
validation of the predicted response of a hard rock repository to the 
emplaced waste heat source. 

(2) Identification of the present activities status, needs, and recom
mended future work for consideration by ONWI and DOE. 

The worksnop, which lasted 2-1/2 days, was attended by approximately 100 
participants and guests from the national and industrial laboratories, 
universities, governmental agencies, consultants, and private companies. 

Subsequent to the first workshop, ONWI sponsored a nydrology workshop on 
IINumerical Modeling of Thermohydrologic Flow in Fractured Rock-Masses. 1I This 
workshop was held at LBL on February 19-20, 1980, drew about 65 participants, 
and its proceedings will be pbulisned by the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory as 
Report #lBL 11566. 

The specific objectives of that particular workshop were: 

1. to evaluate tne state-of-the-art numerical modeling; 
2. to gather experts from different fields, such as geothermal, waste 

isolation and petroleum; 
3. to identify the research needs for simulation in waste isolation. 
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It is a primary objective of this workshop on I'Thermo~Mechanical~Hydro 
Chemical Modeling (TMHC) for a Hardrock Waste Repository" to discuss the state~ 
of-the-art of the codes for TMHC modeling of repository response, and to 
identify R&D activities needed for coupling the thermomechanical and hydro
chemical models-~utilizing to the fullest extent possible~-the information 
(status. needs. etc.) developed in the two previously mentioned workshops. 
The proceedings of this workshop are herewith published as LBL Report 
#11204/0NWI Report #164. Additional copies will be available from National 
Technical Information Service. U.S. Department of Commerce. 5285 Port Royal 
Road. Springfield. VA 22161. 

It is our hope that these workshops will aid. significantly. in bringing 
about "closure!! to technical issues and questions in the key National Waste 
Terminal Storage rock mechanics problem areas-~with a minimum expenditure of 
time and resources. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Gregg Korbin 
University of California, Berkeley 

Chin Fu Tsang 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

The Proceedings of a Workshop on Thermomechanical Modeling for a Hardrock 
Waste Repository, provided a forum for the exchange of new information. 
Results from an earlier ONWI "Workshop on Thermomechanical Modeling," whiCh was 
held June 25-27, 1979, Berkeley, California and published by Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory (ONWI-98/UCAR-10043), served as a starting point. In addition, 
results from a workshop entitled, IiNumerical Modeling of Thermohydrologic Flow 
in Fractured ROCk-Masses," which was held February 19-20, 1980 and will be 
published as Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Report (ONWI-164/LBL-11204), were 
also available. This enabled this workshop to expand to include the modeling 
of coupled thermomechanical-hydrochemical phenomena. Following the presenta
tion on recent developments, key issues were addressed in working groups on 
Laboratory Investigation, Field Studies and In-Situ Testing, and Modeling and 
Model Validation. From these discussions, major conclusions and recommenda
tions were formulated on the state-of-the-art, direction of future research, 
and priorities for consideration by DOE and ONWI. 

The general lack of information, importance of a fundamental understanding, 
and need for improved modeling capabilities of coupled thermomechanical
hydrochemical phenomena were clearly indicated by the working groups. While 
considerable work is being done (and should continue) in coupled mechanical 
process and thermohydrolog;c process, both the coupled hydrochemical and hydro
mechanical aspects have received much less attention in the past. Furthermore, 
in some special cases, three way couplings such as thermo-mechanic-hydrological 
effects and thermo-hydrologic-chemical effects are of considerable importance. 
There is a need for much more effort on these special cases. 

It is also a general feeling that, in the future, when a third workshop is 
to be held, it is imperative that the various disciplines of the working groups 
be combined so there is an effective exchange information. Modelers, 
laboratory investigators, and field experimenters must work together to address 
the numerous unanswered questions. 

A summary of the major conclusions and recommendations of the workshop 
seminars follows, The complete list and discussions prepared by the 
workshop leaders are presented in the main body of the proceedings. 

LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS: 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

1. Conclusions from the first proceedings were confirmed. (ONWI-98/UCAR-
10043). 
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2. Expand laboratory investigations with augmented funding, as it is the only 
method by which to acquire the necessary fundamental understanding of the 
physical process governing the behavior of rocks and rock-masses. Without 
this information it is not possible to develop credible long term 
predictive models of repository response. 

3. Focus attention on the properties of thermal expansion, time dependent 
inelastic deformation, and permeability of fractured as well as intact 
rock. Obtain results as a function of the variables effective confining 
pressure, temperature, time, and water saturation. Consider the influence 
of stress corrosion, thermal cracking, and coupling of the dependent 
variables. 

4. Investigation of time dependent phenomena is given a high priority due to 
the effort involved and required duration of tests. Time dependent 
deformation of strong rocks (i.e., basalt and granite) must be studied to 
establish the importance of this property. 

5. An improved understanding of single fracture flow is needed. Large samples 
are required to consider scale effects and obtain statistical significance. 
Little is known about the chemical effects on porosity and permeability 
with time. 

6. Because of the limited funds and manpower, the study of the various generic 
rock types should be restricted to one or two types in addition to salt. 

FIELD STUDIES AND IN SITU TESTING 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

1. In situ experiments and tests are required to understand the phenonema and 
mechanisms acting in rock masses under thermal loading, provide thermo
mechanical and hydrologic data for code verification, aid in repository 
design, and assist in instrumentation development and evaluation. 

2. Knowledge of the in situ stress field is important for establiShing model 
initial-boundary conditions. The accuracy required for predictive modeling 
of repositories is unknown. Without in-depth knowledge of the in situ 
stress field, the reliability of the model cannot be established. 

3. In general, large scale overdrive experiments or tests to failure should 
be restricted and carefully evaluated with respect to purpose. Performance 
tests, with limited overdrive, may be useful for establishing a minimum 
factor of safety. 

4. Block tests are valuable for obtaining in situ thermomechanical and 
possibly hydrologic rock mass properties, and for instrumentation 
evaluation. They should be employed with other standard rock mechanics 
tests and are not confirmatory tests by themselves. 
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5. Heater tests provide an excellent method by which to assess the rock mass 
response, can aid in model verification, and will be required to confirm 
test sites. Further heater tests with engineered barriers are considered 
worthwhile. 

6. Hydrologic and thermomechan;cal-hydrolog;c field tests in media of interest 
were given a high priority. Borehole hydrologic tests should include 
injection pulse, pumping, and tracer experiments. Large scale tests to 
obtain rock mass permeability, and in particular, coupled thermomechanical
hydrologic respose are high priority tasks. 

7. Natural analog systems must be assessed as potential large scale 
hydrologic and hydrochemical tests. 

MODELING AND MODEL VALIDATION 

ions and Recommendations 

1. Increased interplay between modelers, laboratory investigators and field 
workers is necessary to improve our ability to simulate the process of 
concern. 

2. The need for experienced modelers to achieve useful results even with the 
best of todayBs complicated codes must be made Known. 

3. The ultimate model validation is achieved when it predicts the results of 
a field test. A valuable catalog of in situ tests which give validation 
data was provided. Development of a catalog of other such data sets and 
natural analogs useful for testing models of other processes should be 
encouraged. 

4. Of the many recommendations in the main body of the proceedings, the 
encouragement of programs aimed at filling certain information needs can 
be highlighted. The most pressing needs are for information on: 

a. Constitutive equations for rock behavior and data useful for validating 
models using them, particularly over long time spans. 

b. Improved understanding of the changes in permeability caused by Changes 
in pore volume, expressed either as porosity in porous media models, or 
as fracture geometry in fracture models. 

c. Chemical thermodynamiC data, especially that required for concentrated 
solutions (brines) and at elevated temperatures. The development of 
appropriate kinetic equations and data, including radioactive processes, 
is also important to assessing the potential need for kinetic models. 



DOE OVERVIEW 

Darrell Munson {Sandia Laboratories, 
on Temporary Assignment to DOE, HQ} 

The people of the Office of Waste Isolation 
all regret that they could not be here with you 
today. They look forward to the meeting and the 
meaningful technical exchange which occurs here. 
Unfortunately, limited funds have severely 
restricted their travel. The restrictions do not 
however apply to me, so that it is my privilege 
to attend -the workshop and be able to speak to 
you. 

Ra-ther than give you a DOE overview, as 
stated in the program, I would prefer instead to 
give you some limited remarks on my perceptions 
gained through talking and working with these 
people for the last few weeks. Of course, this 
is not a long enough period of time to digest the 
complex issues which concern them. Furthermore, 
you realize, my perceptions will be strongly 
influenced by my previous experience as a 
researcher in a somewhat narrow, specialized area 
of constitutive modeling. Perhaps, the percep
tions will be a good mixture of both experiences. 

As you all are aware, perhaps more so than I, 
there is basically a very wide question concern
ing -the need to develop the understanding, 
methodology and information, such as design 
criteria and performance measures, necessary for 
repository design and licensing. Many of the 
relevant technical issues are in fact being 
addressed by this workshop and will aid in 
answering this question. Howc,ver, from this 
broad question, I perceive four specific areas that 
I feel need to be mentioned. These four areas are: 

- Measurement Philosophy 
- Failure Criteria 
- Code Verification 
- Decision Logic 

Measurement Philosophy 

In describing the natural flow of technical 
activities in which we are engaged, one typically 
draws a diagram of basic research leading to 
applied research, then to development and hence 
to design. By its very nature, basic research, 
which is an important part of the activities, and 
with which many of us are involved, demands 
attempts ,to ever improve the accuracy and precision 
of measurements of rock properties. This is the 
essence of the scientific process. However, it is 
also recognized that these properties vary widely 
from place to place in the rock mass. It is this 
variability that the repository design must con
tend with. To take our knowledge from basic 
research to design requires something additional 
in the description of rock properties. Conserluent
ly, renewed emphasis should be placed on design 
appx'oaches t.hat accept a wide range of material 
properties and on the methods that permit quantifi-

cation of this range of behavior. In part, this 
may indicate the need for more application of 
stochastic methods and statistical analysis. 

For the purpose of this decision, let us set 
out the necessary elements for determining 
mechanical response. There are three elements, 
the load condition or stress; the stress-strain 
or constitutive relationship of the material; and 
a failure criterion. While some consider the 
failure criterion as an integral part of the 
constitutive relationship, which is correct, 
practically it is more often supplied as a 
separate quantity or relationship. Sometimes 
little attention is devoted to the failure 
criterion, perhaps because the development of the 
constitutive model is so difficult that it is 
just painful to address the equally difficult 
task of developing adequate failure criteria. 

The use of a failure criteria in the design 
of a repository is of great significance in an 
indirec-t sense, just as it is in any engineering 
structural design. That is, while a repository 
cannot ever be designed for failure, the 
performance standard or judgment of performance 
adequacy may be couched in terms of allowable 
loadings compared to loads at failure. Thus, 
ernphasLc; should be placed in gaining an understand
ing and analysis of modes of failure, and the 
nature and significance of failure. The goal is 
to characterize failure such that performance 
criteria may be determined which are applicable to 
the design process. 

Code Verification 

We all agree, I believe, on the i_mportance of 
code verification and validation because we ml'st 
arrive at a consensus on their definition, as well 
as their implementation. Since there has been 
considerable discussion of the distinction between 
these two words, I do not need to add to that 
definition. Instead, at this point, we need to 
take the next step. This is to attempt to 
quantify how close a code must predict observation 
to be considered an adequate code for its intended 
use. Of course, such quantification may be 
exceedingly difficult to do, perhaps as difficult 
as the code development process itself. While 
this can be used as a continuous evaluation of the 
development process, it provides also a critical 
judgment of the state-of-development necessary. 
In addition, if consensus is obtained on "when 
good enough" is achieved, it will be a valuable 
input to design and licensing considerations. It 
is critical to begin to think of this issue now. 



Without detracting from the above point, per
haps one method to aid in developing judgment 
criteria for code adequacy is to make more use of 
codes in conceptual design of field tests, using 
codes for sensitivity studies to suggest better 
or new field tests and to investigate conceptual 
design alternatives. While all of these are being 
currently pursued, we need to strive to make 
certain that each opportunity to exercise the 
potential predictive tool, and to evaluate it, 
is taken. 

Decision Logic 

An area that I perceive will be quite critical, 
is the logic link which permits information from 
the scientific efforts to be translated into the 
decisions that the DOE must make. Your support 
in helping to formulate the decision logic path, 
i.e., to provide the systematic inputs, and 
methodology, as a basis for the DOE decisions is 
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essential. Although simple illustrations of 
decision logic are not really possible, one 
possible way to think of the problem is 'che follow
ing: Once the need for scientific or engineering 
data is established, the question of how these 
data will be used in the decision process needs to 
be asked. Then the manner in which these data fit 
into the logic flow (logic tree) to answer 
critical questions leading to the potential 
decisions can be established. Clearly, with your 
understanding of the overall program and with your 
specific areas of specialization, you may have 
already developed a strong logic path for how your 
da~a may be used tor decision-making. Indeed, if 
this is the case, perhaps only the formalization 
of the development of the logic path needs to be 
emphasized. 

I want to conclude these brief remarks on my 
perception by thanking you for the opportunity to 
address you all. 
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A REVIEW OF THE 1979 WORKSHOP ON THERMOMECHANICAL 
MODELING FOR A HARD ROCK WASTE REPOSITORY * 

Fred Holzer 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 

Livermore, California 

SUMMARY 

The 1979 Work shop discussed and cons i dered issues and needs in the areas of Mode 1 i ng, Laboratory 
Measurements, Instruments and Field Measurements, and In-situ Tests and Model Val idation. A set of 
conclusions and recommendations was developed, which focused on the necessity of treating the rock 
mass response to the waste emplaced in it. The conclusions dealt with characterizing the fracture 
system, determining the mechanical and thermal properties, developing an understanding of the physi
cal process, predicting and measuring the response, and carrying out meaningful validation tests. 
Measured against the stated objectives, the 1979 Workshop was successful. With respect to imple
mentation of its recommendations, this conclusion is not so obvious, although some activities of the 
past year suggest the Workshop has had a beneficial influence. 

I NTRODUCTI ON 

I am pleased to give you a summary of the 
first Workshop on Thermomechanical Modeling for 
a Hard Rock Waste Repository which was held 
under the auspices of DOE's Office of Waste 
Isolation, (ONWI) and the Lawrence Livermore 
Nat i ona 1 Laboratory in June, 1979. I wi 11 do 
this rather briefly for two reasons. First, 
many of you here today participated in that 
WorkThop. Second, the proceedings are avail
ab 1 e and give the deta i 1 s of the recommen
dations and conclusions in a much more complete 
and satisfactory way than I can do here. 

Our objectives were the following: 

1) Identify the key issues connected with 
model ing and val idating the response of a hard 
rock repository to the emplaced waste source. 

2) Identify status and needs, and develop 
a list of recommended activities, in order of 
priority, which would serve as programmatic 
input to ONWI and DOE for future cons i derat i on 
and implementation. 

Since the purpose of this summary is to 
prov i de a poi nt of departure and a perspect i ve 
for this present workshop, I will show where we 
have met (or missed) these objectives, and will 
also attempt to trace some of the progress made 
in the past year. In particular, I will try to 
point out where perhaps the efforts of the 1979 
Workshop have made a contribution and where we 
have failed to make an impact. 

Before listing our conclusions, I believe 
it is pertinent to point out similarities. as 
well as differences between the 1979 Workshop 
and our present meeting. The similarities are 
fairly obvious. The organization is about the 
same, consisting of a series of papers des-

cribing the status of ongoing activities in a 
number of research areas, followed by a series 
of workshop discussion groups dealing with 
issues, shortcomings, needs, and recommended 
actions. The discussion group titles read very 
much the same, although in our present meet i ng 
consideration of instrumentation is combined 
with field experiments, while in our past 
meeting they were treated separately. The 
major differences appear to be including the 
consideration of salt as a waste medium, and 
hydrologic and hydrochemical phenomena in the 
present workshop. These additions may give a 
different flavor to our present meeting, and 
will certainly lead to expanded conclusions. 

1979 WORKSHOP CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A common theme was voiced by all the work
shop groups, and indeed by the who 1 e meet i ng. 
This was "concentrate on the rock mass". Table 
1 1 ists the main needs identified as requiring 
attention. 

Table 1. Concentrate on Rock Mass 

o Determine its thermal and mechanica·l 
properties, 

o Characterize the nature and extent of 
the fracture system, 

o Develop instruments specially tai lored 
to measure rock mass response, 

o Model its behavior, concentrating on 
constitutive relations dealing with 
discrete and ubiquitous fractures. 

* Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Enerqy 
by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number 

W-7405-eng-48 



As expected, the main feature of concern 
was the role that fractures and discontinuities 
play, how to characterize this role, how to 
measure it, and how to predict it. These 
points will become more obvious in the conclu
sions and recommendations of the individual 
workshop groups, which I now want to briefly 
summarize. Again, let me urge you to read the 
proceedings for the full details. 

Table 2 gives the highl ights of the points 
made by the Codes and Modeling group. 

It is interesting to note that, within the 
1 imits of thermomechan i ca 1 cons i derat ions on 1 y, 
the participants did not feel that code devel
opment was a primary issue; emphasis was placed 
on the physics, i.e., the model. Not listed on 
Table 2 were suggestions made for closer inter
act ions among the members of the model i ng com
munity, increased attention to training of an
alysts, and more publ ic awareness of the role 
of models in waste isolation. 

Table 2. Codes and Modeling 

Need better constitutive relations to 
describe 
o ubiquitous and discrete fractures 
o rock failure 
o permeabil ity - fracture interdepen

dence 
o scaling effects 
o anisotropic effects 

Need more sensitivity studies 
o to guide experiments 
o to set boundaries 

Need more than one code for particular 
situations 
o simple codes for scoping 
o more complex ones to handle coupled 

problems 

Table 3 summarizes the conclusions of the 
Laboratory Measurements Workshop Group. Notice 
that the item of first priority is the charac
terization of the the rock mass. Only secondly 
the need for a careful feasibil ity examination 
of a 1 arge sample testing facil ity was recom
mended. 

Table 4 shows how people felt about the 
state of instruments and measurements. I be
l ieve it is fair to say that they identified a 
need for evolutionary, rather than revolu
tionary, development. 
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Table 3. Laboratory Measurements 

Develop methods to characterize fractures 
o by electrical, acoustical, or other 

indirect sensing methods 
o by mapping 

Begin a feasibility study of a laboratory 
facility able to test one-meter size 
samp"les 
o capability to 300C, 100 MPa pore 

and confining pressure 
o investigate scale effects on frac

tured samples 
o determine physical/thermal/hydrau-

1 i c pro pert i es 

Accelerate measurements on smaller intact 
and fractured samples 

o failure, creep, deformation 
o fluid and thermal transport prop

erties 

Table 4. Field Measurements and Instrumentation 
Need better instruments for stress and 

displacement measurements 
o improved extensometers and stress 

gages 
o new techn i ques such as jack tes ts 

need further development 

Develop monitoring techniques for changes 
in the frequency, nature, and geometry 

of fractures with time 

Better methods for measuring in situ 
stress are needed 

o hydrofrac techniques 
o acoustic 
o gages 

Develop better methods to measure rock 
mass fluid transport properties 

I have attempted to summarize the recom
mendations of the In-Situ Testing and Model 
Validation Workshop in Table 5. This group 
considered the broader issues of definitions, 
needs, and rationale - in effect synthesizing 
the considerations of the whole meeting. A 
simple table cannot do justice to their con
clusions. 



At this point it is fair to ask to what 
extent we met the objectives of the 1979 Work
shop. All of those who identified the issues, 
developed the recommendations, and indicated 
the priorities, believed that a fair and fairly 
complete job, within the limitations of time 
and scope, had been done. From the standpo i nt 
of communicating and focusing on problems, I 
believe all the participants felt quite good 
about the effort spent, and if success is de
fined as meeting one's objectives, the 1979 
Workshop can be termed a success. 

Table 5. In-Situ Testing and Model Validation 

Need to give more thought to and do more 
detailed planning on future in-situ 
experiments 

In-situ tests must be designed with a 
clear understanding of what constitutes 
"validation": 
o ability to predict near and far 

field effects based on under-
standing of physical processes 

o large enough size (about 3 repos
itory rooms) and long enough (about 
10 years) 

o measurements with reasonable ac
curacy and resolution 

o peer and public acceptance is an 
integral part 

Need to do more tests in tuff and shales 

Carefully examine 
future tests 
as compared 
heaters only. 

cost effectiveness of 
using radioactive sources 
to those with electric 

The payoff, however, must also be judged by 
the degree to which our recommendations have 
been followed and implemented. From that cri
terion, it is not quite so obvious that the 
label "successful" can be applied. In order to 
judge this matter, I have tried to examine 
those areas that may have been influenced 
either directly or indirectly by the 1979 Work
shop. Obviously, most of the activities that 
are now going on in the rock mechanics field as 
they apply to waste isolation in crystalline 
media would have proceeded if the 1979 workshop 
had not been held. The set of papers which 
fo 11 ow 1 ater in the present program wi 11 des
cribe the progress that has been made in ba
salt, granite, and tuff. These activities have 
had the effect of call ing increased attention 
to the propert i es of medi a other than salt. I 
would like to think that the 1979 Workshop con
tributed to the increasing emphasis and support 
for in-situ experiments and investigations that 
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focus on the rock mass issues inherent to these 
media. 

One other development which took place 
during the past year and is closely re'l ated to 
both the 1979 and 1980 Workshops is the pro
duction and imm'inent publ ic~tion of a Rock 
Mechanics R&D Technical Plan. This plan was 
written by the Rock Mechanics Subgroup of the 
Earth Sciences Technical Plan Working Group, 
many of whose members participated actively in 
the 1979 Workshop. The four main technical 
elements of the portion of the plan dealing 
with generic issues bear a strong similarity to 
the 1979 and 1980 Workshop topics; they are: 

1) Rock mass characterization 
2) Model ing 
3) In-situ testing 
4) Repository design 

In addition to treating repository design, 
the Rock Mechanics Plan discusses the other 
topics in considerably greater detail than we 
were able to do in the 1979 vJorkshop and, I 
suspect, in greater depth than is possible to 
do in the present meeting. The plan also goes 
beyond the 1979 Workshop in addressing the cou
pl ing beheen mechanical, thermal, and hydraul
ic phenomena and stresses the importance of 
these interactions. Whi le bui 1 ding on a number 
of the conclusions of the 1979 Workshop, this 
plan expands on many of them. 

The Rock Mechanics Plan also presents spec
ifics for tests in granite, basalt, tuff, and 
shales. It thus begins to address a topic 
which, in retrospect, I feel we neglected in 
the 1979 Workshop. It can be simply stated in 
the following way: given a potential repos-
itory site, what are the rock mechan i cs ques
tions that must be answered before it can be 
confidently identified as meeting all cri
teria? A continuous process is most likely 
involved in such an identification. The time 
scale, however, may have to be drastically 
shortened if recent legislative proposals are 
carri ed out and become 1 aw. A consequence of 
the perceived slow and deliberate rate of prog
ress in waste isolation research is the impa
tience by some members of Congress who want to 
"get on with it". We may see more bills intro
duced similar to the Nuclear Waste Research~ 
Development, and Demonstration Act of 1980, 
which not only mandates programs on a seemingly 
impossible short time scale, but also specifies 
technical details such as maximum permissible 
temperatures, number and types of canisters, 
and number and types of media. The impli
cations are clear, and lead me to voice a 
recommendation made last year which I am confi
dent wi 11 be repeated th i s year: progress needs 
to be accelerated, and recommendations imple
mented. 
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LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS 

John Handin 
Center for Tectonophysics 

Texas A&M University 
College Station, Texas 

SUMMARY 

Our task is to design mined-repository sys
tems that will adequately secure high-level 
nuclear waste for at least 10,000 years and that 
will be mechanically stable for 50 to 100-year 
periods of retrievability during which mistakes 
could be corrected and a valuable source of energy 
could be reclaimed, should national policy on the 
reprocessing of spent fuel ever change. The only 
credible path for the escape of radionuclides from 
the repository to the biosphere is through ground
water, and in hard rock, bulk permeability is 
largely governed by natural and artificial frac
ture systems. Furthermore, catastrophic failure 
of an excavation in hard rock is likely to occur 
at the weakest links--the discontinuities in the 
rock mass that is perturbed first by mining and 
then by radiogenic heating. It is not surprising, 
then, that the dominant leitmotiv in the scores of 
all who would advance the state of the art de
clares the urgent need for integrated theoretical, 
experimental and field investigations of parame
ters that rule repository behavior. The labora
tory can contribute precise measurements of the 
pertinent thennomechanical, hydroloqical and 
chemical properties and improve our understanding 
of the fundamental processes through careful ex
periments under well controlled conditions that 
simulate the prototype environment. Thus labora
tory investigations are necessary, but they are 
not sufficient, for conventional sample sizes are 
small relative to natural "defects" like "joints"-
that is, the rock mass is not a continuum--and test 
durations are short compared to those that predic
tive modeling must take into account. Laboratory 
investigators can contribute substantially more 
useful data if they are provided facilities for 
testing large specimens (say one cubic meter) and 
for creep testing of all candidate host rocks. 
Even so, extrapolations of laboratory data to the 
field in neither space nor time are valid without 
the firm theoretical foundations yet to be built. 
Meanwhile in-situ measurements of structure
sensitive physical properties and access to direct 
observations of rock-mass character will be abso
lutely necessary. 

I NTRO DUCTION 

Laboratory investigations in science general
ly and rock mechanics particularly, need not be 
justified here. Their rationale in respect to 
high-level nuclear-waste isolation (disposal or 
storage) in mined repositories in the continental 
crust was eloquently expounded by Hugh Heard1 at 
last year's workshop in this very room. In brief, 
laboratory work is an essential element of the 
rock-mass characterization that is the first step 
toward the solution of any rock-mechanics problem, 
and its three principal purposes are: 

(1) Measurements of appropriate thermal, 
mechanical, hydrological and chemical properties 
under simulated repository conditions, to provide 
the empirical data base still largely lacking; 

(2) Phenomenological studies of brine migra
tion, dehydration, thermal cracking and the like 
that could in principle rule out a medium early 
in the game at great savings of cost and time; 

(3) Testing hypotheses about the fundamental 
physicochemical processes of rock deformation, 
fluid flow and waste/rock interactions in a care
full y control·] ed envi ronment where boundary con
ditions are precise and variables are separable. 
Extrapolations of laboratory data to prototype 
scale and times much beyond the test limits are 
impossible without firm theoretical foundations. 

Since our convention here a year ago, many 
of us have been busy with two concurrent studies 
of the state of the art and related research
and-development planning, activities not nearly 
so personally rewarding as accomplishment of good 
science, but nevertheless necessary for at least 
two reasons. Realistically scheduled and ade
quately funded programs must be developed at 
once if we are to achieve the President's goal 
for preliminary repository-site se"lection by 
1985, and we cannot expect the licensing of an 
operational repository without the consensus of 
at least the technical community that long-term 
predictions of the consequences are valid. 

The ESTP Rock-Mechanics Subgroup2, consisting 
of about a dozen active members, worked for more 
than a year to assess the state of the art and 
recommend a generic research-and-development plan 
through its parent ESTP Working Group to the 
Sponsors, the Depa rtment of Energy/Off; ce 0 f 
Nuclear-Waste Isolation and Department of Inter
ior/U.S. Geological Survey.3 The generic plan 
embodies four sequential elements--(l) rock-mass 
characterization (including laboratory testing), 
(2) predictive modeling, (3) in-situ testing for 
verification of near-field models, and (4) mine 
design. 

The Panel on Research Requirements of the 
U.S. National Committee for Rock Mechanics 4 has 
completed a more general study now in review, 
stimulated by three earlier reports on rock
mechanics problems associated with energy-resource 
recovery, underground cons truct"j on, and sei smo logy 
and earthquake engineering, all of which apply in 
some measure to repository design. The Panel 
identified seven problem-areas common to virtu
ally all programmatic needs: (1) determination 
of porosity, permeabilHy and fluid flow in-situ, 
(2) in-situ stress measurements, (3) delineation 
of fracture systems, especially by means of 



remote sensing, (4) rock fragmentation and drill
ing, (5) scaling laboratory data to field condi
tions, (6) thermophysical and thermochemical 
properties, especially of fractured rock, and 
(7) numerical modeling, especially the coupling 
of thermomechanical and hydrological codes. 
Each area was researched by a subpanel of four or 
five members and a part-time consultant, all 
experienced in their special subject matter; in 
all some 45 experts contributed. 

If we merge the conclusions of both grougs, 
together with those of our Workshop last year5, 
as indeed we should, then we sample the opinion 
of a significant fraction of the knowledgeable 
community, much improving our credibility. 
During my review of the state of laboratory 
investigations, I have tried to do just that. 

Let us suppose that thorough exploration by 
geologists, geophysicists and hydrologists has 
identified a potential repository site with the 
required tectonic stability and desired strati
graphy. How do we then characterize the site 
for the purpose of design? Of concern is the 
whole mass of rock that is perturbed first by 
excavation and then by radiogenic heating. For 
a mined repository as now conceptualized the 
pertinent scale is of the order of 500 to 1000 m 
in depth and a few kilometers laterally. At 
this scale no rock mass, save perhaps some salt 
bodies, is likely to be even statistically homo
geneous and isotropic; rather, large variations 
in structure, texture and composition must be 
expected. Can the rock mass be treated adequately 
as a continuum? Except possibly for salt, the 
answer is almost surely no, for one or more dis
continuities like joints, faults, bedding, fis
sility and foliation are expectable. Indeed in 
hard rocks jointing is virtually ubiquitous. 
Thus, geologic character and physical properties 
must be delineated in great detail throughout 
the entire volume to be modeled. 

ROCK PROPERTI ES 

Evidently the kinds of laboratory measure
ments for rock-mass characterization as listed 
below are necessary but not always sufficient, 
for defects like joints are large relative to the 
sample sizes of conventional testing. Let us try 
to judge whether or not each measurement is suffi
ci ent. 

IMPORTANT LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS 

L ithol ogic 

Composition 
Fabric 
Porosity and density 

Physical 

Thermal 
Conductivity and heat capacity 
Expansion 

Mechanical 
Elast'ic moduli 
Fracture strength 
Rheological properties 
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Hydro'iogical 
Permeability 

Geo phys i ca 1 

Acoustic 
Electric 
~1agnet i c 

Chemical 

Lithologic Properties 

The physical properties~-thermal, mechanical, 
hydrological and chemical--that are required to 
predict repository behavior all depend strongly 
on the lithologic character of the rock matrix 
(as well as discontinuities in the rock mass). 

With regard to composition, rocks are by 
definition aggregates of minerals. In bulk, 
chemical and physical properties depend on those 
of the one or more mineral species and the manner 
in which grains are assembled. Rheological pro
perties of an intact rock (elastic, plastic, 
viscous or some combination thereof) reflect 
rheologies of all the ind'ividual crysta'is and 
their interactions with nearest neighbors. Chemi
cal reactions with ground water relate to chemi
cal properties of all mineral species exposed 
to the fluid phase. Other important properties-~ 
thermal expansion, thermal conductivity and 
specific heat--also depend on composition as well 
as fabric, as do others like acoustic, electrical 
and magnetic properties which do not affect 
repository behav'ior but which are needed for 
proper interpretation of geophysical logging and 
other forms of remote-sensing data. In the labor
atory chemical analyses and mineralogical identi
fications of rocks are routine and require no 
special research. (Techniques for determining 
lithology by remote sensing in the field do need 
improvement, however.) 

By fabric is meant the sum of all textural 
and structuraf features of rock mass ranging in 
size from submicroscopic crystal-lattice disloca
tions to macroscopic discontinuities at reposi
tory scale. All these defects strongly influence 
the physical properties of the rock mass and the 
manner in which the mass reacts to thermomechani
cal loading. Intracrystall ine dislocations 
largely govern inelastic deformations of a duc
tile mineral like halite, and they must be well 
understood to establish flow laws from creep 
tests in the laboratory and especially to extra
polate these laws for long-term predictions at 
repository scale. That is to say, the same de
formation mechanisms must operate <in both environ
ments. 

At the next larger scale, one must charac
terize the fabric of the rock matrix because it 
may impart strong anisotropies to most of the 
relevant physical properties, especially strength. 
The manner in which constituent grains are 
arranged and/or cemented largely determines poro
sity and hence the critically important permea
bil ity of the intact rock. Mi crofractur'i ng too 
affects strength and permeability as well as 



thermal properties, especially in the presence of 
water. 

The most important of all fabric elements are 
macroscopic discontinuities from which few, if any 
rocks are entirely free: macrofractures--joints 
and faults--bedding, foliation and fissility that 
range in scale from a few centimeters to reposi
tory size. Within a limited volume, bedding, 
foliation and fissility may be fairly unifoY'm and 
mappable with reasonable confidence even from few 
observations. However, macrofractures present 
the most troublesome of all the problems of rock
mass characterization. One would never site a 
repository where it might be transected by a 
large and obvious fault, but joints, a few centi
meters to few tens of meters in 1 ength and common
ly spaced a few centimeters to perhaps a meter or 
two apart, are virtually ubiquitous in hard rock. 
Extrapolations of joint patterns from surface 
observations to repository depths or from borehole 
logs laterally more than a couple of meters are 
now impossible. Because the deformation of the 
rock mass and flow of groundwater through it are 
almost always governed overwhelmingly by joint 
systems, the task of adequately delineating them 
rates the very highest priority for research on 
rock-mass characterization. For the purposes of 
both mechanical and hydrological analysis, how 
can we quantitatively describe the joint surfaces 
and any material that fills the openings within 
the matrix of the rock? Are the open or filled 
joints stronger or weaker then this matrix? Are 
the joints barriers to fluid flow or do they form 
conduits with transmissivities orders of magni
tude greater than that of the intact rock? What 
are the most effective schemes for mapping frac
ture systems, displaying the data in forms suit
able for modeling, and most of all for extrapolat
ing beyond the range of direct observation? Can 
one hope to develop remote-sensing devices with 
enough resolution to help this vital need to 
extrapolate ahead of excavation? 

Laboratory studies can help answer some of 
these questions. Experiments like those underway 
at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory6 on the effects 
of water-bearing artificial discontinuities or 
small samples of natural fractures on acoustic 
velocity and attenuation and electrical conducti
vity may lead to improvements in remote-sensing 
methods. The frictional properties of filled and 
unfilled joints can be determined in the labora
tory although facilities for testing much larger 
specimens are surely needed. Experiments on the 
chemical effects of circulating hot water on joint 
permeability under triaxial stress are planned 
at Texas A&M and perhaps elsewhere. For the 
foreseeable future, however, joint systems will 
be mappable only by direct observation. Further
more, because these defects largely control be
havior of the rock mass (except in salt), transfer 
of data from site to site even in the same rock 
type is invalid. It seems most probable that 
site-specific rock-mass characterization will 
ultimately be required for design and that access 
from shafts into drifts or at least horizontal 
boreholes will be needed at repository depths. 

Porosity and density are routine-Iy measurable 
in the laboratory and with cons-iderable resolution 
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and accuracy in the field by well established 
geophysical methods. 

Physical Properties 

Included are those thermal, mechanical and 
hydrological properties that must be measured 
with enough accuracy, precision and resolution 
for adequate modeling of the perturbation of the 
natural state of the rock mass by emplacement of 
high-level waste. It cannot be emphasized too 
strongly that these properties may depend, and 
many certainly do depend on rock-fabric elements 
that are large relative to the size of conven
tional laboratory specimens, and hence that in
situ testing will be indispensable for some time 
to ·come, if not always. 

With regard to thermal properties, experience 
with in-situ heater tests in argillite, shale, 
salt and two granitoid rocks, reveals that 
laboratory measurements of thermal conductivity 
and specific heat (and hence diffusivity), even 
on intact specimens, apgear to be adequate for 
thermal modeling alone. Predicted temperature 
distributions agree well with those measured 
with thermocouples in place. However, the heater 
tests in granite in the Stripa Mine reveal that 
use of laboratory values of thermal expansion, 
even if temperature dependence is accounted for, 
do not yield good predictions of thermomechani
cal response as measured in place with displace
ment and stress gauges.? The model fails most 
probably because it treats this rock mass as a 
continuum, whereas in fact jointing is pervasive. 
Meaningful measurements of the coefficient of 
thermal expansion, then, will have to be made 
in-situ on blocks large enough adequately to sam
ple representative macrofractures unless we can 
learn to combine laboratory data on the rock 
matrix and large enough samples of joints to 
predict the properties of the discontinuous rock 
mass. This capability would be more probable 
were large testing machines available. 

Elastic properties--Young's, bulk and shear 
modulus--can be measured both statically and 
dynamically with sufficient precision and at a 
fast enough pace in the laboratory. However, 
the size, something less than 10 cm or so, of 
conventional specimens is too small to incorporate 
rock-mass defects like joints. It is clear that 
what are more properly called the "deformation 
moduli," as measured by flat-jack tests in-situ, 
differ significantly from the laboratory data8. 
So again, these properties must be determined in 
much larger samples if modelers are to be pro
vided with realistic input. Field measurements 
of "deformation modul i" requi re a gauge length 
large enough to encompass the natural fabric 
elements (joints, etc.). Having made several 
comparisons of laboratory and field data, one 
may in the future be able to derive in-situ 
moduli from elastic properties of intact rock 
and of defects. That this derivation is not now 
possible is another compelling reason for further 
large-sample and field testing as soon as possi
ble. 

The techniques for determining short-time 
fracture strength in uniaxial and triaxial 



compression and tensile tests are well estab
lished, and laboratory facilities are probably 
adequate. However, again the sample size is too 
small to incorporate statistically significant 
a rrays of rea 1 macroscopi c defects. Th us, 
although significant environmental variables of 
confining pressure, pore pressure, temperature, 
and pore-fluid chemistry can be adequately shou
lated in the laboratory, extrapolat"ion of data to 
repository scale will remain uncertain until we 
learn how to combine tensile and shear strengths 
of intact rock with those of macroscopic defects. 
Indeed, achieving this capabilHy rates perhaps 
highest priority for research on physical proper
ties, because short of a semi-quantitative assess
ment of "in-sHu strength by heating a pinar of 
rock to failure, there is as yet no way to measure 
the strength of a large mass of a rock in the 
field. 

The rheological properties that govern time
dependent inelastic deformations (creep) of all 
potential host-rocks save salt are virtually 
unknown for confining pressures and temperatHres 
appropriate to high-level waste repositories. 
Salt has the obvious advantage of high relative 
ductility. It has but rarely been fractured by 
natural processes, and thermal cracking is unlike
ly. On the contrary, hard-rocks are brittle and 
ubiquHously fractured to begin wHh. Further 
fracturing accompanies excavation. Will radio
genic heating cause even more fracturing? Will 
stress corrosion in the presence of hot water 
favor thermal cracking, or will hydrolytic
weakening improve ductility? Unsupported shafts 
in hard-rock mines at ordinary geothermal tempera
tures remain stable for hundreds of years. We 
expect excavations in salt to close, but graduall~ 
not catastrophically. Will openings in basalt, 
granite, tuff, and especially shale be safe, or 
is creep rupture possible in wet rock at 200-
300°C? We cannot wait to see what happens even 
ina mock, 1 et alone areal, repos Hory. Rather 
we must learn more in the laboratory about time
dependent deformations--transient creep, steady
state flow, and tertiary creep premonitory to 
rupture--under appropriately simulated conditions 
and insofar as possible of both intact rock and 
mock defects. Because several media must be 
tested and each creep test may run for several 
weeks or even months, existing facilities are 
inadequate for the acquisition of these badly 
needed data in reasonable time, say 3 years. A 
large capital investment in new apparatus is 
required. 

As for hydrological properties, techniques 
and facil iti es for measurements of matri x per
meability on small samples in the laboratory and 
by standard borehole testing in the field are 
adequate and need no special attention. However, 
in fractured rocks, that is, in virtually all 
potential media other than salt, permeability of 
the rock mass is likely to be dominated by the 
fracture systems. Moreover, the transmissivity 
of an open, more or less planar fracture is pro
portional to the cube of the aperture, so that 
the flow of water in a fracture system will 
depend strongly on the opening and closing of 
fractures by thermomechanical loading. In addi
tion, the pathways may well be chemically altered 
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as hot groundwater contacts the wall rock. We do 
not even know whether geochemical effects will 
increase or decrease the transmissivity of a 
fracture system. Yet again, we should be testing 
large specimens that contain natural fractures. 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory has been s tudyi ng 
fluid flow in specimens nearly a meter in dia
meter, but under severely limited conditions of 
applied stress and temperature lO . Some idea of 
fracture transmissivity and influence of normal 
stress can be had from flat-jack tests in the 
field on blocks of several cubic meters8, and 
these should continue, for otherwise coupling 
of thermomechanical and hydrological models would 
be fruitless. However, as test conditions in the 
field are difficult to reproduce and boundary 
conditions are somewhat uncertain, the physics of 
fluid flow can be learned best in "bench-scale" 
experiments. 

Geophysical Properties 

What for convenience are here are called 
"geophysical properties'c.-acoustic, electrical and 
magnetic--do not influence repository behavior 
but are needed for proper interrretations of 
borehole logs and surface geophysical observa
tions. Some laboratory work will be needed to 
back up in-situ experiments, and we should be 
aware of-aevelopments in geothermal-energy pro
grams, also concerned with the flow of hot fluids 
through fractured rocks. 

Chemical Properties 

These are beyond my scope. It does seem 
clear, however, that a lot of research is needed 
on waste/rock interactions, the effects of circu
lating hot water on matrix and fracture permea
bilities, and the radionuclids-absorptive proper
ties of potential chemical barriers. 

In-Situ Stress and Heat Flow 

Site characterization must also provide 
information about the geothermal heat flux and 
in-situ state of stress, the determinations of 
both of which depend on laboratory data. The 
measurements of the thermal conductivity needed 
to calculate heat flow from the temperature dif
ferences measured in-situ do not appear to pose 
serious problems. However, except probably for 
the least principal stress as determined by the 
instantaneous shut-in pressure of a hydraulic
fracturing test, absolute in-situ stresses cannot 
be meas ured directly, but mus t be deri ved from 
strain-relief or other data through proper con
stitutive relations. There are still uncertain
ties about proper interpretations of field data 
because, for example, laboratory and in-situ 
values of elastic (or deformation) moduli rarely 
agree and what the breakdown pressure in a 
hydraulic-fracturing experiment tells us about 
the stresses is far from clear to me. 

Where We Stand 

Our current state of knowledge will become 
clearer by the end of this workshop, but let us 
try bri efly to assess the s ta te of 1 abora tory 
investigations of the five generic rock types 



now regarded as potential hosts for mined reposi
tories--basaH, "granite," saH, shale and tuff. 

Few reliable data on basalt are available 
for appropriate pressure-temperature conditions, 
but presumably laboratory work is being done for 
the BWIP programll . Recent results from short
time triaxial-compression tests suggest that the 
ultimate strength even of wet basalt (and granite) 
is degraded but little by heating to 800°C, but 
creep testing is needed because processes like 
stress corrosion are rate-controlled12 . 

A good deal is known about granite from both 
laboratory studies and field investigations at 
the Stripa Mine in Sweden and Climax Stock in 
Nevada? There are reliable data on the proper
ties of the matrix--thermal conductivity and 
expansion, elastic moduli, permeability, and 
short-time compressive strength. However, the 
effect of rock-mass discontinuities like joints 
remains to be worked out, and no creep tests 
under appropriate conditions have yet been done. 

Salt has been under intensive study for 
nearly20 years and its thermoelastic properties 
and permeabil ity are wen known? Creep data on 
both bedded and domal formations are relatively 
abundant, and we are progressing well toward the 
understanding of the fundamental processes that 
is needed legitimately to apply laboratory con
stitutive, laws to deformations at repository 
scale13 , 14, 15. Studies meant to diminish some 
uncertainties like brine migration and effects 
of grain size and impurities are well underway. 

The term, shale, embraces very wide differ
ences in mineralogy, vlater content and induration 
such that its full characterization will be a 
formidable task. In-situ heater tests have 
revealed some potentially serious very-near-field 
effects in rocks, containing a large fraction of 
hydrated clay mineral? On the other hand, 
shales may enjoy very low matrix permeabnity and 
good radionuclide absorption. Few pertinent data 
are available, though, and if shale is to be 
qua 1 ifi ed as a repos itory medi um with in fi ve 
years, we must get cracking. 

Tuffs also vary widely in mineral and water 
conte-fitsand 'induration. Unwelded tuff has low 
permeabi l'i ty and good absorptive properties, but 
its negative coefficient of thermal expansion, 
like that of hydrous clays, implies poor near
field behavior. The matrix of welded tuff is 
very strong and impermeable, but this rock is 
typically profusely fractured. A lot of mechani
cal, but few thermal data are available on un
welded formations, owing to many years of investi
gations in weapons programs. Little is yet known 
about welded varieties, so again if they deserve 
serious regard, both laboratory and field inves
tigations must be accelerated immediately. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We are asked to judge how we have progressed 
since we convened here a year ago. With a few 
notable exceptions to be brought out later in 
this workshop, the not surprising answer is, not 
very far. Our d'istressingly slow pace owes to 
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the very nature of highly sophisticated research 
on terribly complex problems, even given man
power and facilities available at full strength, 
but also to the long reaction time of management 
in the federal system from the Congress on down. 

Our purpose here is to update last year's 
assessment of our state of knowledge and recom
mendations to improve it. However, certain 
conclusions are already quite clear, and to me 
the following seem most important. 

1. The most serious problem of geolog'ic 
rock-mass characterization is adequate delinea
tion of heterogeneously distributed discontinui
ties--defects in the continuum--most notably 
macroscopic fractures (joints). Unless as yet 
unconceived high-resolution remote-sensing 
methods become available--and discontinuities 
must be mapped discretely, so I doubt that they 
will--access to direct site-specific observa
tions at repository depths will be mandatory. 

2. We are baffled by the need for statisti
cally significant sampling -in both the laboratory 
and field. ~Je are asked to qual ify sites at 
least generically in advance of shaft sinking, 
yet so as not to compromise the integrity of a 
potential repository, we are allowed to dr-ill 
but a few coreholes around its margins and 
expected to interpolate in a rock mass that is 
neither homogeneous nor isotropic. 

3. Laboratory measurements of structure
sensitive physical properties like thermal 
expansion, deformation moduli, strength and 
permeability are necessary but not sufficient, 
owing to the small size of conventional speci
mens relative to rock-mass discontinuities. 
Because in-situ testing is very costly, research 
should b~ aimed at ways of combining laboratory 
data on the rock matrix and the discontinuities 
so as to derive the bulk properties of the rock 
mass. Until we learn to do so, in-situ measure
ments will be absolutely necessary to provide 
realistic input to thermomechanical and hydrolo
gical codes. 

4. In this regard the need for facilities 
to test large samples (of the order of a cubic 
meter) should be evident. Statistically signi
ficant segments of natural discontinuities could 
be incorporated in experiments under well simu
lated and controlled repository conditions. He 
should at least be helped up in that long step 
from laboratory to prototype scale. Extrapola
tions of the strengths of hard rocks are 
especially troublesome, for they cannot as yet 
be measured in-situ. The National Science Found
ation is studYing the feasibility of large-sample 
testing, and experiments are planned at Los 
Alamos Scientific Laboratory with uniaxial load
ing by its 5000-ton hydraulic press. 

5. There are virtually no data on the time
dependent inelastic deformations (creep) on any 
rocks but salt under expectable repository condi
tions. Our experience to date suggests that the 
creep of hard rocks at temperatures like 200 to 
300 0 e will be very small, but we still know too 
little about rate-controlled processes like 



stress-corrosion cracking to predict creep rup
ture. In any event without firm data, predictive 
modeling cannot be credible. Funding for a mod
est expansion of national creep-testing facilities 
has been recommended repeatedly, but not yet 
approved as far as I know. 

6. Merely measuring physical properties, 
however precisely and comprehensively, is not 
enough. Blindly empirical extrapolation of con
stitutive relations to lengths and times orders 
of magnitude greater than those of laboratory 
testing may well be invalid. Legitimate applica
tions of laboratory data to predictive modeling 
at repository scale and over thousands of years 
must rest on the firm theoretical foundations 
that are built of thorough knowledge of processes. 
These, in turn, must be learned through careful 
laboratory experiments. 

7. Finally, the past year's experience 
should remind us forcefully of the urgent need 
to expand and accelerate both laboratory and 
field testing at once. Otherwise we cannot expect 
to achieve the President's goal that "we should 
be ready to select the site [of four or five 
qualified candidates] for the first full-scale 
repository by about 1985 ... "16 
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A REVIEH OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART OF THERMOMECHANICAL-HYDROCHEMICAL MODELING 
OF A HARDROCK HASTE REPOSITORY 

Chin Fu Tsang 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
Berkeley, California 94720 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent interest in the possibility of nuclear 
waste isolation in hard rocks has opened up a 
major new area of researchl,2. The basic idea is 
to store nuclear waste in repositories emplaced in 
hard rock formations so that no appreciable radio
nuclides will escape from the repository to the 
biosphere during hundreds of thousands of years 
after emplacement. This presents a problem of major 
challenge because of the following unanswered 
questions: 

1. Hm" can we define the phys ical system 
under study? The characterization of a fractured 
rock mass is a major problem. Procedures are not 
yet established to represent it by an equivalent 
porous medium with major fractures or other repre
sentations amenable to modeling. Furthermore, the 
determination of the parameters describing the 
fractured rock system by means of a finite number 
of borehole observations still requires much work. 
Studies to date tend to be either completely deter
ministic (detailed fracture mapping) or completely 
random (porous medium approximation). A proper 
understanding (perhaps employing a stochastic 
approach) is urgently needed. 

2. How can r,le calculate the processes asso
ciated with such a system? Four major processes 
are involved: a) heating of the rock mass by the 
nuclear waste, b) mechanical behavior of the rock, 
c) the flow of the fluid in the geological 
system, and d) chemical transport and reactions 
bettveen water, rock and dissolved radionuclides. 
There are hopes that some portion of these pro
cesses may be uncoupled, but this is by no means 
clear for all possible systems. In any case, 
coupled studies have to be made that will determine 
the limits of validity of uncoupled modeling. Up 
to now, various fields such as hydrology, geochem
istry and geothermal energy have, at most, 
coupled two of the four effects at the same time. 
To develop the model and to understand the overall 
process when all four processes are involved is a 
problem of major proportions. 

3. Is it possible to extrapolate our under
standing and calculations to the 10 3 - 10 6 years 
necessary to isolate the waste? Hhat makes the 
present problem unique is the requirement that 
modeling has to be extrapolated with sufficient 
accuracy to times on the order of 10 3 - 10 6 years, 
while being validated for only 2-20 years of experi
ments. This not only demands very carefully de
signed models, but also requires that we have in
clude~ all relevant processes in our modeling, 
especlally those slow processes which may be 
of little significance in experiments of a "short" 
time span. 

In the next section, the uses of modeling, in 
general, are listed first. Then the state-of-the
art of numerical models will be briefly summarized. 
This describes where we are now, what we can and 
cannot currently do. The following section 
discusses what is needed in further research in 
order to solve our problem. These discussions 
lead to a proposed list of some of the challenging 
questions ,,,hich tve now face. A sununary and some 
remarks will conclude the paper. 

USES OF MODELING 

The uses of modeling are more than just to 
simulate what has happened in the past and make 
predictions for the future; they m~y be listed as 
follows: 

1. To understand key processes. By generic 
studies, isolated key factors can be investigated 
and an understanding of the processes obtained. 
These key factors may be, for example: borehole 
stability, convective flows in fractures, etc. 

2. To determine sensitivity of key para
meters. This will help to set requirements for 
how accurately a parameter should be measured in 
the field or in the laboratory. 

3. As an experiment design tool. By using 
modeling, crucial guidelines concerning field 
experiment layout and the required instrumenta
tion sensitivity can be determined. 

4. As a test against field data. Any dis
crepancy will either point out some error and 
inaccuracies in the model, or, more interestingly, 
uncover unexpected processes or effects not yet 
buH t into the model. 

5. As a prediction tool. By simulation using 
site-specific conditions, predictions can be made 
for different scenarios or for later times. 

STATE-OF-THE-ART OF NUMERICAL MODELS 

No numerical model is currently available 
that couples simultaneously all four processes: 
heat transfer, fluid flow, mechanical stress and 
displacement, and chemical reactions. However, 
considerable literature exists in the modeling of 
each one of these phenomena. Because of the 
developments :in the related fields of hydrology, 
petroleum engineering, geothermal energy and geo
chemistry, some progress has also been made in the 
coupling of pairs of these processes. The thermo
mechanical and thermohydrological models are some
what more developed, mainly for porous media, but 
much work remains to be done for fractured sys~· 

tems. The hydromechanical and hydrochemical 
models for the waste repository sys tem are, on 



TABLE l. Some of the Major Thermohydrological Models. 

Model Current Development 

CCC M. Lippmann, LBL 

Duguid J. Duguid, ONWI 

O'Neill K. O'Neill, CRRE 
A. Shapiro, Princeton 

GWTHERM A. Runchal, D & M 

FINI A. Burgess, Acres 

CFEST S. Gupta, BPNL 

SWIFT S. Pahwa, Intera 

Coats K. Coats, Intercomp 

Faust- C. Faust, 
Mercer J. Mercer, Geotrans 

MUSHRM J. pritchett, S3 

SHAFT79 K. Pruess, LBL 

the other hand, still in an early stage, In the 
following, we shall summarize the state of the 
art of thermohydrological, thermomechanical, 
hydromechanical and hydrochemical modeling one 
by one. 

Thermohydrological Modeling 

Table I summarizes 3 major thermohydrological 
rrodels available 4- 16. The choice is somewhat ar
bitrary and emphasizes those in the published 
literature that could be applied or may be ex
tended to be applied to fractured systems. The 
main characteristics of these models are also 
indicated in the table. In general, porous 
media models are quite well developed. However, 
except for the double porosity models, 
they were not originally designed for fractured
rock systems. Hence much work needs to be done 
to establish their applicability to such systems. 
All of these models are verified against a few 
analytical solutions, but more validations should 
be made, especially against fracture flow solutions. 
Only about five of the models listed have been 

Main Characteristics 

flow-heat-consolidation, 3D, IFD, geo-
thermal, aquifer storage, waste isolation 

flow, double-porosity, 2D, FE, 
hydrology 

flow-heat, double-porosity, 3D, FE, 
geothermal 

flow-heat-(transport), 2D, IFD, 
waste isolation 

flow-heat, 2D, FE, 
waste isolation 

flow-heat-solute, 3D, FE, 
hydrology, waste isolation 

flow-heat-solute-(transport), 3D, FD, 
waste isolation 

flow-heat, two-phase, 3D, FD, 
geothermal, petroleum 

flow-heat, two-phase, 3D, FD, 
geothermal 

flow-heat-solute, two-phase, 3D, FD, 
geothermal, geopressure 

flow-heat, two-phase, 3D, FD, 
geothermal, waste isolation 

validated against field data, None of the models 
treat uncertainty in input data, or consider 
statistical distributions of parameters. 

Thermomechanical Modeling 

Table 2 shows some of the major thermome
chanical models available. l7 The boundary 
element methods are integral methods assuming 
linear behavior. The finite element and finite 
difference methods, on the other hand, treat the 
system in detail. They can handle complex non
linear behavior and possibly the coupling between 
fluid flow, heat transfer and mechanical re
sponses. Most of the available models are essen
tially continuous models, even though special 
provision may be made to incorporate discrete 
discontinuities. Some of these models have been 
applied to field data. In general thermal 
fields are well simulated, though for accurate 
modeling temperature dependent thermal properties 
may be needed. The stress-strain results show 
the need of incorporating faults or fractures in 
the calculations. Work in this area is still 
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TABLE 2. Some of the Major Thermomechanical Models 

Capabilities 

H 

'" '" rl 
.-< <!J " OJ 

~ Ul '" rl '" Ul 'M '-' 'M .g 
'" 

H <lJ rl '" '" '" <!J H '" '" '-' on Basis of method Code name Source of code I I t:i '" 0 0 <lJ <lJ 
N 0') Ul '" "' '" '" 

Boundary element SALT OHI X X X X X 
methods 

SALTZ University of Minnesota X X X X X 

BASUM University of Minnnesota X X X X 

EXPAR University of Minnesota X X X X X 

REPOS University of Minnesota X X X X X 

BEH2D Dames & Moore X X X X X X X 

DAHEIT Dames & Moore X X X X X X X X 

Finite element FINEL Dames & Moore/Imperial X X X X X X X 
College 

DAMSI,EL Dames & Moore/S~0,7ansea X X X X X X X 
University 

BASFEH University of Minnesota X X X X 

RSr/TRANCO RE/SPEC X X X X 

RSr/TEPCO RE/SPEC X X X X 

RSI/TEVCO RE/SPEC X X X X 

RSr/NOMOR RE/SPEC X X X X 

CDC/ANSYS Swanson Analysis Systems X X X X X X X 

CDC/MARC MARC Analysis Research X X X X X X X 

Rock structure Agbabian Associates X X X X X X 
interaction 

ADINA, ADINAT MIT X X X X X X X X 

SAP University of California X X X X 

NONSAP University of California X X X X X 

SANDIA-ADINA Sandia National Labs X X X X X X X X 

JAC Sandia National Labs X X X X X X X 

SANCHO Sandia National Labs X X X X X X X 

COUPLEFLOH Sandia National Labs X X X X X 

WULFF Sandia National Labs X X X X X X X 

BMINES U.S. Bureau of Mines X X X X X X X 

BMINES (Modified) Sandia Nat ianal Labs X X X X X X X X 

DIFFUS2 University of Minnesota X X 

Finite difference KO/HEMP Lawrence Livermore X X X X X X 
(explicit) 

DAMSEL Dames & Moore X X X X X X 

STEALTH Science Applications X X X X X X X X 

(implicit) GWTHERM, PORFOH Analytic & Computational Coupled thermal fluid 
Research, Inc. and stress 2-D 

needed, such as validation of these models for 
fractured systems and generic studies of borehole 
stability with the presence of fractures. 

of the models, as well as the behavior of the 
interactions between fluid flow and stress-strain. 

Hydrornechanical Modeling 

Currently there are not many coupled fluid 
flow and stress-strain models 18 The major 
Qnes 19- 22 are listed in Table 3. Among these, 
only the model by Ayatollahi and Noorishad is 
designed for fractured systems. More valida-
tions against laboratory or field experiments are 
needed. Further and more extensive generic studies 
should also be done to understand the capability 

Hydrochemical Modeling 

Substantial work has been going on in chem
ical modeling in aqueous systems. 23 However, 
the modeling of coupled chemistry and fluid flow 
relevant to nuclear waste isolation problems is 
still in an early stage. 24 Many factors need to be 
considered including physical, chemical and 
radiological properties of the rock medium and 
waste form. Dependence of sorption, complexation, 
dissolution and precipitation on thermal effects, 
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TABLE 3. Cou dromechanical Models 

Developers Main characteristics 

Sandhu and Hilson, UCB FE (variational principle), 
saturated porous medium, 
2D axisymmetric water in
compressible. 

Ghaboussi and Hilson, 
(UCB) 

Ayatollahi and Noorishad, 
(LBL) 

Safai and Pinder, 
(Princeton) 

FE(V.P.), saturated porous 
medium, 2D axisymmetric, 
water compressible. 

FE(V.P.), non-linear porous 
medium with fractures, 
compressible fluid, 2D 
axisymmetric. 

FE (Galerkin), saturated
unsaturated porous media 
2D axisymmetric 

groundwater flow and concentration gradient must 
also be considered. Table 4 summarizes24 major 
coupled hydrochemical models 2S - 28 . The models 
by Ahlstrom et aI, and Lichtner and Benson were 
developed for waste repository studies. Denis 
Norton's work has been mainly on geological 
processes such as ore deposition and formation of 
geothermal reservoirs, though his results can 
be useful for our work. All these models are 
lacking in validation. 

TABLE 4. Hydrochemical Models 

Developers Main characteristics 

Ahlstrom, Cole, 
Hashburn et al., (PNL) 

Macro-micro transport 
model, Discrete-Parcel

Random-Walk algorithm, 
ID (2D steady state 
floW) Instantaneous 
equilibrium, sorption; 
radioactive decay com
plexation and precipi
tation not included. 

!Rubin and James, (USGS) ID Galerkin method 

I 

deterministic, instan
taneous equilibrium 
ion-exchange, complexa
tion and precipitation. 

I 
iLichtner and Benson, (LBL) ID,IFD method 

I L __ _ 

deterministic 
instantaneous equilibrium 
ion-exchange, complexa
tion, precipitation and 
radioactive decay. 

ADI-FD method, dis so-
lution precipitation 
Single phase heat and 
mass transport 
Local thermal equili
brium, irreversible 
fluid rock reactions. 

Coupled Therma1-Fluid-Stress Mod§ling 

Several groups, including LBL, SAl and Dames 
and Moore, are currently attempting to develop 
models to study coupled thermal, fluid and stress 
effects. These are mainly for two-dimensional 
systems and are only partially coupled. They 
are still in the development stage and require 
careful validation. 

RESEARCH NEEDS 

To study the thermomechanical, and hydro
chemical processes around a hard-rock repository, 
it is convenient to discuss three different levels 
of scale: 

1. Canister scale--here the borehole 
stability, maximum allowable temperatures, lining 
or engineered barrier design, and hydrochemistry 
are the key questions. 

2. Repository Sca1e--at this scale, the exca
vation layout, shaft design, repository stability, 
waste loading sequence, local groundwater control, 
and choice of backfill material are matters of 
major concern. 

3. Regional sca1e--main problems at this 
scale are the regional groundwater flow, chemical 
transport and dispersion, and effects of major 
fractures or faults. 

These different scales require different 
levels of sophistication in the coupled thermo
mechanical and hydrochemical modeling. Probably 
the sophistication needed decreases from the 
canister scale to the regional scale. However, 
the regional scale requires results from reposi
tory scale for inputs, which in turn depends on 
results from canister scale studies. 

FIGURE 1. Couplings 

HEAT FLOW )0 CHEMICAL TRANSPORT 
AND REACTIONS 

1 ~ 1 I 
STRESS I WATER FLOW 

STRAIN -E---

Figure I il1us trates the couplings among the 
four processes for tight formations which are of 
interest to us here. First, there is a strong 
coupling between chemical reactions and fluid 
flow. The fluid flow transports the chemicals 
and any dissolution or precipitation would aff~ct 
t~e flm.; veloci ty. The fluid velocity is propor
tlona1 to the cube of fracture aperture, so a 
small change in aperture due to precipitation 
~oJOu1d have a significant effect on fluid flm". 
Probably this coupling is critical at the canister 
scale. But it is still important at the regional 
scale, though the process may be much slm"er and 
perhaps easier to model. 



Between heat and fluid flow, the influence 
of heating on regional groundwater flow is of 
major interest. However, for tight systems the 
amount of fluid in the hard-rock medium may be 
small, so that its effect on the temperature 
field may be less significant, except near the 
canister. Similarly, for the interaction betl"een 
stress-strain and fluid flow, the effect of 
stress-strain in changing the fracture aperture 
may cause significant flow differences, but the 
influence of flow on the stress-strain of the 
fracture network may be smaller, except possibly 
on the canister scale. 

The remaining couplings indicated in Figure 1 
are thermal effects on the rates and the thermo
dynamics of chemical reactions, and the thermally 
induced stress-strain phenomena. The reverse 
influences may be minimal. It is possible, 
hOlvever, that for shale and tuff, stress-strain 
effects may affect heat flow. 

With the above discussion as background 
and reviewing the present state-of-the-art, we 
can perhaps conclude that our capability of hand
ling these coupled processes is still in an un
satisfactory state. Many times for site specific 
studies, drastic assumptions have to be made so 
that the situation fits the capability of the 
available models. Though a fully-coupled model 
involving all four processes may not be needed 
~or is it possible with current computer capa
bilities), careful studies should be made to 
establish the limits of various simplifications. 
Besides these studies, of particular importance 
are careful validations of current models for 
fractured rock systems, especially against field 
data. We also need their application to improve 
our understanding of all relevant physical and 
chemical processes in fractured rock. In this 
way, we may be able to justify any assumptions 
we make and have more confidence in our modeling 
results, especially when extrapolated to 10 3 -
106 years. 

Some Challenging Problems 

Some of the challenging problems facing 
the modelers today are listed below: 

1. The characterization of fractured rock 
masses. 

2. The determination of parameters from a 
few borehole observations. 

3. Modeling of uncertainties; stochastic 
modeling. 

4. Evaluation of effective fracture surface 
area. 

5. Megascopic dispersion phenomena, and 
determination of dispersive coefficients from 
field data. (Is the functional form usually 
assumed for dispersion valid for slow velocities?) 

6. Geochemistry modeling with ion-exchange, 
dissolution and precipitation, sorption and com
plexations. 

7. Modeling of jointed rocks. 

8. Determination of appropriate scales of 
simulation. 
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9. Effects of changes in permeability/connec
tivity/porosity due to chemical reactions or tem
perature increase, 

10. Effects of system heterogeneity and aniso
tropy. 

11. Modeling long-term geological phenomena. 

Many other problems may be listed. These 
problems not only may require modelers to build 
numerical models, but also to use them to gain 
a better understanding of all the processes I"hich 
are occurring. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The present paper attempts to answer three 
questions concerning the state-of-the-art of 
numerical modeling for nuclear waste repositories: 
1) what are the major issues involved, 2) where 
are Vle now; 3) l.;rhat further research we need to 
do. The arguments presented are somewhat subjec
tive, but will, we hope, form a basis for further 
discussions. Much work remains to be done in 
model validation (especially for fractured rock 
masses); model application to understand relevant 
processes, and the study of the couplings among 
processes. With a concerted effort, we would hope 
in the near future to have a good understanding of 
all the processes involved in order to enable us 
to make a reasonably confident long-term predic
tion of the behavior of a hardrock waste reposi
tory. 
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SYNOPSIS OF IN SITU TESTING FOR MINED GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES 

Paul F. Gnirk 
RE/SPEC Inc. 

Rapid City, SO/USA 

SUMMARY 

The concept of mined geologic disposal of 
radioactive wastes was proposed about 25 years ago. 
Unt i 1 the mi d-1970' s, research and deve-Ioprnent 
activities were directed essentially to the eva-
luation of the disposal concept for salt 
formations. During the past 5 years, the waste 
disposal technology programs in the USA and other 
countries have been expanded substantially in 
effort and scope for eva 1 uat i on of a broader range 
of geologic media beyond salt, including basalt, 
granite, shale, and tuff. From the outset, in situ 
test i ng has been an integral pa rt of these 
programs, and has included act i vit -i es concerned 
with rock mass characterization, the phenomenologi
cal response of rock to waste or simulated waste 
emplacement, model develoflment and verification, 
and repos i tory des; gn. Th is paper prov; des a 
synopsis of in situ tests that have been or are 
being performed in geologic media in support of the 
waste disposal programs in the USA, the United 
Kingdom, Slveden, and the Federal Republic of 
Germany. 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

As a consequence of deve 1 opi ng a mi ned repos i
tory in a geologic medium for the disflosal of 
radioactive \~astes, the natural state of the rock 
mass wi 11 be perturbed by excavati on and by empl a
cement of heat-generating wastes. In order to 
assess the impacts of these perturbations on the 
capabil i ty of the rock mass to both i so 1 ate and 
contain the wastes over long periods of time, it is 
necessary to perform in situ tests in the par
ticular rock lIlass or in its generic equivalent. In 
situ testing may be defi ned as the performance of 
tests in the natural or -in-place environment of a 
geologic medium. Obviously, the installation of 
the tests, which may -involve the excavation of a 
tunne 1 or room and the dri 11 i ng of borello 1 es, Ivi 11 
disturb the natural environment to some extent. If 
the volume of the rock mass being tested is large 
as compared to the volume of excavation and 
drilling, then the disturbance can be m-inifllized, 

I n response to a request frOll1 the U. S, At omi c 
Energy Commission in 1955, the National Academy of 
Sciences--National Research Council Comillittee 
(NAS-NRC) on Waste D-isposal proposed in 1957 that 
the disflosal of high-level radioactive 'IJastes -in 
natura 1 salt format ions be cons i de red as the most 
prom; sing method of the future. As a consequence 
of subsequent investigations by the Oak Ridge 
Nat; ona 1 Laboratory (ORNL) and add iti ona 1 rev-i ew 
comments and recomrnendat ions by the NAS-NRC 
Committee on Geologic Aspects of Radioactive Waste 
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Disposal in 1961, in situ tests with electr<ical 
heaters were performed by ORNL in the Carey Salt 
Mine near Hutchison, KS. These tests were followed 
by Project Salt Vault in the last half of the 
1960's at the Carey Salt Mine near Lyons, KS. In 
situ tests with electrical heaters were also con
ducted in the late 1960's in the Asse Salt Mine in 
the Federal Republ ic of Germany. Apart from 
another in situ test with electrical heaters in the 
Asse Mine in the early 1970's, in situ testing in 
salt was essentially nonexistent until 1976-77. In 
1976, heater tests were resumed in the Asse Mi ne, 
and in 1977, initiated in the Avery Island t~ine, 
LA. Because of expanded I'Jaste di sposa 1 technology 
programs in the USA and other countries, in situ 
testing was initiated in -1977 in granite in the 
USA, the United Ki ngdorn, and Sweden, and in shale 
in the USA. In the USA, in situ testing was begun 
; n tuff on the Nevada Test Site (NTS) in 1979, and 
in basalt on the Hanford Site in 1980. The purpose 
of this paper is to prov-ide a synopsis of in situ 
tests that have been performed in the various 
geologic media in the above-mentioned countries 
since the early 1960's. 

ROLE OF IN SITU TESTING FOR WASTE DISPOSAL 

The fundamental interrelated elements in the 
deve 1 opment of a radi oact i ve waste repos itory ina 
geologic medium are rock mass characterization, 
modeling, in situ testing, and design engineering. 
In situ testing is an integral part of rock mass 
characteri zat i on from the vi ewpoi nts of the 
thermal/mechanical/hydrological/chemical properties 
of a rock mass and of the initial state of the 
medium as regards in situ stress state, geothermal 
grad-ient, etc. The phenornenologica-I response of a 
rock mass to thermal loading can be addressed to 
s orne extent in 1 aboratory and bench-scale tests, 
but ultimately requires tests performed in situ on 
a relatively substantial volume of rock mass. 
Mode 1 S, whi ch are used to predi ct the long-term 
resflonse of a geologic medium to radioactive waste 
emplacement, must be verified by des-igned in sHu 
tests, Design engineering. which includes the 
develoflment of man-made barriers to enhance the 
iso<lation and containlTIent features of a geologic 
medium and the confirmation of particular features 
of a repos itory des i gn, must inc 1 ude the use of in 
situ testing in the particular geologic medium of 
interest or in its generic equivalent. 

The role of in situ testing for mined geologic 
disposal of radioactive wastes was discussed in 
considerable detail in 1979 in the Workshop on 
Thermomechanical Modeling for a Hardrock Waste 
Repository, Specific issues and related needs for 
salt, hard rock, and argillaceous formations were 
the subjects of a Workshop on NWTS In-Situ Test 
Needs in 1978. Recent discussions on international 



cooperat i on for the development of waste d"i sposa 1 
technology between the USA and Canada, Sweden, and 
the Federal Republ"ic of Germany have focused in 
many regards on in si tu test i ngo 

SYNOPSIS OF IN SITU TESTS 

The accumulat"ion of in situ tests that have 
been performed, or are being performed, in the USA, 
the United Kinsdom, Svleden, and the Federal 
Republ ic of Germany is summarized in Table 1 and 
described in some detail in Table 2. The geologic 
media for which the tests are applicable include 
basa It, bedded sa H, doma 1 sa It, "potash salt", 
granite, granitic gneiss, shale (or argillite), and 
tufL For the most part, the tests have invol ved 
heat i ng of the rock mass, genera lly by the use of 
elect ri ca 1 heaters, but on two occas ions in bedded 
salt and granite by canisterized spent fuel 
assemblieso Use has been made of both single 
heaters and arrays of heaters emplaced in bore
holeso The spatial scale ranges from very near 
field in the sense of the rock mass immediate"ly 
surrounding a simulated waste canister, to the near 
field in the sense of a reasonably full-scale 
d i sposa 1 roonlo The time scale of the tests has 
ranged from one or two months to several years or 
more. 

The greatest accumulation of tests exists for 
salt, dating back to 1962 at the Carey SaH fVline 
near Hutchison, KSo Recent and current activities 
in granite are providing a substantial bulk of 
information, potentially comparable to that 
available for salto Activities in shale beyond the 
two surface heater test confi gurations now appear 
dormanto Ins i tu test i ng in tuff at NTS and in 
basalt at the Hanford Site have, for all practical 
purposes, just beguno Essentially, in situ testing 
to date has included one site in basalt, five sites 
in salt, four sites in granite and granitic gneiSS, 
two sites in shale, and one site in tuff, with 
three of the sites being on the surface (one in 
granite and two in shale) 0 All of the sites woul d 
have to be classified as generic equivalents of 
their geologic mediao 
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TABLE 1 

SUMMARY OF MEDIA,_~IT~S, AND TYPJ~_LOF Jl'!2.tIU __ T_E_S}_Lc.~tiP.hfl:.E.D __ O_~ 
IN PROGRESS FOR MINED GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES 

GENERIC NUMBER OF SITES BOREHOLE TESTS IN SITU 
ROCK (AND LOCATIONS) SINGLE HEATER SPENT BLOCK 
TYPE HEATER ARRAY FUEL 

- ~~--, -. 
Basalt 1 1 1 - 2* 

(NSTF, Hanford Site, WA) 
Bedded Salt 3 1 1 1 1 

(Carey Salt Mines, Hutchi-
son and Lyons KS; Missis-
sippi Chem; cal Co. Mine, 

r------- ----- __ Carls_~~d, NM) --- - - - ----- - - - - -
Dome Salt 2 9 2 - 5 

(Avery Is 1 and Mi ne, LA; 
Asse Mine, L0I1er Saxony, 
FRG) 

Granite 3 12** 3 1 -
(C~ imax, NTS, NV; St ri pa 
Mine, Sweden; Cornwall , UK) --,- - - ----------1----- --- . - -

Granite 1 - - - 1 
Gneiss (CSM Experimental Mine, __ ~1 -------- - - -- -- . - " .. ~ . ~ 

Shale 2 3 - - -
(Conasauga Fm., Oak Ri dge, 

---- - -. - - . J:'f'!; Eleana Fm., NTS, NVJ __ ---
Tuff 1 1 - - -

(G Tunnel, NTS, NV) 
- --- -- - - - -

TOTALS 13 27 7 2 9 

--------
Notes; *Tests scheduled for FY 1981 

ROOM! 
PILLAR 
SCALE 

.- --

-

3 

- - - - ~. - -"- - .~-

1 

.---~---. - --
2 

--------
1 

-
-

-
-.,o _ _.-• .,.~ ~ ~ 

7 

**Excludes electrical heaters installed in boreholes in Spent-Fuel Storage 
Test at C1 imax 



TEST SITE 

BEDDED SALT: 
Carey Salt 
Mi 

TABLE 2 
Synopsis of In Situ Tests for Mined Geol c Di of Radioactive Wastes 

I OPERATIONAL 
TEST DESCRIPTION PERIOD TEST OBJECTIVES TEST RESULTS/STATUS REFERENCE 

--.-----

Full-Scale Heater Test No. I: 1980-83 Assess thermomechanical response Test initiated in 980 
S1 e electrical heater aced of basalt to thermal loading from 
in central borehole and surrounded a unit cell configuration of 
by 8 heaters; heater aced electrical heaters, for 

e of simulating a loadings up to twice Program, 
oading of 25 to 50 ected re ository levels. ~1979 

Full-Scale Heater Test No.2: 980-83 Determine maximum Test initiated in , 1980 
Si e electrical heater aced thermal input to 
in e; power output levels from aced electrical heater, 
range from 1 to 5 kW. 

Jointed Block Tests: Cube of 1981 Measure elastic, thermoelastic Test scheduled for initiation 
basalt, approx. 2 m on each side and thermal properties of t and etion in 1981 
and excavated on vertical sides by as function of temperature, 
line drilling, loaded with flat- stress, rock mass , and 
jacks and rows of electrical heat- direction, 
ers em laced in boreholes. 

Heated Model Room Test: 2,4 x 2.9 1962-63 Evaluate influence of elevated At end of heating period, 
x 0,6 m hi wi th 10 heaters (214 days temperature on structural closure rate approx, one order 1979 
i ns i de room; 11 power level at ambient deformation of scale-model of greater at 140°C 
reduced to 9 kW after 40 days, temp., 297 room. than ambient of 20 c C, 

of but decreasing. 
ng 

--- .- .- - -"_._-- ---.. -.-.-~- - - --

In Situ Block Test: 1.5 m cube 1963-64 Evaluate instruments for in situ Borehole pressure cells and 
excavated on-vertical sides and stress measurements. deformation gauges adequate for 
loaded biaxial flat jacks elastic salt response; Deter-

mined in situ deformation modulu 
and onset of lastic deformation 

Prototy e Hole Liner Test: 3.9 m 1964-1965 Evaluate in situ response of 1.2 cm of floor ift 
borehole with 0.6 cm diam. separate canister-emplacement hole liner near borehole collar and em of 

upper on and 30.5 cm diam. ng to elevated temperature. borehole closure during heating; 
lower portion, lined with 35.6 em phases of sma 11 amounts of water i nf] ow 
00 carbon steel well casing and 48, observed during heati phases; 
15.2 cm 00 304L stainless steel 50, 47 some indications of uxing of 
tubing; Cal rod heaters in annulus days) water. 
between tubi and salt induced 
wall tem s. a rox. 200 c C, 

N 
CJ) 



TABLE 2, CONT'D. 
Synopsis of In Situ Tests for Mined Geologic Disposal of Radioactive Wastes 

TEST SITE 
) 

BEDDED SALT: 
Proj ect Salt 
Vault; Carey 
lisa it Mi ne, 
Lyons, KS 
(ORNL) 

TEST DESCRIPTION 

Radioactive Waste Handling 
Demonstration 

Irradiated-Fuel Canister Array 
Test: 6 canisters emplaced in 
peri lined boreholes on 1.5 
m centers and one canister in 
central lined borehole; 1.2 to 
1.6 kW heat generation per 
canister at emplacement, with 
two complete exchanges for 
canisters of irradiated 
assemblies; nomi 0.5 kW 
power output for array, with 
nominal 15 kW during final 
5 mos. of test. 

Heater Array Test: Electrical 
heater array basically identical 
to geometries and conditions of 
Irradiated-Fuel Canister Array 
Test. 

Heated Pillar Test: 11 electrical 
heaters emplaced in boreholes on 
each side of a pillar, with 
nominal power i of 1.5 kW 
per heater, or kW total. 

OPERATIONAL 
PERIOD I TEST OBJECTIVES TEST RESULTS/STATUS REFERENCE i 

1965-67 Demonstrate radioactive Demonstration accomplished Bradshaw 
waste handling equipment and successfully with 3 sets of 7 and 
techniques, incl. lowering into canisters each containing 2 McClain, 
mi emplacement, storage, and irradiated ETR fuel assembl ies. 1971; 

eval from lined boreholes, McClain and 
and removal from mine of canis- Bradshaw, 
terized spent fuel assemblies. 1971 

Determine possible gross 
effects of radiation on hole 
closure. floor ift, salt 
shattering temp., etc., in salt 
regions experiencing temp. of 
100 to 200°C; Determine possible 
radiolytic on of chlorine; 
Compare temperature fields and 
structural deformations for salt 
heating irradiated-fuel can-
isters electrical heaters; 
Collect technical information, 
especially on creep and plastic 
flow of salt, which could be 
used in the design of an actual 
radioactive waste disposal 
facil ity 

No apparent gross effects of 
intense radiation field on 
structural response of salt 
during heating; Essentially no 
difference in temperature 
fields induced in salt by 
canisters of irradiated fuel 
and electrical heaters; No 
free chlorine was released 
from salt; itative correla
tion between salt deformations, 
bedded salt structure. and heat
ing cycles Reasonably good 
agreement measured room 
convergence and model calcula
tions with use of constitutive 
law of creep derived from model 

I ar tests in the laboratory; 
lection and documentation of 

considerable bulk of salt temp. 
and deformation in situ 
heater test design and installa-
tion informati and operational 
procedures for use in 
test design and model devel 

1-------+----- --------- I and verification. 

DOME SALT: 

l
Avery Island 
(Sandia--

Instrumentation Development and 
Field Testing 

IRE/SPEC) , 

~-----------------------

1979-80 Develop instrumentation 
applicable to in situ testing 
in salt in a mine environment, 
incl. borehole closure measure
ment device, borehole stress 
gauge, thermal conducti vity 
probe, quartz amp heater, 
moisture collection , 
and radar scanner for salt. 

In situ testing of instruments 
with data sand 

site cations in 
progress FY 1980. 

Sattler, 
1980; 
Cook, 1980 

N 
-.j 



TEST SITE 
) 

DOME SALT: 
Avery Island 
IMi ne, LA 
(ONWI--
RE/SPEC) 

Synopsis of In Situ Tests for Mined Geologic Disposal of Radioactive Wastes 

TEST DESCRIPTION 

Full-Scale Heater Test--Site A: 
Single electrical heater emplaced 
in borehole em diam. and 6 m 
depth) which is lined with carbon 
steel sleeve, operated at 6 kW 
power level. 

Full-Scale Heater Test--Site B: 
Same as Site A, except 41 em 
diam. borehole and 3 kW power 
level. 

Full-Scale Heater Test--Site C: 
Single electrical heater emplaced 
in borehole em diam. and 6 III 

depth) which is lined with carbon 
steel sleeve eeve-salt annulus 
backfilled wi crushed salt) 
and surrounded 8 peri 
heaters of I kW power capacity 
on i m radius; central heater 
operated at 4 kW with 
heaters at increasing 
power I to ce 11 
configuration thermal 

OPERATIONAL 
PERIOD 

1978-
Present 

(26 mo. of 
heat; 

1978-
Present 

(26 mo. of 
heati 

TEST OBJECTIVES 

Evaluate near-field short-term 
thermomechanical response of 
dome salt to simulated waste
cani ster heat i at t;~o 
different evels; Assess 
borehole and corrosion 
by-product on during 
heating. 

Evaluate near-field long-term 
thermomechanical response of 
dome salt to simulated waste
canister heating, representative 
of a unit cell configuration in 
a repository; Evaluate buil 
of salt pressure on borehole 
liner and liner corrosion. 

TEST RESULTS/STATUS 

Tests continuing with data 
analysis in progress; 
steady-state temperature ds 
after 300 days of heating 

Tests continuing with data 
s in progress 

loading. --1-
Examine movements of natural and Tests continuing with data 
synthetic brines in dome salt in s in progress; Good 
ambient and elevated temperature agreement between predicted 
fields, incl. influence of in and measured inflow rates 
situ salt permeabil and ther- of brine. 

Brine Movement Tests: Three 
separate test installations, 
involvi a s1 e I kW elec
trical emplaced in a 
borehole situated within an 

1979-
Present 

array of instru-
mentation c 
brine container 

Accelerated Borehole Closure 
Test: 20 cm diam. borehole 
central located within aim 
diam. i ace core; loading 
provided flat jacks with 
contained ectrical heaters 
around outer periphery of core; 

1980-
Present 

mal nduced microfracturing; 
on development. 

Evaluate closure of and 
crushed-salt backfill bore
holes in dome salt under 
controlled stress and 

conditions 

Installation of test in 
progress 

L-______ nJ.fi ve separate test install at ions. 

REFERENCE 

Van Sambeek, 
1979, 1980 

Krause and 
Gnirk, 1979; 
Van Sambeek, 
1980. 

Van Sambeek, 
1980 

N 
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TEST SITE 
(CONTRACTOR 

DOME SALT: 
Asse Mine, 
Braunschweig, 
Lower Saxony, 
FRG OFT -GSF) 

DOME SALT: 
Asse Mine, 
Braunschweig, 
Lower Saxony, 
FRG (BGR) 

TABLE 2, CONT'D. 
Synopsis of In Situ Tests for Mined Geo! c Disposal of Radioactive Wastes 

-------
OPERA TI ONAl 

TEST DESCRIPTION PERIOD TEST OBJECTI VES TEST RESULTS/STATUS 

Tem erature Test Fiel Late 1960's Develop experience in heater Test objectives satisfied. 
electrical heaters design and temperature 
boreholes. measurement 

-----

Temperature Test Field 2: i 968-71 Simulate heat genera- Test objectives satisfied; 
Electrical heaters emplaced tion from ve waste; Measured temperatures compared 
in boreholes arranged i Measure temperatures, strains, to within 10% with those 
tri ar ; and convergences, temp. calculated from modeling. 
decreasing power level with measurements with 
time. calculations 

-._-- - - ---"-_._-

Tern erature Test Field 3: 1976 Measure thermal Heated borehole experienced 31% 
Five electrical heaters, 23 cm convergence of es. closure during 90 days of heat-
diam. and I m length, aced i Unheated borehole was not 
in borehole of 32 cm diam. and field 
50 m , 9 kill level; 
Second e thout heaters 
located 7.5 m from heated 
borehole. 

1978-80 Measure deformations in salt due Heati phase of test com-
m ft to excavation and thermal load- pi Data and post-test 

wi borehole ing, Measure of analyses in progress. 
extensometers installed after heated borehole; uate brine 
first lift; Five 2 kill elec- Evaluate brine migration as 
trical heaters, each I m function of field. 
in I , instal ed at 
the of 15 m deep 
borehole in floor of drift. 

ELL~soidal Cavern Convergence 1976- Evaluate stability of large Test continuing with measure-
Test: Excavation of 10,000 Present cavern under iso- ments in progress; Convergence 
cu. m ellipsoidal cavern in conditions. rate decreasing with time. 
1976-77 and instrumentation 
with borehole extensometers. 

Time-Scaled Brine Mi ration Test 1978-79 Assess influence of thermal No evidence of thermal 
TMV I: E ectrical heater aced (50 days of induced fracturi in salt on fracturing during 
in central borehole, with sur- heati bri ne mi grat ion ng heating 2 to 4 days after power 
roundi boreholes containing over a time-scaled period brine movement initiated due to 
brine, es, and valent to approx. 14 yr. of on of arge hori lonta 1 
resistance electrodes; initial I-scale performance. ssure in salt below end 
5 kW power level reduced to of heater as indicated post-
3 kW over 50 day heating eriod. test corin • 

REFERENCE 

Kuhn, 979 

1979 

N 
<D 



TABLE 2, CONT'O 

Synopsis of In Situ Tests for Mined Geologic Disposal of Radioactive Wastes 

TEST SITE OPERATIONAL ------ -- I ~ 
(CONTRACTOR) TEST D_l~_lU.pnON ________ PERIOD TEST OBJECTIVES TEST RESULTS/STATUS REFERENCE 

"POTASH SALT": Fun-Scale Pillar Test-to-Failure: 
r~ississippi Installation of stress and defor-
Chemical Co. mation instrumentation in roof, 
Mine, rib, and floor of mining face 
Carlsbad, NM or to subsequent room-

a) lar excavation by continu-
ous ·miner in operating panel of 

90% extraction ratio, with 
collapse of pillars after 

several months. 

at 

In Situ Permeability Test; Use of 
Small-Scale Heater Test site with 

electrical heater in 
borehole and inflatable 

borehole in 
e holes. 

s

use 
Test. 

Spent-Fuel Storage Test: 11 can
isters of spent fuel assemblies 
and 6 electrical heaters aced 
in boreholes on 3 
central storage 
t rica I heaters 
holes on 6 m 

lei drift on either side of 
central storage drift; simul 

loading of 44 

1979 

1977-78 
(68 and 62 
days of 
heati 

1978 
days) 

1979 

1979-85 

Measure stresses and deformations 
in and around pillar during 

ar mining operations, 
to eventual total loss 

capacity of 
gh-extraction 

Determine in situ thermal 
conductivity. and thermal 
d i ffus i vi 

Determi ne in situ 1 Hy 
as function of 
with air as fluid medium. 

Obtain data for mechanical 
response of granite to mining 
for continuum model evaluati 
for itative examination 

stability of excava-
tions, and for son with 
measurements duri long-term 
heat; phase ng Spent-

Simulate disposal room confi 
tion in tory use 

fuel cansiters and electri-
heaters' Evaluate difference 

between oactive waste source 
and electrical simulators on test 
environment; son of 
excavation-i and thermal 
induced stresses, deformations. 
Heat removal mine ventilation. 

Test objectives satisfied, wi Sattler and 
st ress and deformat i on data Chri stensen,1 

·1 documented; mode l i of fi e 1 d 1980 ' 
test and 
testing 

Test objectives satisfied; 
thermal conductivi approx. 
15% greater than 1 
measurements on intact core 
specimens without confini 
pressure thermal diffusi 
agreed th 
measurements. 

ves satisfied; 
permeabili with 

ts 

Data obtained as 
Evaluation of of 
continuum model cting 
mechanical response and model 
development for mechanical 
behavior of fractured rock 
in progress. 

aced during 
, with test 

in progress. 

Ramspott 
1979a, 1 

et 

et 

w 
o 



lEST SHE --
(CONTRACTOR) 

GRANITE: 
Cornwall, UK 
(UKAEA 
Harwell ) 

pa ne, 
Sweden (KBS
Un i v. Lu lea) 

GRANITE: 
Stri pa t~i ne, 
Sweden (KBS
HagconsuH) 

TABLE 2, CONT'D 
Synopsis of In Situ Tests for Mined Geologic Disposal of Radioactive Wastes 

TEST DESCRIPTION 
-T-OPERATIONAL I 

PERIOD TEST OBJECTIVES TEST RESULTS/STATUS REFERENCE 

Heater Test 1: 18 kW capacity 
electrlcar-heater, 15 cm diam. 
and 5 m length, emplaced at 
depth of 10 m in 20 cm. diam. 
surface borehole; 11 kW 
operating power level. 

Heater Test 2: Heater Test 1 
borehole reamed to 30 cm diam. 
and cased with 25 em diam. pipe; 
electrical heater emplaced in 
cased borehole; initial power 
level of 10 kW, reduced to 3 kW 
(required to achieve and main-
tain 10QoC borehole wall 
with intent to increase to 

1977-78 
(120 days 
of heati 

1978 

Evaluate influence of thermally
induced fracturing on rock 
permeability and convective 
water movement in rock mass in 
vicinity of heater emplacement. 

Same test objectives as for 
Heater Test 1. 

Borehole wall tempo reached 
30QoC after 100 hr., followed 
by sudden increase in temp. 
and heater failure at 120 hr.; 
Borehole diam. increased by 
25% due to rock degradation; 
Increased water influx into 
borehole. 

Test in progress at time of 
ication of reference. 

Bourke, et 
aL, 1978 

and finally 18 kW. --If---------------+-----

Pilot Heater Test: 6 kW elec
trical heater emplaced in 30 cm 
diam. borehole, with 1 kW elec
trical heaters in 3 peri 
boreholes; all boreholes were 
inclined to floor of room so as 
to be situated perpendicular to 

ane of in situ stresses. 

In Situ Permeability Test: 
Central "withdra1rlal" borehole 
surrounded by 16 peri phera 1 
"injection" boreholes; constant 
water pressure test; rock heated 
to 35°C by circulating hot water 
in boreholes. 

Full-Scale Heater Array Test: 
Electrical heater, 30 cm diam. 
and 2.5 m 1 , emplaced in 40 
cm diam. e of 5.5 m 
and surrounded 8 peri 
heaters of 1.1 capacity in 

I
boreholes; 4 kW power level for 
central heater; array provides 
thermal loading of 5 kWo 

1977-78 
(2 mo. of 
heating) 

1977 

1978-79 

Evaluate thermomechanical 
response of for maximum 
rock temperature of 100°C near 
emplaced heaters. 

Measure in situ permeability of 
granite as function of 
temperature. 

Assess long-term near-field 
heati effects in rock mass 

a simulated canister 
of reprocessed high-level 
waste 305 years out of reactor. 

Peri heaters shut down 
after 19 days of operation due 
to excessive water inflow; 
Obtained measurements of temp., 
stress changes, and water 
inflow in rock mass and of 
surface fracture displacement. 

Carl sson and 
Stephansson, 
1978 

"Intrinsic"permeabii Hy of 
granite decreased by factor 
approx. 4 for temp. rise of 
25°C. 

Lindblom, et 
of al., 1978 

-+------- - - -- - - - - - -- 1-------1 

Heat; phase of test termi-
nated June 1979, but 
preceded by iberate increase 
in power levels of peripheral 
heaters to induce decrepitation 
of borehole wall rock; Data 
and post-test and 
model refinement 

- - - - - - - - - - -------.- --

Cook and 
1978; 

Witherspoon 
and Cook, 
1979 

w 
~ 



TABLE 2, CONT"D 
Synopsis of Situ Tests for Mined Geologic Disposal of Radioactive Wastes 

TEST SITE OPERATIONAL 
CONTRACTOR) TEST DESCR I PTI ON PERIOD TEST OBJECTIVES TEST RESULTS/STATUS 

GRANITE: Full-Scale Heater Test: 978-79 Heati phase of test termi-
St ri pa Mi ne, Electrical heater, 30 cm diam. nated n June, 1979; Data and 
Sweden ) and 2.5 m 1 aced in post-test analyses and model 

40 Clll diam. e of 5.5 m refinement in progress. 
de th; 3.6 kW ower level. 

Time-Scaled Heater Array Test: 1978-79 Heat; phase of test termi-
Eight electrical heaters, each nated n June, 1979; Data and 
0.8 m in 1 aced in post-test analyses in progress. 
vertical es 11 m 
and situated on 7 m 3 m 
centers; initial power of 
1.1 kW per heater, 
0.4 kW over eriod of 2 years. 

---"----- - - --

Fracture H drolo and Ground- 1977-80 Assess directional I it i es Testi nearing etion and 
water Chemistry Tests: Vertical of fractured rock mass; Determine will term; nated end of 
and inclined boreholes drilled flow velocities; FY 1980; Data analysis in 
from surface and from 330 m and uate role of fractures on progress. 
410 m levels of mine; boreholes movement; Evaluate 
in vicinities of heater tests. nstrumentat ion. 

Borehole Geo h sical Measure- 1977-80 Define fracture geometries; Testi neari etion and 
ments: Use of neutron, gamma- Locate e zones; determine will termi end of 
gamma. resist; gamma-ray. chemi and physical inhomoge- FY 1980; Data analysis in 

cal iper, temperature neities; qualitati assess progress. 
ues. water content and orosit • 

Ventilated Room Test: 30 mend 1979-80 Determine inflow into 
section of drift sealed with mine and rock mass macroperme-
bulkhead; water pressure ability, includi i nfl uence of in 
instruments installed in bore- I ow-l eve 1 e 1 temperature progress. 
holes around and at of ventilation air drift. 
end of dri ft ; of inlet 
and return ventilation air 
monitored, with sions for 
heatin inlet ai r. 

Buffer Mass Test: PI acement of 10% 1980-84 Evaluate thermal, mechanical. and Final test deSign in progress; 
bentonite/90% sand mixture in 12 m cal responses of sodium Test installation to be 
segment of Ventilation with and sodium initiated in October, 1980. 
two 600 W electrical heaters em- quartz sand mixtures to simulated 

Univ. Lulea) placed in boreholes in floor; 600 W waste-canister heating and rock 
electrical heaters aced in mass f1 QI;~ cond it ions. 
boreholes in floor drift; 
all borehole heaters led 
with bentonite. 

REFERENCE 

Cook and 
1978; 

Witherspoon 
and Cook, 
979 

Gale, et 
al., 1979 

Gale, et 
a1., 1979 

Gal e, et 
al.,1979 

Pusch. 
1980 

W 
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GRANITIC 
GNEISS: CSM 

Experi menta 1 
Mine, Idaho 

, CO 

SHALE: 
Conasauga 
Formation, 
Oak Ri 
TN 

TUFF: G-
Tunnel, 
NTS, Nevada 

al 

--- .-.---~ ........ _----

TABLE 2, CONT'D 
Synopsis of In Situ Tests for Mined Geol c Disposal of Radioactive \~astes 

OPERATIONAL ~EFERENCE TEST DESCRIPTION PERIOD TEST OBJECTIVES TEST RESULTS/STATUS 

1979·· Design and monitor blast patterns Testing in progress. id, 
Present for room excavation to minimize 

damage in surrounding rock mass, 
Evaluate rock mass behaivor 
duri excavation process, 
i ncl ng blast zone damage and 
rock mass/fracture ermeabi ty. 

Jointed Block Test: Cubic block, 1979- Determine in situ thermal, Test installation in progress. Board, et 
approx. 2 m on each side, Present mechanical, and ogic aI., 1979 
excavated on vertical sides properti es of nted crystal-
line dri ling; loaded biaxi line rock under controlled 
with flat jacks and electrical conditions of stress and 
heaters aced in row of temperature. 
boreholes. 

Near Surface Heater Tests: Si e 1977-78 Final analysis of test and Krumhansl, 
electrical heaters emplaced in post-test data in progress; 1979; 
surface boreholes at two loca- Good agreement between thermal 
tions, 6 to 8 kW power level, as modeling results and tempera-
required for 385°C on external ture measurements. 
surface of heater at the mid lane. 

e 1978-79 cal data for Thermal and mechanical response 
days lmlnary evaluation of waste of 11 ite dom; nated 

of heati storage potential of argillaceous effects of clay concentration 
rocks; Assess predictive near boil; nt of water; 

lities of thermomechanical thermal cal 
s, Evaluate i cab; 1 mode Ii results agree fa; 

unt i and rei i abil ity aboratory- we 11 wi measurements and 
phase. measured shale es; Assess post-test observations; No 

experimental ques. "fai ure" mechanism identified 
to di ify argi 11 aceous 
rocks further consideration 
as media for nuclea 
wastes. 

Water Mi~ration/Heater Test: 1979-80 Assess water i on/mi ion Testing and data sin 
Single 1.9 kW electrical heater behavior of ded tuff progress. 
emplaced in borehole inclined thermal loading conditions; 
20° from horizontal, Measure in situ thermal conduc-
surrounded by boreholes for ti and provide support for 

es and water migration and instrumentation 
sensors. devel 

w 
w 
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KEY ISSUES 

Neville G. W. Cook 

Department of Materials Science and Mineral Engineering 
University of California, Berkeley, California 94720 

INTRODUCTION 

The key issues involved in the thermo
mechanical and hydrochemical modeling of a 
repository for the disposal of radioactive waste 
in hard rock can be faced squarely by endeavoring 
to answer the following three fundamental ques
tions; (i) Are the physical and chemical 
processes which determine the behavior of hard 
rock understood adequately? (ii) Can accurate and 
realistic models of the geologic media be built? 
(iii) Is there in situ data of sufficient extent 
and quality for ~e-:rn- such models? 

BEHAVIOR OF ROCKS 

For almost a century the behavior of rock 
has been studied in attempts to understand 
observations made in the field. The preferred 
method of studying the behavior of rock has been 
to cond uc t labor atory experiment s on relatively 
small specimens of rock with dimensions of the 
order of one hundred millimeter s under various 
conditions of stress or strain, temperature and 
pore fluid pressure. The most common experimen
tal system involves triaxial testing. These 
tests have yielded both phenomenological and 
quantitative data concerning the deformation of a 
variety of rocks under different conditions. The 
phenomological observations have provided con
siderable insight into many geologic processes, 
and quantitative measurements have been made of 
important thermo-mechanical properties such as 
Young's modulus, Poisson ratio, strength and the 
coefficient of thermal expansion. However 
experience in mining and civil engineering shows 
that the values of the properties obtained from 
measurements gained in laboratory experiments are 
seldom applicable to predicting or lIDderstanding 
the behavior of rock masses in situ, Although, 
comparable def ini ti ve evidence concerning geo
logical and geophysical behavior of rock masses 
is not available, similar di spari tie s between the 
quantitive values of properties measured in the 
laboratory and those inferred from the field seem 
to exi st. 

In order to understand where these dispari
ties may arise, it is helpful to examine the 
features inherent in a typical triaxial labora
tory testing system. First, the specimen of rock 
which is to be tested is generally carefully 
selected, so as to be free from major inhomo
gene~t~es or, alternatively, to include a speci
fic feature such as a jo int, if the purpose of 
the test is to examine such a discontinuity. 
It is well known that the composition of most 
rocks is complex on all scales, ranging from the 

polymineralic and polycrystalline constitution 
of "homogeneous" laboratory specimens through 
heterogeneities such as inclusions and discon
tinuities up to major faults in the rock mass. 
Secon~although every care is taken in the design 
of triaxial testing systems to ensure that the 
state of stress is homogeneous, a moment's 
thought will show that significant differences 
must exist between the principal stress applied 
along the axis of a specimen through a relatively 
stiff mechanical system, and the confining stress 
applied through a virtually flexible impermeable 
membrane by fluid pressure. These important 
differences must introduce heterogeneities and 
other complications into the state of stress (or 
strain) to which rock specimens in such tests are 
subjected. These complications are not always 
taken into account in the interpretation of the 
results of these tests and, indeed, it may prove 
difficult to do so. 

Only within the last decade have stiff or 
servo-control testing machines come into wide 
spread use for triaxial testing. In the absence 
of such testing machines triaxial tests become 
unstable at or near the peak of the stress-strain 
curve, and the brittle worksoftening behavior of 
many rocks remained obscure, despite its practical 
importance in civil and mining engineering. 
Other tests involving the effects of pore fluid 
pressure have not ahilays taken into account 
transient changes in fluid pressures during a 
test, as a result of which the effect of fluid on 
the deformation of rock has not always been 
clear. 

These are but a few examples of the complex
ities hidden and implicit in what is generally 
regarded as a very simple test situation. The 
extent to which they effect the results of 
laboratory experiments is not fully appre
ciated, Until such time as these effects are 
be t ter under stood, no valid conclusion s can be 
drawn concerning the relevance or otherwi Be of 
laboratory testing to the determination of the 
behavior of rock masses 

It is not the intention of the above discus
siGn to discredit the important value of labora
tory experiments. Laboratory measurements of the 
behavior of rock specimens can be conducted so 
much more quickly and so much more economi
cally than can field experiments, that any 
progress within the foreseeable future in under
standing the physical and chemical processes 
determining the behavior of rock is likely to be 
obtained only through an intensified program 



of laboratory experiments directed toward obtain
ing the necessary thermo-mechanical and hydro
chemical data. To accomplish this will require a 
substantial investment in a new generation of 
laboratory test apparatus and major funding for 
several year' s work by a significant number of 
persons. Nevertheless, the information which will 
emerge from such a program will be enormous, and 
is an essential prerequisite to any other work 
that may be envisaged. Whatever attractions 
field experiments may have, it is inconceivable 
that sufficient control can be exercised in field 
experiments over the conditions of stress, 
temperature, and fluid pressure that is needed 
for a proper interpretation of the results. In 
addition to this, the range of these conditions 
which can be covered in field experiments is 
likely to be far more limited than that in 
laboratory experiments. 

MODELING 

Modeling, either physical, analogue, analy
tical or numerical, has been a vital and tradi
tional part of engineering design. In the case 
of a radioactive waste repository modeling 
assumes a unique importance. In most fields of 
engineering, progress is built upon a wealth of 
experience; there is as yet no experience 
concerning a geologic repository for the disposal 
of radioactive waste. Accordingly the behavior 
of a repository and the prediction of its perfor
mance for unprecedented periods of time appears 
to depend upon modeling with a degree of accuracy 
and certainty unparalleled in engineering and 
science. The complexity of the problem will 
require the use of advanced numerical modeling 
techniques, although simpler analytical and 
numerical models may prove to be useful at 
certain stages for bounding and feasibility type 
calculations. 

The simpler numerical models are based on 
the boundary element and boundary integral 
techniques, in which it is assumed that the 
material outside of the boundaries, in this case 
the rock mass,can be described adequately in 
relatively simple mathematical terms. The 
complexity of geological media is such that 
this is unlikely to be sufficient for the predic
tion of the behavior of a real repository. 
Accordingly it is most likely that the applicable 
models will be those similar to finite element 
codes, in which the model involves the construc
tion of elements representing all of the material 
outside of the boundaries. Such representation 
becomes meaningful only if the behavior and 
properties of the material these elements repre
sent are understood sufficiently well to justify 
this complication. 

Currently models exist which have the 
capabilities of solving problems of the degree 
of complexity involved in a radioactive waste 
repository, provided that the physical and 
chemical processes involved can be separated from 
one another. Assuming that the values of the 
relevant properties as functions of temperature, 
stress, fluid pressure and composition are known, 
temperature fields, displacement fields, stress 
fields and groundwater movement can be calculated. 
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However at this stage, it is by no means clear 
whether these phenomena can be separated from one 
another. I f they c anno t, then the further 
development of numerical models involving 
coupled processes, such as the combined effects 
of stress and fluid flow or stress, fluid flow 
and chemical dissolution and precipitation 
will have to be developed. 

Another problem which may arise involves the 
effects on the predictions of repository behavior 
of uncertainties in the data used in these 
models. There is real cause for concern that, in 
the absence of sufficiently accurate and certain 
data, the predictions of even completely accurate 
models may include a degree of uncertainty, which 
cannot be reduced in magnitude, sufficiently 
great as to prevent the use of such models from 
providing sufficient assurance that the perfor
mance of the geologic repository will be adequate. 

IN-SITU DATA 

The gross geologic and hydrologic features 
of a potential repository site can be determined 
by remote, airborne and surface geologic and 
geophysical exploration and mapping. Such 
exploration is capable of revealing major 
features such as the stratigraphy, the hydrologic 
regime, the tectonic setting and the presence of 
faults and other similar features. Many of these 
features may prove to be of an exclusionary 
character, that is, the presence of potentially 
active faults or an adverse hydrologic regime 
would preclude use of the site as a host for a 
was te repos itory. Other features, such as the 
size and nature of the potential host rock, would 
be necessary for the location of a repository. 

Once extensive remote and surface explora
tion of a potential repository site has revealed 
no major geologic and hydrologic features vlhich 
disqualify it from consideration as a potential 
host for a repository, it becomes necessary to 
determine what are the more detailed features of 
such a site. In hard rock, amongst the most 
important characteristics are the state of 
stress, the nature and distribution of discon
tinuities of all kinds within the host rock, and 
the details of the hydrologic situation. In 
general, remote and surface techniques of 
geophysical exploration do not now have suffi
cient definition to provide information in the 
detail that is required. Recourse must be had to 
further exploration of a pot'"f1tial site through 
boreholes drilled from surface. However it is 
important to recognize that, compared with other 
similar activities involving the subsurface, the 
number of such boreholes in the case of a reposi
tory must be rest ric ted severe ly, so as not to 
impair the potential ability of the geologic 
media to isolate waste. Relatively precise 
measurements of many of the important conditions 
in the subsurface can be made, or are soon likely 
to be able to be made, from such boreholes. 
These measurements will include determinations of 
the state of stress in the rock, confirmation of 
the stratigraphy, mapping of discontinuities, 
piezometric measurements and determinations of 
the permeability of the rock mass or of the 
hydrologic conductivity of those discontinuities 



wi th in the rock mass intersected by these bore
holes. A serious shortcoming of these measure
ments, despite the potential precision with which 
they can be made, is that they comprise essen
tially a limited number of sparse point measure
ments in a large rock mass. *any of the quanti
ties which will prove to be needed in modeling 
the behavior of a repos itory involve also the 
distribution or homogeneity of these quantities 
throughout the volume of the rock mass. Provided 
that measurements made in limited numbers of 
boreholes from surface give no indication of 
conditions sufficiently adverse as to disqualify 
a potential site as a host for a repository, 
exploration in much greater detail will be 
required. 

For example, the most favorable state of 
stress in the rock within which a repository may 
be situated is lithostatic, that is, the stresses 
in all directions are equal to the weight of the 
overburden. In this situation the probability 
of perturbation of the repository as a result of 
seismJ.c~ty is essentially zero and the stress 
across discontinuities of all orientations tends 
to inhibit the flow of water through them. To 
verify that such a state of stress exists in the 
rock mass ultimately will involve the making of a 
large number of stress determinations underground 
distributed throughout the area in which it 
is proposed to construct the repository. Simi
larly the flm~ of groundwater in a hard rock mass 
is dominated by the largest discontinuities which 
also are much less frequent than smaller discon
tinuities. These discontinuities can be detected 
with assurance only as a result of ~eticulous 
underground mapping and drilling throughout the 
region of the proposed repository. The hydrolo
gic characteristics of such discontinuities and 
the degree of interconnection between them will 
determine the flow of groundwater within the 
vicinity of a proposed repository. Accordingly, 
an extensive program of underground measurements 
to establish these characteristics also is 
necessary. 

From the preceding discussion, it is clear 
that the present state of technology allows of 
the identification, principally by exclusion, of 
potential repository sites through remote and 
surface exploration. Sites which exhibit no 
disqualifying features must then be subjected to 
extensive underground exploration in order 
to obtain measurements of quantities and condi
tions that are essential in order to be able to 
model and predict the behavior of a repository at 
such a site. 

There is a wealth of related experience in 
civil and mining engineering but it must be 
pointed out that all of the techniques, all of 
the instrumentation, and all of the methods 
needed to obtain the in-situ data vlhich will be 
required to predict thE!behavior of the geologic 
media within which a repository is located do not 
exist at present. An intensive program of 
deve lopment of techniques, me thods and ins tru
mentation is therefore neces sary. Some of this 
work can be done expeditiously within the 
l;qboratory. However most laboratory facilities 
are of such a small scale that only a limited 
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amount of work can be done with them. A cogent 
argument for a large scale test facility, in 
which rock specimens sufficiently large to 
contain a borehole of the same size as is used 
for exploration from surface and underground, 
can be sub jected to known and cont rolled cond i
tions, may prove to be very useful in expediting 
the development of techniques and instrumenta
tion. In any event once techniques, methods and 
instrumentation necessary for making these 
measurements are available, they will have to be 
proved in the field. Accordingly it is important 
that field tests involving extensive instrumenta
tion for scientific purposes be planned now, so 
as to demonstrate that the necessary measurement" 
of condition in the subsurface at any potential 
repository site can indeed be made with the 
required degree of accuracy and completeness. 
S'Jch field tests should be used also to demon
strate that the models are indeed correct at 
least in their initial predictions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Successful modeling of the thermo-mechanical 
and hydrochemical behavior of radioactive waste 
repositories in hard rock is possible in princi
ple. Because such predictions lie outside the 
realm of experience, their adequacy depends 
entirely upon a thorough understanding 01' i:hree 
fundamental questions. First, an understanding 
of the chemical and physical processes that 
determine the behavior of rock and all its 
complexities. Second, accurate and realistic 
numerical models of the geologic media within 
which a repository may be built. Third, suffi
cient in-situ data covering the entire geologic 
region-affected by, or effecting, the behavior of 
a repository. 

At present sufficient is known to be able to 
identify most of those areas which require 
further attention. These areas extend all the 
way from a complete understanding of the chemical 
and physical processes determining the behavior 
of rock through to the exploration mapping and 
testing that must be done during the development 
of any potential repository. Many of the techni
ques, laboratory equipment, field instrumentation, 
and numerical methods needed to accomplish this 
do not exist at present. Therefore it is neces
sary to accept that a major investment in scien
tific research is required to generate this 
information over the next few years. The spec
trum of scientific and engineering activities is 
I~ide extending from laboratory measurements 
through the development of numerial models to the 
measurement of data in-situ, but there is 
every prospect that sufficient can be done to 
resolve these key issues. However, to do so 
req uires overt recognition of the many gap s which 
exist in our knowledge and abilities today, and 
of the need to bridge these gap 8 and of the 
significant costs involved in doing so. To 
endeavor to proceed \Vith the development of a 
radioactive waste repository in the absence of a 
solid scientif ic foundation of knowledge is to 
invite disaster. 
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STATUS OF LLNL GRANITE PROJECTS 
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INTRODUCTION 

LLNL has two sets of projects relevant to 

this workshop. We are carrying out laboratory 

studies of rock behavior under simulated reposi

tory conditions, and we are carrying out a 

series of field tests in the Climax granitic 

stock at the US DOE Nevada Test Site. Consider
able progress has been made in both areas since 

the workshop on thermomechanical modeling a year 
ago. l This paper summarizes that progress, 

which is the result of many individuals' 

efforts, in the context of this workshop. 

LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS 

In the area of the laboratory determination 

of thermal, mechanical and transport properties 
at conditions simulating those expected in the 

vicinity of a high-level waste repository at 

depth, much has been accomplished since the sta

tus of the experimental program was last 
reviewed. 2 Although most emphasis has been 

placed upon the behavior of granitic rocks, some 

data has also been taken on other coarse-grained 

materials, notably gabbro and halite. Measure
ments undertaken include: thermal conductivity, 
thermal diffusivity, thermal expansion, bulk 
modulus, Young's modulus and water permeabil

ity. In most cases, these data were determined 
over the maximum range of confining pressures, 
pore pressures and temperatures to be expected 

in a repository constructed at depths ranging to 

2000m. 

Because of the coarse-grain size (~l cm) of 

the suite of rocks selected for the thermal 

measurements and because of the constraints 

imposed on the test by the range of pressure and 
temperature, a new apparatus had to be devel

oped. We have constructed such an apparatus 

capable of pressures of 100 MPa and 5000C which 

utilizes a microprocessor for experiment control 

and data acquisition. In the past year, minor 
but persistent problems associated with the 

pressurized electrical leads and with jacketing 

of the high expansivity halite have been suc
cessfully overcome. Duplicate test data have 

now been determined on 13 cm diameter by 22 cm 

long samples of the Avery Island salt. Pub

lished results3 indicate that effective pres
sures (confining pressure minus pore pressure) 

to 50 MPa have a negligible effect on the ther

mal conductivity, diffusivity and linear 

expansion at temperatures from 200 to 200°C. At 
200 C and effective pressures increasing from 10 

to 50 MPa, thermal conductivity and diffusivity 
are constant at roughly 7 w/moC and 3.6 x 

10-6 m2/s, respectively. At 50 MPa and tempera

ture increasing from 200 to 2000C, both 

conductivity and diffusivity drop by a factor of 

2. Thermal linear expansion at 0 MPa matches 

that at 50 MPa, increasing from roughly 4.2 x 
10-5/ 0 C at 200 C to 5.5 x 10-5/ 0 e at 2000e. 
The lack of a pressure effect on all three 

properties is consistent with previous work. 
Simple models of microcracking suggest that 

among common geological materials, the lack of a 
pressure dependence is unique to halite. This 
is likely due to combined effects of a low, 

temperature-sensitive yield strength and a high 
crystal symmetry. 



The coefficient of linear thermal expansion 
has been determined for Climax stock quartz mon

zonite at effective pressures from 0 to 28 MPa 

and temperatures ranging from 190 to 3000 C0 4 

Data on linear expansion, compressibility and 
Young's modulus have also been measured but not 

fully evaluated for the Westerly and Stripa 

granites to 55 MPa and 3500 C. All samples 
tested were deliberately chosen to include 

imperfections such as healed fractures or pheno
crysts which could be large compared with the 

sample dimensions (205 cm diameter by 6 cm 

long). For the two granites, multiple measure

ments of each property were carried out on test 

samples prepared in each of the three orthogonal 

directions. 

Thermal expansion behavior for all three 

granitic rocks investigated were similar: 

expansions were neither constant nor a simple 
function of temperature or pressure. Isotropy 

was however demonstrated in the case of the 

Stripa granite. In general at 0 MPa effective 

pressure, thermal expansions increase from 
7 - 11 0 10-6/0C at 400 C to about 16 . 10-6/OC 
at 3250C. At 55 MPa, expansions over an identical 
temperature range increased from 7 - 9 . 10-6/oC 
to 12 - 14 0 10-6/0C. These values of expansion 

are somewhat greater than those expected for an 
otherwise identical but crack-free rock. Obser
vations on the heated rock indicate that the 
thermal expansion is accompanied by new micro

crack formation. At the temperatures to be 

expected in the wall rock near a waste canister 
in granitic rocks, this increase in crack 
porosity is inferred to increase local 
permeability by factors ranging up to 5. 

Compressibilities have only been fully 
evaluated for the Stripa graniteo Here, the 
isothermal bulk modulus at 190 C decreases from 
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8 . 10-11/pa to 3 . 10-11/pa as pressure is 

increased from 10 to 50 MPa. At 3500 C and over the 

same pressure interval, the compressibility 
decreases from 20 . 10-11/Pa to 4 . 10-11/pa. 

Young's modulus data have not yet been fully 
evaluated. Elastic property data are not yet 

available for the Westerly granite. 

Permeabilities of White Lake gnessic gran
ite, Westerly granite and Creighton gabbro have 

been determined at 200C, at effective pres

sures ranging to 30 MPa and at deviatoric 
stresses to 0.88 of the fracture stress. 5 

Permeabilities were determined by both the 

steady-state and the transient methods. The 
accuracy of this latter method has been assessed 

by parametric analysis. 6 Sample dimensions 

were 15 cm in diameter by 28 cm long and frac

ture closure, electrical conductance, compres
sional velocity and pulse amplitude were deter
mined simultaneously with the permeability. 

Tests on the intact gneissic granite indi
cated permeabilities of 10-22 to 10-24 m2 that 

appeared to be unaffected either by effective 

pressure or by stress. The granite yielded 

permeabilities of 4 x 10-20 m2 that de-

creased by a factor of two as effective pressure 
increased to 25 MPa and varied by a factor of 

two as stress was increased to 0.5 of the frac
ture stresso Permeability of the gabbro linear
ly decreased from 2 x 10-22 to 8 x 10-24 m2 

with effective pressures to 25 MPa. Loading of 
the gabbro up to 0088 of the fracture stress 
increased permeability by a factor of seven. 
The introduction of a throughgoing fracture 

increased the apparent permeability by 106 to 

109 over the intact values in both granite and 
gabbro. 

When compared to the initial value, compres

sional velocities increased by 5% with pressure 
to 30 MPa in the gneissic granite. For granite, 
pressurization from 2 to 25 MPa increased the 
velocity and pulse amplitude by 5 and 30%, 

respectively, and decreased the conductance by 

50%. Velocity, amplitude, and conductance were 

weakly dependent on pressure in gabbro. The 
addition of stress decreased velocity and ampli

tude while increasing conductance markedly in 



both granite and gabbro. All data on both 

intact and fractured rock are consistent with 

crack closure and dilatancy with pressure and 
stress. Conductance and amplitude exhibit the 

best potential for monitoring changes in perme

ability and joint behavior in situ. 

In the coming year, we expect to have deter
mined the thermal behavior of at least several 

granitic rocks to 3500 C and 50 MPa effective 

pressure. Likewise, data on thermal expansion, 
compressibility and Young's Modulus should be 

available for the Stripa and Westerly granites, 

the Climax quartz monzonite and the Creighton 

gabbro - all determined at pressures to 55 MPa 
and temperatures to 3000 

- 3500C. Measure
ments of permeability on both fractured and 

unfractured Stripa granite, Climax quartz mon

zonite and Montello granite should be completed 

next year. Diagnostic data of velocity, ampli

tude, conductance and fracture closure will be 
reported as well. 

FIELD TESTING 

spent Fuel Test-Climax 

LLNL received authorization for the Spent 

Fuel Test-Climax (SFT-C) on June 2, 1978 and 
completed loading the fuel May 28, 1980, less 

than two years after test authorization. The 
cost through fuel emplacement was $18.1 million, 

of which more than half is associated with the 

use of radioactive waste rather than electric 

heaters. Therefore, one of the test objec
tives7 - the evaluation of the in situ 
differences in the effects of electrical simu

lators compared with real waste - could lead to 

considerable cost savings in future in situ 
tests. Although the fuel handling system 
constituted a major part of the effort on the 
test, it is documented elsewhere8 and will not 
be further discussed here. 

The original technical concept7 was 
revised slightly during test design. A more 
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recent summary has been given. 9 This paper 

will discuss changes in test design since the 
original concept and give some very preliminary 

test results. 

The basic layout of the SFT-C has not 
changed (Figure 1). There are eleven canisters 

of spent fuel interspersed with six electrical 

simulators in a canister storage drift. Heater 

drifts at either side each contain ten electri

cal heaters. The total array is being operated 

to produce, within a central 15m x 15m reposi

tory model cell, a thermal history which simu
lates that in the center of a large repository 

with waste spaced 3m apart in linear arrays 
which are spaced 15m apart. 

Changes in the test layout are mostly addi

tions. The data-acquisition system has expanded 

from about 700 to 859 channels. The number of 

thermocouples has increased by 45 from 442 to 
487. The number of rod extensometers (116 

anchors) and stress meters (18) has remained the 

same, but 34 wire-extensometers have been added 

to measure vertical and horizontal convergence 

in the drifts. We also designed, built, and 
installed three-directional joint-motion gages 

electronically monitored at seven stations. 

There are also a number of manually monitored 

displacement and convergence pins set at various 
locations throughout the array. 

From the standpoint of test design, a signi

ficant Change has been in the power output of 

the spent fuel. The original test design was 
based on a power output of 2kW ® 2.5 years out
of_core. 7 The fuel selected for the test 

(Ref. 7, Table 7) was calculated to have a power 

output of 1.85 kW at 2.5 years out-of-core. 
Although this lower power level resulted in a 

reduced thermal peak at the rock face of the 
central storage hole at '\.6 months, this early 
peak was still in excess of that calculated for 

the same fuel at 40 to 50 years out-of-core. 
Thus the basic overtest design was retained. 
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Canister storage drift 
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Radiation-effects experiment 

fiG. I. Phlll view of the Climax granite spent-fuel-storage test. 

Just prior to fuel emplacement and after 

most pre-test calculations had been made, a fuel 

assembly was measured in a boiling water 

calorimeter. This measurement, since confirmed 

on a second assembly, gave a power level ® 2.5 
years of 1.6kW. This new information required 

us to make extensive last-minute re~calcula
tions, particularly to select the proper power

decay curves for the electrical simulators and 
turn-on times for the auxiliary heaters. 

With a power output of 1.6kW, the early peak 
temperature on the borehole wall will be about 

4°C greater than that at 40-50 years out-of

core. Therefore, the SFT-C is still an avertest 

with respect to fuel older than 2.5 years aut
of-core. As a result of both the power output 
change and calculational refinements using TRUMP 
in the 3-D mode with ventilation considered, the 

rock-wall peak temperature is now expected to 

be 850 C in about 6 months after the start of 
the test as compared with slightly more than 
lOOoC in the original concept. 

The operation of the guard heaters was 
originally designed to start 0.3 years after 
test start-up, and continue at a single power 
level. For a variety of both operational and 
test design reasons, those heaters were turned 

on June 27 at a power level of 925 watts. The 

power will be increased twice, to 1300W ® 0.6 

years and to 1400W ® 108 years after test initi

ation. With the current power history of the 

guard heaters, an improved match between the 

repository calculation and the SFT-C calculation 
has resulted. 

The first experiment in the SFT-C test was 
measurement of the rock response to mining. l 

Following this "mine-by" experiment, some 
instrumentation was removed for inspection and 

repair as necessary. Although the stress-meters 
were in place for only three months, they showed 
a significant amount of corrosion,lO Because 

the SFT-C test duration is 3 to 5 years, some 

effort was expended in making the stressmeters 
more likely to surviveo In addition the 

calibration reproducibility has been addressed, 
as well as the details of installation. lO 

With regard to survivability three steps were 
taken: 

10 Nickel-plating of the stressmeter 

bodies 
2. 

3. 

Coating of the stressmeters with 
plastic film 
After installation, filling the 
hole volume around the 
stressmeters with plastic foam. 



The rod extensometer anchors generally per
formed well during the mine-by experiment. How
ever, there is evidence that one anchor slipped 

because of premature rupture of the inflation 

line. These anchors were permanently inflated 

with a cheek-value system and are pressurized to 

the rupture-pressure of a section of inflation
tubing. The cited malfunction, together with 

the recognition that changes in temperature 

during the main SFT will cause corresponding 
changes in anchor-fluid pressure, led to an 

improved design of the rod extensometer hydrau

lic system. The design chosen by LLNL is one in 
which a nearly constant bladder pressure is 

maintained from the drift level. Changes of 

bladder pressure are therefore evident, docu

mented, and correctable. Another refinement was 

to grout the annular space between the instru

ment and the borehole wall to reduce convection 
heat transfer within the boreholes. Individual 

anchors were decoupled from the grout by rings 
of closed-cell foam fixed above and "below each 
bladder anchor. 

Wire extensometers were designed at LLNL to 
measure vertical and horizontal convergence 

across the drifts at various locations. Dead

weight loading of the wire is employed to 
eliminate problems associated with changes in 

wire stress and in catenary associated with 
spring-loaded systems. Seven sets of LLNL

designed 3-component fracture monitors remotely 

record displacements along major discrete frac
tures. 

In addition to work specifically covered 

under SFT-C funding, two other significant areas 
of study were pursued this year. The first 

invol ves an experiment by LBL to determine the 
location and magnitude of acoustic emissions 

during the heated phase of the SFT-C. The 
second area of study is enhanced rock mechanics 
testing. This work focussed on in situ 
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determinations of rock stress and modulus. 
Stresses were measured by undercoring and by 

borehole fracturing. Modulus determinations 

employed the borehole jack and the "petite 

seismique" methods. 

In-Situ Migration Test 

LLNL is in the process of writing an experi

mental plan for field tests of radionuclide 

migration in the Climax granite. During June 

1980, construction for natural water collection 
and preliminary flow tests was started. The 

basic test concept is to inject radionuclides 

into a steady-state flow along a natural 

fracture connecting two drill holes about 2 

meters apart. Tritium will be used to define 
the non-retarded migration, with other nuclides 

later included to compare field-measured with 
laboratory-measured retardation factors. 

Another purpose of this test is to develop and 
evaluate equipment and experimental teChniques 

to be used in later in situ tests at potential 
repository sites. 

Thermal Modeling 

The thermal modeling for the SFT-C is 

briefly documented in the technical concept 
report(7) and more thoroughly documented in a 
draft report.(ll) Although many of the scop

ing and design calculations were done using ana

lytic solutions for conductive heat flow, the 

more detailed calculations were done using the 
TRUMP finite difference computer program in 2 
and 3 - dimensional geometry. This permitted 

accounting for the small scale details of the 

as-constructed test geometry, thermal radiation, 
convective heat transport, and ventilation, in 
addition to conduction. It has also been 
necessary to include heat transport by ionizing 

radiation from the spent fuel. 



All of the recent modeling, plus the very 
early test data, confirm one of the early 
results of our calculations - that ventilation 

is a significant factor in reducing the thermal 

load on the rock and thus should be treated pro

perly in design calculations. We still expect 

that about a third of the heat introduced into 

the rock will be removed by the low ventilation 

rates (1 m3/s) used in the SFT-C. 

All of the thermal measurements to date are 

tracking within a few degrees of the pre-test 
calculations. Becauses of the numerous vari

ables in the calculations, this agreement is 

good. The variables which need to be addressed 

in this test (and are uncertain to 5 - 10%) 
include: 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

source power level, 

thermal properties of the rock, 

fraction of source power in ionizing 

radiation, 
emittances of materials (stainless 
steel canister, carbon steel liner, 
rock) , 

convective heat transport in the annuli, 
thermal properties of the many 

construction materials (e.g., steel, 
concretes) in the storage holes and the 

drift floor. 

other perturbing influences include ventila

tion air temperature and humidity, variations in 
pre-test ambient temperatures due to high-volume 

ventilation during the construction phase (up to 
several °c at some locations), position in the 

array, and the six-week sequence of loading fuel. 

Thermomechanical Modeling 

In order to carry out thermomechanical cal

culations, it was necessary either to find a 
thermomechanical code which would handle venti
lation or to link a thermal code such as TRUMP 
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to a mechanical code. ADINAT is a heat transfer 
code compatible to the ADINA displacement and 

stress analysis code, but does not include the 

capability to model internal radiation and ven

tilation. During the past year we have 

shown12 that a proper choice of nodes and 

materials within the drifts can be used to model 

internal radiation, and that ventilation can be 

modeled with a boundary convection element. 

This method has been verified by check calcula
tions against TRUMP,12 As a result we have 

been able to use the ADINA-ADINAT codes for our 
thermomechanical calculations with assurance 

that the thermal calculations are correct, 

Initial mechanical scoping calculations for 
the SFT-C were documented at last year's sympo
siuml and in the technical concept. 7 These 

calculations were based on a linear elastic con

tinuum model with an unrealistic treatment of 

overburden stress. It was, therefore, not 
surprising that discrepancies existed between 

the field measurements and the calculations for 
both displacement and stress. During the last 

year, most project personnel have been con
strained to complete work prior to test start
up, so that additional analysis of the mine-by 

data has been at a relatively low priority. 
However, we have been establishing a capability 

for modeling both ubiquitous and discrete joints 
in order to evaluate the effect of jointing on 

the mine-by data. We have also attempted to 

improve our knowledge of in situ modulus and 
state-of-stress. 

In addition to purely mechanical calcula

tions, we have improved our thermomechanical 
modeling capability. At the last symposium we 

showed that use of temperature dependent thermal 

conductivities and expansion coefficients could 

strongly affect modeling results for the 5 kW 

heater test at stripa. 13 Subsequent work by 
LBL has apparently confirmed our results. 14 

In our calculations of the SFT-C, we have 



included temperature dependence of the thermal 

properties at the appropriate overburden stress 

levels. 15 Unfortunately these calculations 
were documented prior to the change from 1.85 to 

1.6 kW power level for each canister. Given the 
numerous uncertainties in input and models, we 

did not attempt to revise these calculations 

immediately before fuel insertion. They will be 
rerun with proper thermal input. 

Future Directions 

We plan to operate the SFT-C for a period of 

3 to 5 years in its present configuration. 

Although the thermal peak occurs very early on 

the fuel canister (several months) and on the 

rock wall (~6 months), the peak temperatures at 

the edge of the 15 m x 15 m repository model 
cell (Figure 1) does not occur until about 2 

years into the test. Very little cooling will 
occur at this location before 3 years, so that 
this seems a minimum test duration. 

Although included in the original con

cept7, we have only recently begun a serious 
evaluation of the possibility of refitting the 

test to include in situ studies of annulus back-
fill in the presence of radiation. We plan to 
prepare a technical concept for such an annulus 

backfill test during FY 1981. 

During the coming year we plan to improve 

the thermomechanical calculations in two ways: 
use of improved input on rock properties, and 

enhanced code capability for ubiquitous and 
discrete joints and other parameters. We plan 

to continue efforts to improve understanding of 

the rock response to the waste, but foresee no 
significant changes to the test configuration. 
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THERMOMECHANICAL AND MACROPERMEABILITY 

EXPERIMENTS IN THE STRIPA GR~NITE - STATUS REPORT 

P. Nelson and C. Wilson 
Earth Sciences Division 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
Berkeley, California 

INTRODUCTION 

The Stripa experiments are sited 340 m under
ground adjacent to an inactive iron mine in central 
Sweden. Figure 1 is a plan view of the underground 
experimental drifts. The first portion of this 
paper reviews the status of thermomechanical experi
ments just completed in the time scale and full 
scale drifts. The second part discusses the macro
permeability experiment underway in the ventilation 
drift shown in the upper half of Figure 1. 

I. HEATER EXPERIMENTS 

Chronology 

It has now been over three years since the 
heater experimen'ts at Stripa were conceived and 
designed. During the operational course of these 
experiments, project investigators have provided 
interim progress reports to the technical community 
so that a growing body of literature on preliminary 
results already exists. The present status report 
assumes that the reader is familiar with the ob
jective and design of the heater experiments or has 
access to the pertinent LBL reports. 

Figure 2 shows the chronology to date. The 
project was conceived and ini'tial design commenced 
in the first half of 1977, culminating with the 
formal agreement on July 1, 1977. Excavation, 
drilling, instrument installation' and calibration 
were accomplished on a very tight time schedule 
over the following twelve months. The time scale 
experiment powered up on June 1, 1978 and the two 
full scale experiments commenced during the next 
two months. As indicated in the figure, all three 
experiments operated with the electrical heaters on 
for about a year, with a set of peripheral heaters 
powered up early in 1979 on the 5 kW experiment. 
After the heaters were turned off, data collection 
continued for about six mont,hs thereafter. Post
experiment calibration was concluded in June, 1980. 

As Figure 2 shows, we have only just concluded 
the field phase of the Stripa heater experiments, 
after three years of the operation of the project 
and two years after the power-up of the heaters. 
For obvious reasons, our efforts up to this point 
have concentrated on the field operation, although 
significant progress has also been made on the 
measurement of material properties and on theoreti
cal predictions of thermomechanical response. With 
data collection and final calibrations concluded 
just recently, the computation and analysis of the 
field data still lie ahead. Since computation, 
analysis and reporting typically require time and 
effort comparable to the acquisi'tion of the data, 
it should be apparent that we are currently midway 
along in the conduct of the overall experiment. 

The remainder of this report describes the 
status of the field measurements, emphasizing the 
problems encountered with instrumentation and data 
acquisition systems. 

Data Acquisition 

More than 700 channels of data were acquired 
for the two year period using a computer as the 
primary system and three data loggers as a backup 
(Figure 3). Sensor voltages sampled every 15 
minutes were recorded on "raw voltage" magnetic 
tapes; time-averaged values of data converted to 
engineering units using preliminary calibrations 
were written to "long-term" data tapes. Paper 
records written by the data loggers comprised the 
third permanent record, taken independent of, and 
in parallel with the computer system after the 
signal conditioning stage. 

Gaps in the computer-based magnetic tape re
cords occurred often enough to be a nuisance. The 
most common occurrence was power failures caused 
by either lightning storms or other outages in 
the local power service. Power outages and oc
casional software problems caused losses of only a 
few data points, however. More significant were 
hardware problems, ususally with the disk drives 
or core memory, which produced data losses of 
hours to days. The losses exceeding one day are 
shown in the bar graph labelled "computer" in 
Figure 4. Fortunately, none of these occurred at 
the critical times immediately following the turn
off or turn-on of the heaters. Total losses 
amounted to 4% of the data record. 

More troublesome in the computer records were 
drift and instability of the analog conversion 
(labelled AID and MULTIPLX) units. Compounded 
with maintenance errors, the overall shift was 
110 microvolts over the two-year time period. To 
extract valid data from the high gain ranges, it 
was necessary to use the data logger records to 
remove the spurious offsets in order to reduce the 
long-term stability figure. The data logger sta
bility was better than the computer analog sec
tion: offsets were negligible and gain stability 
was 0.1%. 

Instrumentation 

The borehole instrumentation and its pre
experiment calibration is described at length by 
Schrauf, et al (1979) and in a summary paper by 
Binnall (1980). Since the recent conclusion of 
the tests, actual sensor performance has been de
termined from the data record, as shown graphi,
cally in Figures 4-7 for the 5 kW heater experi
ment, where temperatures were the highest and 
ins'trument losses the most severe. 

The 15 USBH borehole deformation gages 
(Figure 4) exhibit a high failure rate initially, 
followed by more failures after reinstallation in 
January, 1979. These failures are due to moisture 
infiltration, causing corrosion of components in
side the gage body. The gages were again removed, 
rebuilt, and installed again in July 1980 before 



the heater turnoff, this time successfully elimin
o:ting the water problem although some gages failed 
subsequently due to lead breakage. At Stripa the 
USBM gage required more maintenance and modifica
-tionthan any of -the other sensor types. 

For the final data compilation, the USBM data 
are corrected for temperature effects and conver
ted to borehole diametral displacements. Gage 
calibration and data conversion are fairly 
straightforward; the dominant sources of 
error appear to be uncertainties in the gage 
thermal expansion coefficient and in the tempera
ture dependence of the calibration coefficient. 

The failures of the IRAD gages (Figure 5), 
fewer in number than the USBM failures, were also 
attributed to moisture infiltrating the gage body; 
a sectioned gage revealed a badly rusted wire. 
'rhe ma in problem with the IRAD gag2 is its cali
bration: the slope of the response curve (applied 
stress vs. the inverse square of the period) de
pends upon the setting period. The temperature 
correction factors are secondary but important; 
obtaining the temperature data is a time-consuming 
process. Overall stability was good with most of 
the recovered gages reading within +20 counts of 
the initial unloaded periods. 

The thermocouple failures were largely re
stricted to those with stainless steel cladding, 
shown in Figure 6. Failure was due to corrosion 
of the stainless s-teel sheath, accelerated by the 
presence of moisture and by heat treatment prior 
to installation. Teflon-coated thermocouples used 
in lower temperature boreholes are not shown in 
Figure 6, but operated with only minor problems, 
again caused by water which infiltrated some of 
the junctions, a problem which was minimized by 
careful electrical grounding. The inconel-clad 
thermocouples used in the high temperature envi
ronment operated reliably but in some locations 
showed signs of corrosion at the end of the exper
iments. 

The extensometers proved to be rugged and re
liable instruments, as indicated by the low 
failure rate shown in Figure 7. Minor problems 
were experienced with the failure of one LVDT 
transducer, and with the accumUlation of water in 
many of the horizontal and probably in some of the 
vertical extensometers. The main observable 
effect_ of -the wa-ter was the corrosion of electri
cal connections at the heads, where soldering, 
waterproofing, and drainage were carried out as 
re_medial measures. Water may also be corroding 
the elementos down-hole over the long term, but 
there was no direct evidence for this during the 
data collection. 

Measured displacements on individual rod ele
men'c.s ranged from zero observable on some of the 
outer horizontal rods to 2120 microns gross dis
placement on one of the vertical rods. Incorpor
ati.ng the thermal expansion contribution of about 
320 microns at 155°C results in a net rock dis
placement of 2440 microns. The high dynamic out
put of the displacement transducers (64 microns 
per millivolt-l meant that the electronic voltage 
shifts in the gain-ranging amplifiers were 
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completely unimportant in the extensometer da'ca. 

Overall calibration stability was excellent. 
wit_h only a few exceptions, the original and final 
calibration constants a.greed within :l:.l%. The 
measurement sensitivity was limited by the least 
count of the analog to digital converter about 
three microns in the worst case. However, the 
interpretable limit will be determined by mechani
cal effects. After stiction was identified as the 
source of step-like phenomena on the data records, 
the heads were periodically thumped to reduce the 
magnitude of the stored displacements. In one 
case during operation it was demonstrated that the 
stored displacement was about 80 microns. The 
thumping rou-tine is believed -to have reduced the 
release magnitude, but a final assessment awaits 
the incorporation of bench test data with observed 
field results. 

The electrical heaters, which include the 
3.5 kW and 5.0 kW units, the eight peripheral 
units, and the eight time scale units, all opera
ted with complete reliability throughout 'che 
experiments. 

Summary 

1) Two years of da-ta acquisition and cali
bration work on the Stripa heater experiments was 
completed in June, 1980, thereby terminating a 
major in situ rock mechanics test. Data acquisi
tion losses were minimal; component failure in 
gain-ranging analog amplifiers was the biggest 
problem encountered with the acquisition system. 
Instrumentation reliability was mixed. There was 
no heater down-time, and extensometers were nearly 
100% reliable. Thermocouples, USBM gages, and 
IRAD gages suffered varying degrees of down-time, 
with most failures directly attributed to the 
presence of water, even though water was removed 
from the instrumentation boreholes on a regular 
basis. The high operating temperatures, unusual 
for a rock mechanics experiment, were satisfac
torily accounted for in operation by design modi
fications and in calibration by laboratory mea
surement (an exception is the temperature compen
sation of the IRAD gage, which is not yet ade
quate) . 

2) The Stripa data base is extensive. It 
includes over 700 channels of data from the t_hree 
heater experiments. Current plans are to make 
this data generally available on a suitable mag
netic tape format, with time averaging to reduce 
the data base to manageable proportions. Also 
underway is a thorough assessment of measuremen-t 
error, so that error brackets can be established 
for each sensor type, as a function of temperature 
where necessary. Without such an assessment, the 
goodness of fit required of thermomechanical 
models cannot be established. Auxiliary data from 
the heater experiments include the dewatering in
formation, cross-hole ultrasonic surveys in the 
H9 3.5 J<W experiment, decrepitation observations, 
and a three-dimensional evaluation of the fracture 
ne-twork. 

3) The determi.nation of rock properties is 
receiving increasing emphasis at this st_age of the 
program. Early comparison of the predict ions wi t_h 



results showed a large disparity. After the pre
dictions and measurements were checked carefully, 
attention turned to the physical property values 
used for the predictive models. Recent compari
sons using a better measurement of the thermal 
expansion coefficient shows that a very thorough 
evaluation of the material properties is required 
to supplement the modelling effort. An indepen
dent set of measurements using a cross-hole ultra
sonic system (Paulsson and King, 1980) has also 
been strikingly successful at monitoring the ef
fects of heating. The effects of stress and tem
perature on sonic velocity and Q are fundamental 
to the understanding of the technique. 

4) The thorough evaluation of the Stripa 
data base will rest heavily upon computational 
models. The initial efforts in predicting the 
thermal fields (Chan, et aI, 1978) and -the dis
placements and stresses (Chan and Cook, 1979) were 
used to design the experimental configuration, and 
to evaluate early experimental results. These 
calculations were done wi-th temperature- indepen
dent parameters. Subsequent work with a refined 
finite-element model which incorporates a 
temperature-dependent conductivity (Chan and Jav
andel, 1980) has further improved the match 

between measurements and thermal conduction models. 
Upon completion of thermal modelling, a complete 
model of the mechanical behavior using temperature
dependent moduli and expansion coefficients can be 
undertaken. 

In sum, the field phase of the Stripa heater 
experiments is complete, the data reduction and 
final instrument evaluation is well underway and 
the final assessment and reporting of the results 
can commence soon. Three years have elapsed since 
excavation of the drifts began, and two years have 
elapsed since the first of the heater experiments 
commenced. Given the magnitude of the data base 
and the problems -to be examined, we believe that 
the Stripa experiments are at mid-course, and that 
a comparable span of time is required to do 
justice to the data. 
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II. MACROPERMEABILITY EXPERIMENT 

The Macropermeability Experiment is an 
attempt to measure the permeability of a large 
volume of low-permeability, fractured rock. The 
experiment is being conducted in a 5m x 5m x 33m 
drift called the ventilation drift at the 335 m 
level of the Stripa mine. Water flow and pressure 
are being monitored. The experiment began in 
November, 1979, following completion of primary 
instrumentation, and is scheduled to end in 
September, 1980. 

The primary objective of the experiment is to 
improve techniques for permeability characteriza
tion of large volumes of low permeability rock for 
regional groundwater studies. In meeting this 
objective, we expect the results at Stripa to: 

measure the hydraulic conductivity of 

10
5 

to 10
6 

m
3 

of rock 

confirm analysis of a series of borehole 
permeability tests 

improve our ability to monitor average 
in situ water pressures in fractured rock 

evaluate the ventilation technique for 
flow measurement 

Discussions of the theoretical basis for the ex
periment and the need for this type of research 
are presented in:earlier papers (Witherspoon, 
et 0.1, 1979 and 1980; Long et 0.1, 1980). Some of 
our more interesting recent results and interpre
tations are presented below. 

A schematic drawing of the experimental setup 
is presented in Figure 8. vlater inflow is mea
sured as the net moisture pickup of the ventila
tion system inside a sealed portion of the venti
lation drift_ The ventilation air is heated to 
improve its moisture carrying capacity and to im
prove the accuracy of the measurement. Hydraulic 
gradients are determined by measuring water pres
sure in 90 isolated intervals of 15 boreholes 
penetrating the rock mass surrounding the drift. 
Each isolated interval is about 5 m long, a length 
intended to include sufficient numbers of open 
fractures (qenerallv about 15 to 2Q) wi thin 
each zone to provide reasonable assurance that the 
pressure data will be sufficiently averaged to 
produce a smooth pressure profile as would be 
expected in a porous medium. 

Tests are planned to be run for three differ-
ent room temperatures of about 20°C, 30°C and 
45°C, to be followed by a cooldown test back to 
20°C. The 20°C test most closely reproduces the 
conditions under which the earlier borehole per
meability tests were performed. Analysis of the 
da-ta from these earlier tests is now underway. 
The two higher temperature tests will provide a 
higher accuracy of measurement and will permit 
investigation of temperature effects on the mea
sured inflow and on the ventilation techniques. 
Subject to our overall time constraints, all tests 
are planned to be continued until steady state 
conditions are essentially reached. 



As of July, 1980, the 20 0 e and 30 0 e tests 
have been completed, and the 45°e test has begun. 
Net moisture pickup measurements are shown on 
Figure 9 for the period 1 February through 15 July. 
Moisture pickup for the 20 0 e test averaged about 
50 ml/min, although the data show considerable 
sca'tter due to low measurement accuracy at this 
low temperature. This first test was actually run 
at. an average room temperature of about l8°e, 
which was as close to the ambient room temperature 
of about l5°e as we could operate while still eva
porating all the incoming moisture. Water pres
sures measured in the various isolated zones of 
the boreholes are shown in Figure 10 for the ten 
R-holes and Figure 11 for the five HG-holes. The 
general locations and orientations of these holes 
with respect to the drift is shown in Figure 8. 

Figure 12 shows a distance-drawdown type 
semi-log plot of the R-hole pressure data for the 
20 0 e test. On such a plot, purely radial homo
geneous porous media type flow will appear as a 
straight line. Data from four out of the ten in
dividual boreholes do plot as surprisingly well 
defined straight lines, with correlation coeffi
cients on the order of 0.9 or better. These are 
shown as dashed lines on Figure 12. The weighted 
average of all data points plots very well as a 
straight line, with a correlation coefficient of 
0.98. Assuming that 80% of the observed 50 ml/min 
net moisture pickup occurred as radial flow (as 
determined from a theoretical analysis of flow 
into the drift), the average hydraulic conducti
vity of the monitored rock mass is about 1.0 x 
10-10 m/s. 

It may be noted on Figure 12 that the 
weighted average line and the individual borehole 
lines would indicate a water head significantly 
higher than the actual head if projected to the 
ventilation drift wall. This indicates that a 
skin of lower permeability rock exists between the 
drift wall and the zone 1 measurements. If this 
skin is assumed to be homogeneous and about 2.5 m 
thick, its hydraulic conductivity would be about 
3.5 x 10-11 mis, or about one-third of the average 
conductivity of the rock mass. If the skin were 
thinner, its conductivity would be even smaller. 

Heater power was increased on 2 April to 
raise 'the room temperature to 30°C for the second 
constant 'temperature run. The target room tem
perature was reached by 16 April, but the increase 
in temperature was accompanied by a decrease in 
net moisture pickup of the ventilation system of 
about 16%, dropping from about 50 ml/min under the 
20°C test to about 42 ml/min at 30°C. This test 
was interrupted for about three weeks to modify 
the equipment to permit a more precise monitoring 
of net moisture pickup. The heater unit was modi
fied to recirculate air within the room and the 
air flow monitor was modified to measure consider
ably lower air flow rates. Calibration accuracy 
was improved by replacing the 380 mm diameter air 
duct with a 165 mm diameter duct. Measurements 
recommenced for the 30°C run on 14 May and the 
moisture pickup again stabilized at about 42 ml/ 
min. The 30°C test was concluded on 11 June, and 
the 45°C test was begun on 24 June. 
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Figure 13 shows a distance-drawdown plot of 
the pressure data for the 30°C test. Comparison 
with Figure 12 indicates that pressures are gener
ally higher 'chan for the 20°C test, vlith the 
greatest increase occurring nearest the drift. 
The pressures reacted in a manner which tends to 
compensate for the observed drop in net water in
flow, such that the computed rock mass perme
ability tends to remain stable. Based upon the 
weighted average values of all pressure data and 
on observed net moisture pickup of 42 ml/min, the 
computed rock mass hydraulic conductivity for the 
30°C run is 9.4 x 10-11 m/s. Thus, although the 
drop in observed pickup was on the order of 16%, 
the compensating increase in water pressure re
sulted in a drop in computed hydraulic conductiv
ity of only 6%, which is well within experimental 
error. We interpret this to indicate that the 
conductivity of the rock mass remained essentially 
unchanged as the room was heated, while the con
ductivity of the skin around the drift decreased. 
It should be noted, however, that the above data 
and interpretations are all considered to be pre
liminary, and may be changed when the complete 
experimental results become available. 

The reasons for the existence of the apparent 
skin of lower permeability rock around the drift 
and for its change in hydraulic conductivity as a 
function of room temperature are not known, but 
are probably due to thermal expansion of the rock 

and/or chemical precipitates left in the rock by 
the evaporating water. 

The initial results of the macropermeability 
experiment show that the ventilation and pressure 
measurement techniques applied at Stripa can be 
reliably employed to generate reproduceable re
sults in the measurement of low hydraulic con
ductivities in large volumes of fractured rock. 
Our tests have shown, however, that the accuracy 
of these techniques is quite sensitive to local 
geologic and hydrologic conditions, and their use 
should be carefully evaluated for each application. 
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Chronology of Stripe Heeter Experiments 

JAN APR JULY OCT 

____ ~~3.5kW 78 5kW 
• I T.S. 

::::==::::=::::====::l ___ Ei 3.5 kW 

JAN APR JULY OCT 

Figure 2. Chronology of the Stripa heater experiments. The asterisk 

TIME SCALE 

on July 1, 1977 denotes the signing of the Swedish-American 
agreement. The uppermost of the three bars shows the sequence 
of events in the H9 area where the 3.5 kW experiment was 
located; the 5 kW experiment was in the HIO area and T.S. 
indicates the time scale experiment. Final calibration work 
was completed in mid-June, 1980. 
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Figure 3. Block diagram of th<~ data acquisition system in the time scale and full scale drifts. 
Software and data st.orage operations in the computer system are shown within the 
rectangular box where the pillbox symbolizes disk storage. 
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HlO USBM DATA COLLECTION PERIODS (SHADED REGIONS) 

Figure 4. Operating history of the USBM gages in the RIO (5 kW) experi
ment. S-tippled areas denote the times where output voltages 
are within the capability of the tcransducer, open areas indi
cate no valid data were acquired. Each of the boreholes C3 
through U30 has one USBM gage, each with three transducer 
outputs. The times when unprocessed voltage data were acquired 
by the computer system are shown in the uppermost bar. 

Hl0 IRAO GAUGE [JATA COllECTION PERIODS (SHADED REGIONS) 

Figure 5. Operating history of IRAD gages, two -transducers per borehole. 

HlO THERMOCOUPLE DATA COLLECTION PERIODS (SHADED REGIONS) 

JUNE 

Figure 6. Operating history of thermocouples, five per borehole. 
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HlO EXTENSOMETER DATA COLLECTION PERIODS (SHADED REGIONS) 

Figure 7. Operating history of extensometers, four rods per borehole. 
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Figure 8 Perspecti ve drawing of the ven'tilation drift 
showing ventilation system and pressure 
monitoring boreholes. 
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Figure 9. Net moisture pickup by ventilation system for period 
1 F'ebruary through 15 July, 1980. 

GAS LEAK 

Figure 10. VJa:ter pressures in the R-holes measured 
at end of 20°C test. 
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Figure 11. Water pressures in the HG-holes measured 
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MINING TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT FOR HARD ROCK EXCAVATION 

W. Hustrulid"<, R. Cudnick"f>'<, R. Trent>'<, R. Holmberg"o~"r, 
P. E. Sperry"o,<,,,,,,, R. Hutchinson>'< and P. Rosasco,'r 

"<Colorado School of Mines, Golden, Colorado, U. S. A. 
,b'rOffice of Nuclear Waste Isolation, 13attelle Memorial 

Institute, Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A. 
,b'<'~SveDeFo, Stockholm, Sweden 

****Consultant, Woodland Hills, California, U.S.A. 

SUMMARY 

A research facility has been estab
lished in the granitic gneiss of the CSM 
Experimental Mine at Idaho Springs, 
Colorado, for the purpose of evaluating/de
veloping mining, geologic and geotechnical 
procedures appropriate for use in estab
lishing nuclear waste repositories in hard 
rock. An experimental room has been exca
vated using careful blasting procedures. 
The extent and magnitude of blast damage is 
being evaluated. Structural geology is be
ing mapped to assess continuity. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Colorado School of Mines under 
sponsorship of the Department of Energy 
through the Office of Nuclear Waste Isola
tion has established a hard rock research 
facility at its Experimental Mine near 
Idaho Springs, Colorado. This facility 
which is located in the Idaho Springs for
mation (a granitic gneiss) is presently 
being used for the following purposes: 

@ evaluate and develop techniques for 
careful excavation in hard rock. 

@ develop the mapping techniques re
quired for adequately describing the 
structural geology. 

® evaluate the structural continuity in 
granitic gneiss. 

@ evaluate the structural damage done to 
the rock mass by blasting. 

@ develop techniques for evaluating frac
ture permeability. 

@ evaluate the permeability changes in 
the rock mass due to blasting. 

Although specifically oriented towards 
nuclear waste storage/disposal, the tech
niques and procedures being developed/eval
uated have wide applicability to all under
ground excavations in hard rock. 

THE CSM EXPERIMENTAL MINE 

The Edgar Mine (the proper name for 
the CSM Experimental Mine) is located at an 
elevation of about 2,300m at Idaho Springs, 

Colorado, approximately 40km from the CSM 
campus at Golden. 

Geologically, the mine is located in 
an area which has been varyingly affected 
by seven tectonic and/or structural events 
dating back 1,750 b.y. Three of the seven 
events appear to have played a dominant 
role in establishing the structural trends 
present. The Boulder Creek Orogeny (1.750-
1.690 b.y.) initially resulted in regional 
dynamothermal metamorphism of the Precam
brian basement rocks and formed a struc
tural trend still existent today. A 
younger, un-named Precambrian deformation 
(1.30 b.y.) was dominantly cataclastic 
accompanied by minor and local recrystalli
zation and folding. A third event during 
the Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary time 
(70-40 m.y.) not only resulted in an unde
termined amount of reopening of Precambrian 
age fracture sets but also was responsible 
for superposition of a younger set of frac
tures on a regional basis throughout the 
Precambrian basement rocks. The younger 
Precambrian cataclastic event and the Late 
Cretaceous-Early Tertiary Laramide Orogeny 
resulted in the rocks of the central 
Colorado Front Range having undergone brit
tle failure. The ores for which the Edgar 
was developed are thought to have been de
posited at that time. 

The Edgar Mine was named after the 
Edgar vein which strikes N65 0 E on the aver
age and dips 70-S5° N.W. It consisted of a 
crushed wall rock, primarily a schist of 
the Idaho Springs Formation, from a few 
inches to three feet in width. It was 
slightly silicified and contained dissemi
nated pyrite. Records from the lS70's re
vealed that the first class ores of the 
Edgar Mine averaged 16 gms/t gold, 151 gms/ 
5 silver and seldom less than 46 to 50 per
cent lead. Gross production of the Edgar 
is not known but prior to 1927 it is cred
ited with a production of $200,000 and to 
date an estimated production valued at 
nearly $500,000. 

The Edgar is leased for 99 years by 
the Colorado School of Mines. It is used 
primarily for the instruction of undergrad
uate students in aspects of mining which 
cannot be taught in the classroom. Work 
carried out there includes the basic 



mine unit operations (drilling, blasting, 
loading, hauling and ground support) as 
well as surveying and ventilation. 

Another important purpose of the mine 
is to provide a place for research. Over 
the past years a number of different pro
grams ranging in scope from rock drilling 
to nutrino studies have been conducted by 
various organizations. This present pro
gram meets the objectives of providing re
search/development opportunities for grad
uate and undergraduate students in mining 
and geology while significantly contribut
ing to the scientific/engineering data base. 

CSM/ONWI EXPERIMENTAL ROOM 

The depth of cover at the mine varies 
from near zero at the portal to 200m in the 
deepest areas. It is above the water table 
and, therefore, essentially dry. The aver
age year round temperature in the mine is 
l30 C. The principal rock type is a vary
ingly banded and interlayered biotite 
gneiss which is heavily injected and exten
sively recrystallized by granite migmatites 
and massive granite pegmatites. Narrow 
tongues of silver plume granite also have 
intruded foliation planes of the biotite 
gneiss additionally replacing and recrys
tallizing it. 

The location of the experimental room 
(Fig. 1) was selected on the following cri
teria: 

excellent rock was expected based upon 
observations made in the Miami adit, 
A-Left drift, and A-Left spur. 

geologic mapping could be done in the 
three existing drifts and predictions 
made regarding the expected geology in 
the experimental room. 

the close proximity of the A-Left 
raise would allow a 3-D geologic map 
to be made. 

it was sufficiently far away from 
other openings to avoid interference. 

@ access was convenient, compressed air, 
water, and track haulage were present. 

The two possible disadvantages were 
the relatively shallow cover depth (about 
100m) and the fact that it is above the 
water table. 

The experimental room is Sm wide, 3m 
high and 30m long. It has been constructed 
using blasting techniques developed in the 
U.S. and Sweden. Ten different blast pat
terns were used for the purpose of demon
strating design procedures, evaluating con
struction constraints, and providing sites 
for the measurement of structural and per
meability variations. The structural geol
ogy of the room and the surrounding drifts 
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are being mapped to provide amongst other 
things the types of structures present, and 
their continuity. 

A-Left Spur 

Figure 1. Plan View of that Part of the 
Edgar Mine Containing the CSM/ 
ONWI Test Facility. 

After the excavation had been completed 
and thoroughly cleaned, the location of a 
large (2m x 2m x 2m) block to be isolated 
from the surrounding floor rock by line 
drilling was selected. This block will be 
used by Terra Tek (Salt Lake City, Utah) 
for determining the thermo-mechanical re
sponse of a jointed rock mass. The mechan
ical loads will be applied by flat jacks and 
the thermal loading by 9-lkw heaters. Upon 
completion of the block test, it will remain 
as part of the overall facility for use in 
instrument development and calibration and 
other experiments. 

A pattern of NX diameter diamond drill 
holes has been drilled at six locations in 
the experimental room for use in evaluating 
the extent of the damage zone surrounding 
the opening. In addition, 3-30m long NX 
drill holes were drilled parallel to the 
room for fracture permeability experiments. 

EXCAVATION TECHNOLOGY 

In mining and civil engineering prac
tice, careful blasting techniques are often 
used when it is important to minimize damage 
to the walls and roof of an underground rock 
structure. Most often, however, particu
larly in hard rock, relatively little atten
tion is paid to the extent of damage done to 
the surrounding rock, concentrating instead 
on creating a pile of broken rock which is 
easily handled while yielding acceptable 
rock conditions. Rock reinforcement/support 
can usually be installed as needed. 

For nuclear waste repositories, the 
rock has been chosen based upon good con
tainment characteristics. It follows that 



great care should be taken to retain these 
characteristics to the greatest degree pos
sible during excavation of the required 
chambers. This means maximizing the struc
tural integrity of the chambers and mini
mizing the extent of the disturbed zone. 
Blast damage can markedly affect the hydro
logical, thermal, and mechanical properties 
of the host rock. 

Normally in careful blasting applica
tions, primary attention is focussed on the 
roof and secondarily the walls. In at 
least some designs the waste canisters will 
be stored in holes drilled or excavated in 
the floor of the rooms. Therefore, in 
these special applications it is important 
to maintain structural integrity of the 
floor as well, since this is the primary 
holding facility for the nuclear waste. 

Rock has been excavated by various 
means since the age of the caveman. It 
would seem obvious that today the techni
ques for creating the desired openings 
should be well developed. This, unfortu
nately, is not the case (at least for the 
care required for this application). Pat
terns are often developed strictly by the 
cut-and-try approach for a given rock type. 
Errors in hole location and alignment are 
overcome by increasing the amount of ex
plosive used. While attention is placed 
upon designing the pattern used for the 
perimeter holes, the same care is not 
placed on the holes in the inner rows. En
gineering procedures for designing blast 
rounds in hard rock are available; but, un
fortunately, they have not been explained 
and/or developed to the point where they 
can be easily used by contractors. In 
driving the experimental room, the Swedish 
blasting technique (1,2) was used for de
signing seven rounds and that based on 
cratering theory (3,4) for three. The de
sign principles have been clearly indicated 
so that others might follow the procedures 
(the interested reader is referred to ref
erences (S and 6). In this paper only a 
brief description of the results will be 
presented. 
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The most important parameters in driv
ing a drift or a tunnel in hard rock with 
careful blasting are the drilling accuracy 
and the behavior of the blasting agent. If 
too little attention is placed on the drill
ing, an irregular contour and a greater dis
turbance to the surrounding rock mass re
sults. A hole that is drilled outside of 
the planned contour has a much higher de
gree of fixation which makes it harder to 
break the burden and produces more unwanted 
fracturing. Therefore, it is not enough 
just to carefully plan a design, but rather 
the execution must also be monitored. 

An example of a blasting round de
signed by Holmberg is shown in Figure 2. 

The hole deviations and achieved con-
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Figure 2. Blast Pattern for Round S. The 
Numbers Indicate the Delay Num
ber. 

tour for the same round is shown in Figure 
3. It can be observed that even in these 
well controlled rounds, the hole deviation 
can be considerable. The charge density in 
the perimeter row of holes is kept low and 
the holes are closely spaced. The inner 
row of holes (the next row in from the peri
meter holes) is also more lightly loaded as 
studies in Sweden have shown that damage 
from this row can still be substantial. 
Careful calculations were made regarding 
charge density and hole placement. 

Figure 3. Planned Contour and Actual Con
tour of Round No. S. Arrows 
Indicate Collar and Toe Position 
of Holes. 

One way of assessing the results of a 
careful blasting program is to observe the 
perimeter hole trace length remaining on 
the wall of the drift after the rock has 
been removed. As can be seen in Figure 4, 
the results were generally excellent. 

As was noted earlier, attention was 
paid to minimizing damage to the floor. To 
do this the lifter holes were drilled close 
together and the specific charge was kept 
low. One negative result observed in the 
jointed rock at the mine was that the floor 
can become relatively rough. Steps resulted 
due (a) to the lookout angle required by 
the drill, and (b) to the influence of the 
joints on the breaking pattern. This step 
can be minimized by careful drilling pro
cedures (in which the lookout angle is 



carefully controlled and monitored) and 
also by lightly loading closely spaced 
holes. One must realize that the floor in 
general is not going to be as smooth as is 
the case when the charge density is high 
enough to shatter the rock between holes 
and between rounds. The efforts taken to 
protect the floor sometimes meant that the 
lifters did not completely break the rock 
above them. This required some secondary 
blasting and hand mucking. In addition, 
rough floors made machine mucking difficult. 

Figure 4. Photograph Showing the Results 
of Car~ful Blasting in the Room. 

In conclusion, techniques do exist for 
designing blasting rounds for minimizing 
the damage to the surrounding rock. Good 
results require careful design and execu
tion. For waste repository applications it 
would appear that attention must be paid to 
writing specifications which include (a) 
appropriate patterns, loading densities, 
hole locations and orientations as well as 
vibration levels and (b) the monitoring and 
control of these factors. 

DAMAGE ZONE ASSESSMENT (STRUCTURAL) 

Ten different blasting patterns were 
used in excavating the experimental room. 
Visually all patterns appear to have per
formed satisfactorily. A quantitative 
assessment of the nature and extent of the 
blast damage is important both for compar
ing rounds, and more importantly assessing 
the effect on containment and thereby eval
uating possible remedial measures (sealing, 
for example) . 

The evaluation is being made through 
the use of a pattern (Figure 5) of diamond 
drill holes drilled at each round location. 
The location of the heated block test and 
the instrumentation building has meant only 
six patterns could be completed at this 
time. The holes are NX (3") in diameter so 
that a wide variety of techniques can be 
employed in the evaluation. 
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Figure S. Hole Pattern Used for Assessing 
Structural and Permeability 
Changes Around the Opening. 

The first method for evaluating the 
blast damage is, of course, viewing the 
core and logging the density of the frac
tures. A major difficulty is trying to 
distinguish the natural rock fractures 
from those vlhich might have been induced 
during the blasting process from those in
duced during coring. It is expected that 
the fracture density will decrease signi
ficantly as one moves away from the wall 
of the drift. 

The wall of each of the boreholes-will 
be logged using a bores cope and/or TV cam
era. It is hoped that by comparing the 
core and borehole logs that at least some 
of the artificially induced fractures can 
be identified. 

Ultrasonic measurements will be made 
in which a transmitter is located in one 
borehole and a receiver in another. As 
can be seen from Figure 5, for this par
ticular arrangement of boreholes, it is 
possible to examine the rock around the 
drift both longitudinally and radially. 
Of particular interest will be damage to 
the floor; hence, two holes are located in 
the floor on either side of the center line 
of the potential canister position. This 
technique should directly give the shape 
and the extent of the envelope of broken 
rock and will qualitatively provide an in
dex regarding the goodness of the rock sur
rounding the opening. 

Static modulus variations around the 
opening will also be assessed. The CSM 
cell is one borehole device which has been 
used to evaluate the blast damage around 
openings. Although initially developed 
for use in 1%" diameter (EX) boreholes the 
CSM cell has now been developed for use in 
NX diameter holes. It is presently under
going testing at the mine. With this tech
nique one can develop a profile of modulus 
along the borehole as a function of depth. 
The Goodman Jack is another modulus device 



which will be used to provide at least a 
qualitative assessment of blast damage ex-
tent and magnitude. . 

DAMAGE ZONE ASSESSMENT (PERMEABILITY) 

In addition to knowing the extent and 
magnitude of the structural damage which 
has occurred, it is important to quantify 
the permeability of the rock around the 
?pening and the zonation of the permeabil
lty. Therefore, permeability tests are 
also being performed in these boreholes. 
Although the exact nature of all of the 
tests to be conducted is still to be de
cided, a rather simple procedure for deter
mining the extent of zonation is to use a 
single packer which is initially installed 
n~a~ the end.of the bore hole. A permea
b1.1lty test lS then run. The packer is 
then moved to a position closer to the col
lar and another test run. At a particular 
position where the furthestmost extent of 
blast damage is first encountered the per
meability should increase noticeably. 
Hence, one can identify at least the ex
tent of the damage by examining a permea
bility-packer position curve. To evaluate 
the changes in permeability due to blasting 
and the value of that permeability, triple 
chamber p~cker tests are being run. In the 
intact rock, special measurement procedures 
are required for determining the very small 
permeabilities. On the other hand, in the 
immediate vicinity of the opening it is 
expected that the permeabilities will be 
relatively high. Hence, a hybrid flow sys
tem incorporating a series of flow meters 
and pressurization possibilities has been 
developed. Since the mine is above the 
water table, the use of both air and water 
as media are being investigated. 

In addition to the boreholes drilled 
in a radial pattern around the room three 
30m long'horizontal holes have been'drilled 
in the right rib. These holes which are 
one meter apart are drilled approximately 
para~lel to the axis of the drift. They 
p:ovlde another way of assessing the zona
tlon around the drift on a continuous or 
more or less continuous basis. An ultra
sonic system will be used to evaluate the 
velocity changes between the three holes. 
The core has been carefully logged and 
correlations are being made with the struc
tural geology of the room as well as to 
the permeability results. Although some 
tests have been performed, the major ef
forts to date have been directed toward 
equipment and procedure development. 

GEOLOGIC CONTINUITY/STRUCTURAL MAPPING 

In evaluating a potential waste repos
~to:y ~ite, as in the mapping of an orebody, 
It lS lmportant to be able to stipulate the 
amount of sampling which must be done and 
the.zone of influence of that sampling. 
As In blocking out proven and possible ore 
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res~rves, one might similarly block out re
posltory reserves. 

One of the most important aspects of 
the present research program is to assess 
the zone of influence (continuity) of the 
structures observed in the experimental 
room and its vicinity. As indicated ear
lier, this particular location of the room 
was very favor~ble for making such a study. 
The area In whlch the room was driven is 
exposed on three' sides (the Miami adit 
the A-Left drift, and A-Left spur). A' 
thre~ dimensional vie~ can be obtained by 
mapplng the A-Left ralse which extends to 
the surface. From the results of careful 
mapping, .one can construct a geological 
model whlch can be then used to project 
the observed major structures to the vicin
ity of the experimental room. By compar
i~g the pr~dicted structures (type, loca
tlon, spaclng, etc.) with the observed 
geology over various extrapolation dis
tances one can quantify structure contin
uity. The final result is, of course, 
recommendations regarding the structural 
geologic sampling procedures and require
ments for use with an actual repository. 

Data is being collected using standard 
structural mapping techniques. Primary em
p~asis during excavation was placed on map
plng the face since this information would 
be gone with the next blast. As can be 
seen from the Schmidt equal area plot of 
710 fracture poles (Figure 6) the struc
tural geology is complex. A minimum of 
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Figure 6. Co~tour Diagram on Lower Hemis-
phere Schmidt Equal Area Net. 

ten individual joint sets exist. An addi
tional ten minor joint sets may exist as 
well, but their exact orientations are in
determinable until more measurements are 
made. 
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In addition to the orientation of each 
fracture, eight other variables are de
scribed in the field including: geometric 
type, geometry, surface condition, apera
ture, length, filling, spacing, and termina
tion (where possible). 

Present work has served to identify 
the major joint sets. However, the pro
blem of overlapping joint sets has obscured 
minor joints. Organization of joint sets 
into joint systems based on geometry or 
structural trends is also greatly limited 
by this problem of overlapping joint sets. 
At the present time, computer programs are 
being developed to filter out the effect of 
major joint sets, and thus hopefully allow 
for a better determination of the existence 
and orientations of the less developed sets. 
Probably the most difficult variable to de
scribe is spacing. The lack of an organ
ized joint system (such as an orthogonal 
system) makes field observation of joint 
set spacings difficult. 

As the mapping and data analysis con
tinues, a good picture of both the detailed 
and overall structural geology of the site 
should emerge. This information coupled 
with the results of the mechanical property 
and hydrologic measurement programs should 
identify the features of primary importance, 
their influence, and continuity. 

CONCLUSION 

The CSH/ONWI test facility has been 
developed for a number of reasons. To date, 
it has provided an opportunity to evaluate 
excavation procedures which might be used 
in constructing a hard rock repository. 
The nature and extent of the blast damage 
done to the surrounding rock is being quan
tified. With this information one can 
judge the effect of the excavation process 
on containment and evaluate engineered re
medial measures. Procedures for evaluating 
changes in hydrologic, mechanical and ther
mal response of the host rock are under de
velopment and test. The data obtained can 
be used in initial scoping studies of ac
tual repositories. Geologic mapping pro
cedures and techniques for analyzing and 
storing great masses of geologic data are 
being developed. The significant struc
tural features over various measurement 
lengths are being quantified and their con
tinuity assessed. The heated block test 
being conducted by Terra Tek will provide 
thermal-mechanical behavior data for 
jointed hard rocks. 

For the long term, the facility will 
provide an opportunity for the development, 
evaluation and comparison of new techniques 
and tools for use in the siting and con
struction of hard rock nuclear waste repos
itories. 

This paper was presented at Rockstore 
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THERMAL/MECHANICAL mDELING FOR A TUFF REPOSITORY'" 

L. D. Tyler 
Sandia National Laboratories, "'* Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185 

INTRODUCTION 

In 19771 the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage In
vestigations (NNWSI) were formally organized to 
investigate the suitability of geologic media on 
the Nevada Test site (N'I'S) and contiguous federal 
lands for permanently disposing of highly radioac
tive waste. The investigations are conducted under 
the auspices of DOE's National Waste Terminal Sto
rage (NV.TS) Program. From 1977 to 1978, a number 
of geologic settings and media were examined. The 
media included alluvium, granite, argillite, and 
tuff. After a review of the data for a number of 
specific areas, a decision was made to focus explo
ration on the tuffaceous media of Yucca Mountain 
which is located near the western boundary in 
southwest NTS. '!'his paper will concentrate on the 
thermal and mechanical evaluation of tuff and is 
intended to be a summary of the status of that 
evaluation. This summary includes the laboratory, 
field and modeling studies. 

GENERAL CHARAcrERISTICS OF TUFF 

The term tuff is used to describe a class of 
rocks formed by the explosive eruption of °a vol
cano. The mode of emplacement of the ash allows 
tuff to be divided into two primary types, ash 
fall and ash flow. 

Ash-fall tuff is formed when cooled and soli
dified glass fragments settle fram the erupted de
bris cloud. Ash-flow tuff results from the rapid 
eruption and spreading over the land surface of a 
hot dense ash cloud. The rock-forming ash is de
posited in layered sequences, at temperatures high 
enough for the fragments to be plastic or partial
ly molten. If theodeposition temperature exceeds 
approximately 500 C, the rock formed may be welded 
due to compaction and plastic flow under its own 
weight, with resultant decrease in porosity. '!'he 
debris from a single eruption may be tens to a few 
hundred meters thick. Ashfall tuff is generally 
highly porous and unconsolidated f whereas, the ash 
flow bits a wide range of properties, depending 
on the degree of welding. Welded tuff is a dense 
and mecha:.Jically strong rock with a relatively high 
thermal conductivity. 

Silicic eruptions usually occur in a rapid 
series. A single ash-flow cooling unit can be 
formed from a series of ash flow units after very 
rapid, hot eruptions. When the magma chamber re
sponsible for these eruptions is emptied, 

*This work was supported by the U.S. Dept. of 
Energy, DOE, under contract DE-AC04-DP00789. 

**A U.S. DOE facility. 

subsidence of a circular crustal block can occur 
to form a caldera. As a result, the thickest units 
of tuff generally exist within calderas. 

Large volumes of silicic tuffs older than 1.5 
million years occur in many parts of the western 
United States. '!'hese tuffs are quite abundant 
in the Great Basin physiographic province and are 
found distributed in and around numerous volcanic 
centers and calderas. The Timber Mountain-Oasis 
Valley ~aldera complex alo~e has produced more than 
5000 kID of ash-flow tuff, ,3 which is accompanied 
by lava flows and ash fall tuff. This complex, which 
was active from 16 to 9.S Myr before the present, 
is composed of as many as six overlapping calderas. 
This caldera complex lies, in part, on the Nevada 
Test Site. 

Most of the Great Basin consists of closed 
hydrologic systems with internal surface drainage. 
The Tllnber Mountain-oasis Valley complex lies in 
such a closed hydrologic system. Tuff can act either 
as an aquifer or aquitard depending on the degree 
of in-situ permeability, In general, welded tuff 
is moderately permeable because of fractures, while 
nonwelded tuff has low permeability. However, 
there are many known exceptions to this generalization. 

mDELING OF A TUFF REPOSITORY 

A Mine Design WOrking Group was established as 
a focus for facility evaluation of a repository 
in tuff. The objectives of the working group are: 
to identify model needs and critical data needs; 
to develop conceptual test plans for in-situ experi
mentsf to define the environment for a repository 
in welded tuff either above or below the water 
table, and to integrate the results of these studies 
into a data base for a conceptual repository design. 
The Mine Design WOrking Group is composed of rep
resentatives from Sandia National Laboratories, Los 
Alamos Scientific Laboratory, RE/SPEC, Inc., and 
Texas A&M University, A base case has been established 
for a repository in welded tuff below the water 
table in Yucca Mountain. Scoping calculations are 
underway with available host-rock data and models, 
along with reasonable assumptions (where necessary) 
to complete a timely estimate. The tuff properties 
and stratigraphy used in the modeling are based 

on information from hole UE25a~1, an exploratory 
hole drilled at the western edge of Jackass Flats 
(NTS) during FY79. The emplacement geometries are 
given in Table 1. 

Because of the mineralogical variability of 
tuff and the need for near- and far~field thermal 
and thermomechanical modeling, considerable effort 
has been aimed at understanding the thermal 
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TABLE I 

REPOSITORY CHARACTERISTICS 

Characteristics 

Room Description 
Room Length (m) 
Room width (m) 
Room Height (m) 
Adjacent Pillar Thickness (m) 

Canister Emplacement Holes 
Rows per Room 
Row Separation (m) 
Hole Pitch (along row) (m) 
Emplacement Hole Depth (m) 
Emplacement Hole Diameter (m) 
Canisters per Hole 

Repository Depth (meters) 

Canister Power (kW) 

HLW 

Very Long 
5.0 
5.0 

20.0 

1 

3.88 
6.0 
0.37 
I 

800 

2.16 

SF 

Very Long 
7.5 
7.0 

30.0 

2 
2.5 
1.32 
8.0 
0.41 
I 

800 

0.55* 

*Heat generation rate for a single 10-year-old spent PWR assembly 
in the canister. BWR assemblies would generate less power 10 
years out of the reactor. The value given here has been chosen 
to predict maximum temperatures in the repository. 

properties of tuff. we have developed a means of 
predicting, within limits, the minimum theoreti
cal matrix thermal conductivity of tuff based 
on grain density (which incorporates many, but 
not all, mineralogical variations). By including 
the porosity (either saturated or dry), the con
ductivity of a broad range of tuff~ can be rou
tinely predicted to 15% or better. The strati
graphy and thermal properties used in the analy
sis are given in Table 2. 

Initial very near-field, room-and-pillar, 
and far-field heat transfer calculations were 
used to develop an understanding of the thermal 
environment of a repository in tuff as a func
tion of: 

--Boiling temperature (hydrostatic or at
mospheric pressure) 

--Gross thermal load (GTL) (25 to 150 kW/ 
acre) 

--Canister pitch (function of GTL) 
--Extraction ratio (ER) (10 to 30%) 
--Changes in rock thermal properties due 

to boiling of contained water. 

The purpose of very near-field calculations 
(canister-scale) was to determine the thermal 
environment of the canister and immediately sur
rounding rock for different heat loads. The 
room-and-pillar calculations were to determine 
the thermal environment of the room and pillar 
caused by different gross thermal loadings and 

extraction ratios. The farfield calculations 
were to determine the temperatures resulting in 
the far-field stratigraphy for different gross 
thermal loadings. 

An upper limit GTL of 100 kW/acre at a 20% 
ER has been selected as a reference condition 
for both spent fuel and highlevel waste. Scop
ing calculations were done using the boiling 
temperatures at atmospheric pressure (i.e., 
100CC) and hydrostatic pressure (i.e., 225°C at 
800 m depth and the static water level). This 
reference condition will be reassessed as addi
tional studies are completed. Results from the 
thermal calculation for a GTL of 75 kW/acre at 
an ER of 20% are presented below for spent fuel 
only. 

Results* of the 75 kW/acre GTL calculation 
for the very nearfield are shown in Figures 1 
and 2. Figure 1 shows the transient temperature 
distributions for selected points at the mid
plane of the spent-fuel canister for an ER of 
20%, GTL of 75 kW/acre, and 100°C boiling tem
perature. Figure 2 shows the spatial temperature 
distribution through the midplane of the spent
fuel waste canister for 100cC boiling at the 

*These results assume an ambient rock temperature 
of 55°C at the repository depth. Recent field 
work indicates a lower ambient temperature 
approaching 35°C. 



TABLE 2 

ASSUMED STRATIGRAPHY AND MATERIAL THERMAL PROPERTIES FOR FAR-FIELD 

MODELING-TUFF MINE DESIGN ACTIVITY 

Bulk Grain K (W/mOC) ( °C) 
Density Density 'U 

(hydro- Pl 
3 3 < < Tboil > 1-'-

Depth (m) Depth (ft) Porosity (Mg/m ) (Mg/m ) static ::l 

0- 53 ( 0- 173) 0.11 2.38 2.56 (m) 2.6 100 Tiva rT 
t! 

53- 63 ( 173- 208) 0.28 2.07 2.53 (m) 0.82 0.36 1.9 100 Canyon 11 
c 63- 84 ( 208- 276) 0.50 1. 53 2.46 em) 0.84 0.25 0.9 0.7 100 Member 00 

84-139 276- 457) 0.12 2.37 2.56 (al 0.67 0.45 2.6 2.3 100 Ii 139-192 457- 631) 0.50 1.78 2.56 Cal 0.50 0.26 0.85 0.7 100 
192-286 631- 939) 0.12 2.37 2.57 em) 0.67 0.45 2.6 2.3 100 Tonopah 
286-328 ( 939-1076) 0.50 1. 78 2.56 (al 0.50 0.26 0.85 0.7 100 Springs 
328-388 (1076-1273) 0.11 2.38 2.56 (m) 0.67 0.46 2.6 2.3 100 Member 
388-401 (1273-1317) 0.13 2.26 2.43 (m) 0.68 0.43 1.2 1.0 100 
401-416 (1317-1364 ) 0.2.8 2 • .05 2 .• 45 (a) 0.86 0.35 1.10 0.7 100 

416-545 (1364-1789) 0.31 1. 97 2.40 em) 0.89 0.33 1. 05 0.67 100 
(calc) (calc) Tuffaceous 
1.10 0.71 Beds of 
(meas) (meas Calico Hills 

545-560 (1789-1836) 0.25 2.12 2.50 Cal 0 • .85 0.37 1.1 0.8 175 
en 
.j::> 

560-578 (1836-1897) 0.29 2.15 2.61 Ca) 0.92 0.37 1.55 1.0 187 
578-594 (1897-1950) 0.25 2.21 2.61 (m) 0.88 0.39 1.65 1.1 189 0 

594-614 (1950-2014) 0.18 2.34 2.62 (m) 0.80 0.43 1.80 1. 39 195 11 
Pl 

(meas) (calc) Prow rT 
fD 

1.80 1. 33 Pass 11 

(calc) (meas) Member >:tj 

614-643 (2014-2110) 0.32 2.13 2.55 (m) 0.98 0.36 1.90 1.2 203 I-' 
Pl 

643-697 (2110-2288) 0.29 2.10 2.55 Cal 0.90 0.36 2.0 1.3 214 rT 

697-711 (2288-2333) 0.29 2.17 2.65 Ca) 0.93 0.38 2.1 1.4 221 1-3 
c 

711- -- (2333- 00 0.23 2.28 2.66 (m) 0.87 0.41 2.4 1. 65 223 I~ 
(meas) (meas) Bullfrog 
2.35 1.7 
(calc) (calc) 

Ca) assumed 
(b) measured 
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Figure 1. Temperature History at Selected Points Through Midplane 
of Spent-Fuel CAnister for ER of 20%, GTL of 75 kW/acre, 
and Boiling of Porewater (Ambient Rock Temperature of 550C) 
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Figure 2. Spatial Temperature Distribution Through Midplane of 
Spent-Fuel Waste Canister (Ambient Rock Temperature of 
55"C) 



time when the canister temperature is maximum 
for two different GTL. Figure 3 illustrates tem
peratures of the floor and ceiling centerlines, 
and room midheight with time for the room-and~ 
pillar calculation of 75 kW/acre and 100ec 
boiling. The far-field temperature profiles along 
the vertical centerline for a 75 kW/acre reposi
tory are given in Figure 4. The far~field calcu
lations indicate that the radial temperatures 
outside the repository boundary for GTL below 
150 kW/ acre will be < looec. 

In order to obtain accurate thermomechani
cal response predictions, it is necessary that 
the model used included treatment of all of the 
important characteristics of the material 
behavior that can be measured in the field and 
in the laboratory. Tuff at NTS is observed to 
be a jointed geologic medium, hence, a mate-
rial constitutive model was developed for a 
multiply fractured rock mass in which the frac
tures exhibit a preferred but not uniform direc
tionality. The constitutive model takes a con
tinuum approach and is therefore compatible with 
many of the large, nonlinear, static, finite ele
ment codes presently in use. An additional fea
ture of the analytical method is that it statis
tically fits the measured joint orientation data 
with established probability distribution func
tions, and then samples the function to obtain 
nonrandom fracture orientations over the region 
to be modeled. In this manner, the field observa
tions are statistically coupled to the predictive 
models. 

Figure 5 shows a two-dimensional finite ele
ment model of the room-and-pillar geometry which 
was used to calculate the mechanical response 
due to first excavation of the drift, and then 
subsequent thermal loading. The material proper
ties used in these calculations are given in 
Table 3. The preferred directionality of the 
single joint set modeled is vertical, yet the 
statistical variation in field data yields the 
fracture angles shown in Figure 6 as one poss
ible distribution. For this calculation, a linear 
Mohr-Coulomb failure surface was used to govern 
frictional slippage, with a cohesion (Co) equal 
to zero and a friction coefficient, ~, equal to 
0.6. Figure 7 shows results for excavation only 
and the calculated region of frictional slippage 
(indicated by X's) is confined to the vertical 
wall. Subsequent calculations showed that for 
modest gross thermal loadings, i,e., less than 
approximately 75 kW/acre, the region of fric
tional slippage remained essentially unchanged 
throughout the thermal loading history for high
level waste (HLW). 

Calculations of hydrologic effects at Yucca 
Mountain are also underway. Preliminary indica
tions are that the far-field effects of hydro
thermal transport would be minor. This is es
pecially true if in-situ boiling is assumed to 
occur at the hydrostatically controlled tempera
ture, since, even for thermal loadings in 
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excess of 100 kW/acre, no boiling is predicted 
under this assumption. 

As regards very near-field considerations, 
in addition to the limit established previously 
(Le., 100 kW/acre), it must be kept in mind that 
the use of engineered barriers will, if anything, 
require further reduction in GTL. Therefore, fluid 
pressurization, vaporization, and transport will be 
further restricted. 

An upper limit has been established for future 
analysis of tuff. This limit is 100 kW/acre 
at a 20% extraction ratio. Because of the 
nature of tuff, a constitutive model was de
veloped which uses the field joint data to 
provide the thermal mechanical analysis of 
the repository. 

As studies progress, data needs and basic 
assumptions of the phenomena modeled will 
be evaluated, Uncertainty in available data 
may require sensitivity analyses to deter
mine if the uncertainty is critical, followed 
by or in conjunction with laboratory and 
in-situ experiments designed to acquire the 
needed data. Additional modeling may be 
required after completing laboratory and 
in-situ experiments. 
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Figure 3. 
Spent Fuel Time-Temperature 
History for Three Room Loca
tions for ER = 0.2, GTt = 
75 kW/acre, lOa" Boiling, 
and Saturated Backfill. Back
filling occurs at 55 yrs. 
(Ambient Rock Temperature of 
55"C) 

Figure 4. 
Spent Fuel Far Field Tempera
ture Profile Along the Vertical 
Centerline for GTt of 75 kW/acre 
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Property 

Young's Modulus 

Poisson's Ratio 

Shear Modulus 

Coeffo Exp, 

Coeff, Friction 

Cohesion 
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TABLE 3 

MECHANICAL ROCK PROPERTIES 

20" 100" 

20,000 20,000 

0,25 0,25 

8,000 8,000 

200" 

20,000 

0,25 

8,000 

0,67 x 10-5 0,86 x 10-5 1.2 x 10-5 

0,60 0,60 0,60 

° ° 0 

400" Units 

20,000 MPa 

0,25 

8,000 MPa 

2,1 x 20-5 "C-l 

0,60 

0 MPa 
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Figure 5. Finite Element Mesh of Room
and-Pillar Geometry 
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COUPLED GEOMECHANICAL/HYDROLOGICAL MODELING: 
AN OVERVIEW OF SWIP STUDIES* 
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Jan G. Patricio 
Rockwell Hanford Operations 

INTRODUCTION 

A major expansion of the U.S. Government 
radioactive waste management program occurred in 
the mid-1970's which was marked by the establish
ment of the National Waste Terminal Storage Pro
gram. Since that time, the primary mission of 
this national research and development program 
has been the investigation of a number of geo
logic rock types to determine the feasibility of 
isolating future inventories of nuclear wastes in 
deep underground repositories. The Basalt Waste 
Isolation Project 1 (SWIP), underway at Rockwell 
Hanford Operations (Rockwell), is chartered with 
the investigation of basaltic rock as a candidate 
media for a nuclear waste repository. The 
Columbia River basalts which underlie a large 
portion of the Pacific Northwest are currently 
being characterized and studied to provide an 
information base for the assessment of feasi-
bil ity. 

The principal focus of the BWIP studies is 
on the basalts beneath the Hanford Site, near 
Richland, Washington, which is contained within 
thcPasco3asin. Accumulations of basalt in 
this area are particularly promising because of 
their extraordinary thickness which in places 
exceeds 1500 meters. Although the basalt is 
characteristically a jointed and fractured rock, 
field measurements 2 indicate that major portions 
of the deep basalt flows are highly impermeable 
to groundwater flow because of mineral infilling 
and large lithostatic pressures. From an engineer
ing and construction point of view, the basalts 
appear very promising by virtue of past ex per
ience 3 in the Pacific Northwest associated with 
construction of tunnels, siphons, and caverns in 
basalt and other volcanic rock. Moreover, 
individual basalt flows as thick as 50 meters 
typically extend many miles across the Pasco 
Basin which would indicate that a relatively 
1 arge underground reposi tory coul d be accommoda~:ed 
at any of several candidate sites. 4 

Basalt Waste Isolation Project investiga
tions of the Columbia River basalts are multi
disciplinary in nature with a broad scope span
ning such areas as geology, seismology, 
geochemistry, hydrology, rock mechanics, and many 
other disciplines as well. In this paper, an 
overview is presented which surveys recent work 
on numerical modeling of geomechanical and hydro-

*Work performed for the U.S. Department of Energy 
by Rockwell Hanford Operations under Contract No. 
DE-AC06-77RL01030 

logical processes in a basalt rock environment. 
A major objective of the ongoing numerical 
modeling work is to establish a predictive tech
nology base with which to: 

Interpret the interrelationships between 
geomechanical behavior of the rock media, 
the natural hydrologic phenomena, and reposi
tory conditions; 

Evaluate the effectiveness of preconceptual 
repository designs and assist in the design 
of in situ field testing; and, 

@ Assess the waste isolation capabilitv of 
candidate host rocks within the Columbia 
River basalts. 

To accomplish this objective, a "systems ap
proach" has been adopted which is based on the 
use of digital simulation models. 

MODELING METHODOLOGY 

The BWIP modeling methodology is based on 
the conjunctive use of a suite of deterministic 
numerical models which describe the coupled 
processes of rock stress/strain, heat transfer, 
groundwater flow, and nuclide transport. It is 
known that the extent of phenomenological 
coupling is dependent on the physical scale and 
location of the analysis region. For example, 
within a relatively small region around a nuclear 
waste repository, one would expect the rock 
medium to exhibit a behavior distinct from the 
overall geohydrologic system by virtue of the 
physical and thermal perturbations created by 
repository conditions. Such a region is typi
cally referred to as the "near-field" zone. 
Thus, in the near-field zone, the geomechanical 
and hydrologic processes are strongly inter
dependent. This behavior is greatly contrasted 
by the large-scale region, referred to as the 
"far-field," in which there is little or no 
dependence on the thermal or rock stress state. 

Within the near-field zone, the degree of 
isolation will depend on the relative changes in 
the natural processes and properties of the 
water-rock system. This concept is outlined in 
Figure 1 which illustrates the phenomenological 
coupling between stress/strain, water flow, 
heat transfer, and waste migration. As indicated 



by the arrows, the coupling is generally in both 
directions except for the case of waste migration. 
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Interrelationship of Processes 
in the Near-Field Zone 

A systems analysis of the geologic media in 
the near-field zone shows that the natural stress/ 
strain state is altered by the thermal energy 
generated from the decay of radionuclides in the 
repository which will persist for thousands of 
years. Moreover, during this thermal period, the 
induced stress state produces changes in the 
hydraulic conductivity and porosity of the media, 
as well as altering the thermal conductivity of 
the water-rock mixture. These combined effects 
create a significant modification of the hydro-
1 ogi c reg; me in terms of changes in the rate and 
direction of water movement. Simultaneous heat 
transfer through the water-rock system is affected 
which, in turn, cascades into perturbations on the 
rate of thermal energy distribution, i.e. temper
ature field. All of these coupled effects 
translate into potential driving forces influenc
ing waste migration. The degree to which these 
effects are significant, basically depends on the 
geomechanical/hydrological properties of the rock 
system and the repository conditions. 

To describe these phenomena in a quantitative 
manner involves the formulation of a relatively 
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complex mathematical model consisting of a set 
of governing equations. The basic set of gover
ning equations for a fractured-porous media are 
expressed by; 

Rock Stress/Strain/Displacement 

1 
€ .. ;;:; (1.1 •• + U ) II 1,1 j,i 

Heat Transfer2 

+ V" .. (vl1 + Db vz) T)} 

+ V" (0 .. \l T) + Q 

Groundwater Flow2 

Nuclide Transport2 

a (BvC) + -V@\lC::\I@(BD@\lc".)+m l· at "'I 1 v i v 

n 
+ L: 1 ii A. i BC i-A. jKj B C j i ::: 1,2, ... ,N 

i ~ 1 



Numerical solutions of these governing 
equations yield a relatively complete "system" 
description of the rock mass and the hydrologic 
system in terms of four basic "state variables," 
namely: (1) stress, 0 (strain and displacement); 
(2) temperature, T; (3) hydraulic head, h; and 
(4) nuclide concentrations, Ci. Parameters and 
coefficients associated with these governing 
equations are defined in the Appendix. 

NUMERICAL MODELS 

A wide variety of numerical models have 
been acquired, modified and/or developed to es
tablish the BWIP predictive technology base. A 
diversity of numerical models was required to 
describe distinct space scales, e.g. very near
field (canister or room scale), near-field 
(repository scale), and far-field (basin scale), 
associated with the systems analysis of the 
geohydrologic regime. In addition, some numer
ical models are based on the use of "continuum" 
concepts and theories,whereas others are based 
on a "non-continuum" approach. The continuum or 
equivalent porous media models basically assume 
that the rock mass consists of "ubiquitous" 
joints or fractures, i.e. the fracture density 
is relatively high and uniform, whereas the 
non-continuum models incorporate a description 
of discrete fractures. 

Numerical solutions of the governing 
equations are obtained using general computer 
codes which employ computational methods such 
as finite element techniques, integrated finite 
difference methods, boundary integral approaches 
as well as classical analytical solutions. A 
summary of major numerical models currently in 
use is presented in Table 1. These models are 
in various stages of development, testing, cali
bration and validation. Testing and verification 
of the computer codes has been performed by com
paring numerical results with known solutions for 
applicable boundary value problems; other testing 
has included benchmark comparisons with other 
recognized computer codes. Calibration of 
specific models is being performed by using data 
matching techniques, e.g. parameter estimation, 
which basically synchronize the numerical models 
to specific sites. Validation studies which will 
be conducted in the near-term shall consist of 
the computer prediction of system response fol
lowed by comparison with data from large-scale 
experiments and/or field measurements. The 
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degree of validation will be determined from the 
statistical analysis, e.g. non-parametric tests 
and correlation analysis. 

REVIEW OF ROCK MECHANICS STUDIES 

The BWIP rock mechanics studies are currently 
addressing various aspects of the geotechnical 
problem associated with the analysis of the rock 
mass response, over short and long-term periods, 
to repository conditions. Theoretical and experi
mental studies are being performed to develop 
numerical models, assemble a reference data base 
for thermomechanical properties of Columbia River 
basalt, and compile sets of experimental data for 
validation of predictive models. In this portion 
of the paper, the work conducted to-date in these 
areas will be summarized. 

Near-Field Modeling 

Two principal numerical models have been 
developed for predicting the thermomechanical 
behavior of the basaltic rock at the canister and 
repository scales. The computer codes DAMSWEL 
and FHJEL, developed by Dames & Moores, are designed 
for two~dimensional and three-dimensional analysis, 
respectlvely. Both models employ the finite element 
technique and accommodate nonlinear thermal and 
mechanical properties. One significant distinction 
between the models is that DAMSWEL applies to rock 
mass idealized as a continuum whereas FINEL applies 
to both continuum and noncontinuum systems. These 
numerical models are currently being used in para
metric design studies to evaluate such factors as: 
(1) tunnel shapes, pillar size, and room stability, 
(2) borehole decrepitation associated with heat 
transfer around a waste canister, (3) canister 
spacing and placement. Other models, specialized 
to other applications, have also been developed, 
see Table 1. 

Major accomplishments in the rock mechanics 
modeling work include: 

Development of preliminary guidelines for use 
in conceptual repository designs; 

Completion of predictive analysis for full 
scale heater tests. 
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TABLE 1. Summary of Computer Codes - BWIP 

COMPUTATIONAL 
APPROACH FLUID FLOW STRESS HEAT RAOIONUCLIDE METHOD 

NAME PM 

SEMTRA/DAMSWEL 

GWTHERM/DAMSWEL X 

RHAFE X 

TERZAGHI X 

SWIFT X 

FECTRA X 

CHAINT X 

SYM3D 

HEH!' 

BEM2D 

SALTY 

DAMElIT 

DIFFUS2 

HOTDAM 

CON DAM 

STEALTH 

SNEAKY 

FINEL 

DUST 

HIPPO 

LEGEND: PM - POROUS MEDIA 
CO - CONTINUUM 

CO NC IS 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

)( 

)( 

X X 

)( 

)( 

X X 

X 

X X 

NC - NON-CONTINUUM FRACTURE FLOW 
IS - ISOTHERMAL 
Nt - NON ISOTHERMAL 
LI - LINEAR PROPERTIES 

NI IS NI LI NL AD OS S MC DC I FE 81 I'D 

X X X 

X X X )( 

X 

X 

X X X X X X X 

X X 

X X X X 

X X X 

X X X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X X X 

)( )( )( X 

)( )( x X 

X X X X 

)( )( x )( )( 

)( x )( X 

)( )( x X 

X X X 

X X X X X 

NL NONLINEAR PROPERTIES FE - FINITE ELEMENT 
AD - ADVECTION I'D - FINITE DIFFERENCE 
DS - DISPERSION 81 - BOUNDARY INTEGRAL 

S - SINGLE COMPONENT DI - DIMENSIONALITY 
MC - MUL TICOMPONENT 
DC - DECAY CHAINS 

DI 
~ 

2 

2 

3 

2 

3 

3 

2 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2&3 

1 

2 

2 

2 

i 

2 & 3 

2 

2 & 3 



Sample calculations using the DA~1SWEL model are 
shown in Figure 2; these plots illustrate pre
dicted results for a heater experiment conducted 
at the Near-Surface Test Facility (NSTF) which 
is located at Gable r10untain on the Hanford 
Site. 

RADIAL DIRECTION 

I'" 5.0 m 

40 

TEMPERATURE CONTOURS 

••• , , ,/ I I , • ~" " , " 

PRINCIPAL STRESS PLOT 

o 27.5 MPa 
~ 

STRESS SCALE 

FIGURE 2. Sample Results for Thermomechanical 
Simulations using DAMSWEL 

Reference Data on Thermomechanical Properties 

Laboratory testing of basalt has been con
ducted to determine thermomechanical properties 
on intact samples extracted from instrument holes 
penetrating the Near Surface Test Facility (NSTF) 
full scale heater test area. The measurements 
included: 

Density; 

• Thermal Diffusivity; 
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Young's Modulus and Poisson's Ratio; and, 

Coefficient of Linear Thermal Expansion. 

The results, some of which are summarized 
in Figures 3 and 4, indicate the absence of 
significant trending heterogeneity in density, a 
strong temperature dependence on thermal proper
ties and weak temperature dependence on mechan
ical properties. Subsequent analyses will con
sider the basalt mineralogy to explain the 
statistical variation in intact rock properties. 

The in situ deformational modulus was 
determined using the Borehole Jack Method. The 
results indicate a significant reduction in 
in situ deformational modulus consistent with 
the results of rock mass classification. This 
is also apparent from comparing the slope of the 
bearing stress versus displacement curves during 
loading and initial unloading. In the loading 
phase, the joint compliance of the material 
significantly influences deformational behavior, 
while during initial unloading, the slope is 
predominantly influenced by the intrinsic value 
of Young's Modulus. The appearance of the curves 
is concave upward with the material significantly 
more compliant below 1000 psi. The ubiquitous 
nature of the joint structure is apparent in 
comparing tests of different orientations. 

The selection of principal stiffness values 
is made from interpretation of borehole test data 
and engineering classification. The selection of 
secondary stiffness values is based on the re
quirement that the strain energy density function 
be positive definite. This, in turn, requires 
that all of the principal minor determinants of 
the elasticity matrix are positive definite. 6 

For example, for an elastic isotropic material, 
Poisson's Ratio must fall within the range be
tween 0 < u < 1/2. For a transversely isotropic 
material, the following relationships apply: 

En' Ezz ' and G > 0 zx 
1 > 

En 
-E-(l-u )-2u 2>0 zz xy zx 



where 

En 
Ezz 
Gzx 
uxy 
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12.0 
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"'~ 10.0 
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E 6.0 
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Young's Modulus in the Horizontal Direction; 
Young's t~odulus in the Vertical Direction; 
t10dulus of Rigidity; 
Poisson's Ratio in the Hori zonta 1 Plane; and 
Poisson's Ratio in the Vertical Plane. 
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FIGURE 3. Thermal Diffusivity for Basalt 
as a Function of Temper~ture 
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Large Scale In Situ Testing 

Full scale heater tests at the NSTF on the 
Hanford Site are being performed to provide 
specific information on the thermomechanical re
sponse of basalt in the immediate vicinity of an 
emplaced canister. The experiments at Stripa 7 

have provided the framework for identification 
of the thermomechanical phenomena for granite. 
The principal difference in rock mass response 
between granite and basalt arises in the con
stitutive relations of the materials. The con
stitutive relations are the key to understanding 
the phenomena involved and ultimately, are the 
principal source of uncertainty. Moreover, the 
data compiled from these tests provide a bases 
for validation of predictive models. 

At present, thermal elastic analyses are 
being conducted for non-linear constitutive 
relations as suggested by the borehole jacking 
tests and to assess the geometric effects of the 
horizontal extensometer room using modified 
numerical codes DAMSWEL for axisymmetric modeling 
and FINEL for three dimensional modeling. 

Preliminary numerical analysis has been per
formed to assess special geometric effects and 
material anisotropy on the temperature, displace
ment, and stress fields within the immediate 
vicinity of the fully instrumented heater experi
ments. A finite element analysis was used to 
investigate the effects of the horizontal exten
someter room on the temperature field. The re
sults indicate that the presence of the horizontal 
extensometer room does not significantly influence 
the temperature field within the immediate 
vicinity (less than 3 meters) of the main heater 
experiments. 

Plans are currently being developed to con
duct a series of jointed block tests to provide 
measurement of fundamental parameters. The test 
involves a series of flat jacks surrounding four 
sides of a jointed block which apply uniform 
stress boundary conditions. A series of peri
pheral heaters is used to elevate the temperature 
of the block. When deformational moduli are 
measured in the biaxial stress state, the 
temperatures throughout the block are uniform. 
When thermal expansion is measured, the pressure 
in the flat jacks is maintained constant, and 
the temperature is raised uniformly throughout the 
block. It is planned to control the stress
temperature load path in the jointed block test 



and follow that experienced in the full-scale 
heater tests. The thermal conductivity measure
ments will involve powering a central heater and 
measur<ing thermal conductivity when thermal 
gradients are established from the center of the 
block to the edge of the block. 

REVIEW OF HYDROLOGIC STUDIES 

In parallel with the rock mechanics studies, 
the BWIP staff is conducting hydrologic studies 
in the Pasco Basin area. The fundamental goals 
of these hydrologic studies are to develop a 
definitive understanding of groundwater flow in 
the Columbia River basalts and to assess the 
waste isolation capability of candidate reposi
tory sites at Hanford. To accomplish this goal, 
a suite of sophisticated numerical models has 
been assembled and developed together with a 
detailed hydrologic/geologic data base system. 
Near-field and far-field numerical models are 
being applied to the Pasco Basin hydrologic 
system for the purposes of: 

Describing flow paths through the Pasco Basin 
with emphasis on the relationship of ground
water and Columbia River; 

Estimating travel times from candidate siting 
areas to discharge points; 

Evaluating the rate and extent of nuclide 
migration for potential releases. 

An in-depth status of the BWIP hydroloqic 
studies is presented in the recently issued 
report entitled "Hydrologic Studies within the 
Columbia Plateau Washington."2 In this paper, 
the description and discussion of the hydro
logical studies will focus on the near-field 
and far-field modeling work. 

Far-Field Modeling 

Far-field modeling studies for the Pasco 
Basin are concentrating on the development of a 
quantitative understanding of the large scale 
flow regime within the basin. A three-dimensional 
model of the basin is being used to delineate the 
basic relationships between the major recharge 
and discharge points, aquifers, and aquitards 
and give an overall estimate of the water budget. 
The relative importance of topographic and geo
logic features will be determined with regard to 
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the barriers and conductors of groundwater flow. 
In particular, the far-field studies include such 
key activities as: 

@ Development of a hydrologic data base system 
to support model calibration, verification, 
application; 

@ Calibration of a three-dimensional Pasco Basin 
groundwater flow model; 

@ Analysis of hydrologic release scenarios 
using the computational models to estimate 
groundwater travel times from a potential 
repository, arrival locations, and possible 
radionuclide concentrations of groundwater 
arriving at the biosphere. 

Groundwater Modeling 

Three-dimensional groundwater models are 
currently set up for the Pasco Basin using 
various multi-layer representations of the major 
basa lt formati ons (see Fi gure 5). The ground\'fater 
model computes the flow balance for each sub
region, taking into account the hydraulic 
gradients, inflows, outflows, and hydrologic 
boundary conditions. Numerical results in terms 
of hydraulic head are obtained at node points 
which are generally located at the intersections 
of the subregions; the computational network is 
selected so as to match many actual well locations 
on the Hanford Site. 

Principal computer models currently being 
applied in the far-field modeling work include: 
(1) Rockwell Hanford Finite Element model (RHAFE), 
for isothermal groundwater flow; (2) Finite 
Element Model for Contaminant Transport Analysis 
(FECTRA); and, (3) the Sandia Waste Isolation 
Flow and Transport Model (SWIFT), for coupled 
heat, now and transport. All three models solve 
the governing equations in the full three-
dimens <j ona 1 and time-dependent form. The fi nite 
element models RHAFE and FECTRA are used con 
junctively, whereas the finite difference model 
SWIFT is a stand alone simulation code. 

Accomplishments to date include: 

Initiated calibration of 3-D flow model; and, 

" Performed preliminary calculations of travel 
times from candidate siting areas. 



FIGURE 5. 
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Three-Dimensional Finite El ement 
Network for the Pasco Basin 

Results obtained for a typical computer 
model calibration run are shown in Figure 6. The 
results are based on a hydraulic head distribution 
generated from a three-dimensional steady-state 
simulation. Preliminary calculations indicate 
travel times on the order of 100,000 years from 
the candidate siting area to the Columbia River. 
These calculations will be checked and updated 
using the calibrated RHAFE model. Model results 
to be documented this fiscal year will include 
pathlines and travel-time estimates for the can
didate siting areas at Hanford. 

Near-Field Modeling 

Near-field modeling studies will provide 
hydrologic assessments for qualification of 
candidate repository sites. Simulations of 
waste migration over long-term periods will be 
used to develop bounding estimates for the rate 
and extent of radionuclide migration in the 
vicinity of the repository. In addition, this 
provides a definition of the source terms for 
the far-field analysis. This fiscal year 
studies include work in the following areas: 

® Acquisition, testing, and evaluation of 
fracture media models as needed for coupled 
flow, heat transport, rock stress and strain, 
and contaminant transport; 
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" Perform parametric and sensitivity analysis 
using fractured porous media models to eval
uate the physical process controlling the 
rate and extent of radionuclide migration in 
the near-field; and, 

Analysis of various hydrologic release 
scenarios for candidate repository sites. 

FIGURE 6. Computed Head Contours for a 
Typical Model Calibration Run 

A suite of computer models has been devel
oped and interfaced for near-field analysis. 
The computer codes currently in use include: 
(1) Simultaneous Energy and Moisture Transport 
model (SEMTRA), for non-isothermal flow in a 
fractured-porous media; (2) multicomponent 
radionuclide transport with chain decay (CHAINT); 
(3) Groundwater flow with Thermal gradients 
(GWTHERM), for non-isothermal flow in a porous 
media; and, (4) Fissure flow Analysis involving 
Stress and Temperature (FAST), model for coupled 
heat, stress-strain and flow through interconnec
ted fracture systems. The general stress 
analysis code DAMSWEL is currently being incor
porated into the SEMTRA and GWTHERM models. 

Major accomplishments this fiscal year in 
the near-field modeling work include: 

Development of a finite element computer model 
for fractured-porous media, SEMTRA; 



Initiated a detailed modeling study for five 
hydrologic release scenarios; and, 

Initiated comprehensive parametric and sensi
tivity analysis to assess waste isolation 
capability of the candidate repository site. 

Sample results from the parametric and sensiti
vity ana lyses are shown in Fi gures 7 and 8; 
various plots of groundwater flow fields and 
temperature contours are shown for simulations 
of a candidate repository site in the Grande 
Ronde basalt formation. These simulations 
basically depict the impact of the repository ther
mal loading on the natural hydrologic processes. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This fiscal year, the BWIP studies have made 
significant progress in assembling and integrat
ing numerical models for rock mechanics and hy
drologic modeling. A great deal of experience 
and site specific knowledge has been gained with 
regard to the capabilities and limitations of 
numerical models, design of large scale in situ 
testing, and collection and analysis of field 
data. One key observation made from recent 
studies is that the repository design process 
requires a strong interaction with the analysis 
and assessment efforts. 

In subsequent phases of BWIP investigations, 
research in the geomechanical/hydrological re
search will shift to such activities as: 

Determination of constitutive properties for 
large scale rock mass; 

Investigation of basic relationships describ
ing phenomenological coupling; 

e Application of uncertainty analysis in pre
dictive modeling studies; and, 

@ Validation of numerical models using large 
scale field experiments. 

Documentation of the numerical models and 
reference model input data will receive additional 
attention in the future. 
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FIGURE 7. Groundwater Flow Patterns in the 
Near-Field Zone Around a Candi
date Repository 
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APPENDIX 

Nomenclature List 

Indices i or j = 1 to 3 and, i represents 
diffentiation with respect to Xi, where Xi is 
the spatial coordinate. 

The variables in the above equations are 
defined as: 

°ij is a component of the stress tensor; 

°kk is the first invariant of the stress tensor; 

Eij is a component of the strain tensor; 

ui is a component of displacement; 

°ij is the Kronecker delta matrix 1 i =j; 
0 i fj; 

v is the Poisson's Ratio; 

E is the deformati ona 1 modul us; 



aT is the linear thermal expansion coefficient; 

H is the external compressive stress to cause 
a unit change in pore fluid volume; 

St is a heat transfer coefficient; 

Cvf is a specific heat capacity of fluid; 

P is the pore pressure; 

R is the hydraulic conductivity tensor; 

0b is the density disparity factor; 

Q is the heat source term; 
~ 

Sp,sp are specific storage coefficients; 

y,y 

e 

is the hydraulic head in secondary pores; 

is a coupling coefficient between primary 
and secondary pores; 

are coupling coefficients; 

is the bulk rock density; 

is the retardation factor; 

is the velocity vector; 

is the heat dispersion tensor; 

is the mass dispersion tensor; 

is the nuclide splitting fraction; 

is the decay constant; 

is the porosity; 

is the mass source term; 

is the number of radionuclide components; 

is the fluid temperature; and 

is the nuclide concentration. 
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GEOMECHANICS ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED AT SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES 
IN SUPPOR1' OF THE WASTE ISOLATION PILOT PLAN'r* 

R. D. Krieg and T. O. Hunter 
Sandia National Laboratories 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 

SUMMARY 

An overview of the structural mechanics work on 
the Waste Isolation pilot Plant (WIPP) project is 
presented. The site in southeastern New Mexico 
was chosen for its -thick halite (NaCl) beds and 
favorable hydrology and geology. The creep of 
halite is both an advantage for a repository and 
for a complica-tion in stress and deformation pre
diction. The materials structural characteriza
tion test program and subsequent constitu-tive 
modeling are presen-ted followed by the code 
development acti vi ties. This includes -the 
development of two new computer codes. Code 
qualification and verification on these and other 
codes are discussed. The lack of good field data 
is currently a handicap to code verification. 
Finally, a typical drift stability analysis is 
presented that illustrates the present state of 
the arL 

INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) proposed 
the development of a repository for disposal of 
nuclear waste from the defense programs at a site 
in New Mexico. This project, called the Waste 
Isolation pilot Plant (WIPP), has a twofold 
mission: a pilot repository for retrievable 
storage of defense transuranic (TRU) wastes, and a 
facility for experimentation on the interaction of 
defense high-level wastes and bedded salt. l The 
current position of President Carter would termi
nate project activities which support the unli
censed disposal of TRU wastes and development of a 
reposi tory dedicated to defense wast_e. 2 The 
site in southeastern New Mexico would continue -to 
be evaluated along wi-th other sites in the united 
States for potential consideration as a licensed 
repository for both defense and commercial high
level wastes. However, Congress continues to 
authorize ,,,IPP only as a defense waste facility. 

Studies supporting the design, operation, and 
safe-ty assessment of the proposed WIPP repository 
have been developed. l ,3,4 These studies incor
porate the characteristics of the wastes to be 
received, the charac-teristics of the site, and the 
repository design. 

The wastes identified for storage at the WIPP 
are primarily contact-handled (CH) TRU wastes 
which produce insignificant quantities of heat and 
penetrating radiation. A single 2l0-liter drum of 
CH TRU waste would have a thermal power of approxi
mately a few hundredths of a watt and would have a 
surface dose rate less than 200 mrem/hr. Smaller 
total volumes of remote-handled (PH) TRU waste, 
having -typical thermal outputs of a few wat-ts per 
container, are also considered for disposal. 
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Figure 1. Stratigraphy at the WIPP 
site in Southeastern New Mexico. 

Geologic and hydrologic investigations have 
been in progress in southeastern New Mexico since 
1972. The site currently under investigation is 
called the Los Medanos site and is located in the 
Delaware Basin, a subset of the more extensive 
Permian Basin that extends in-to Texas, Oklahoma, 
and Kansas. These geologic and hydrologic inves
tigations have resulted in a detailed charac
terization of the site under consideration. 5 

The stratigraphy at the site is illustrated by the 
cross-section in Figure 1. The proposed reposi
tory horizon is located at a depth of 660 m (2160 
f-t) in a lower member of the Salado forma-tion, 
which begins about 250 m below the surface and is 
about 600-m thick. The Salado is primarily halite 
but also has -thin beds of anhydrite and polyhalite. 
Thin clay zones are also present. The Salado 
contains no circulating groundwater. 

The proposed reposi-tory consists of a single
level excavation incorporating conventional room 
and pillar mining techniques. Subsurface develop
ment includes four shafts to the underground, 
storage rooms for TRU wastes, and areas for 
experimentation. 

* This work supported by the U.S. Department of 
Energy 



GEOM.ECHANICS PROGRAM. 

The geotechnical characterization associated 
with the development of the WIPP includes: (a) 
studies of the hydrologic flow system in 
surrounding aquifer systems, and (b) studies of 
thermal-structural interaction between the 
repository and the rock formation. The former is 
summarized in a companion paper. 6 The latter, 
to be discussed here, includes the development and 
verification of methods to evaluate the response 
of the host rock to both ambient conditions upon 
excavation and the enhanced deformations anti
cipated with heat-producing wastes. This program 
includes development and application of analytical 
models, laboratory materials testing, and in situ 
testing. 

The objectives of Sandia's program are: 

To provide methods to evaluate and 
develop underground configurations that 
will allow safe, efficient development 
and operation of the repositorYI 

To determine the environment that the 
waste package will encounter 1 

~ To assess the effect of rock response on 
the ability of the geologic formations 
to prevent radionuclide release into the 
biosphere. 

The first objective includes analysis methods 
for the design of room dimensions, extraction 
ratios, and excavation layouts that will assure 
personnel safety during mining and repository 
operation. The second includes calculations to 
determine the temperature, stresses, deformations 
and fluid conditions in the vicinity of the waste 
package, including any backfill materials. The 
third consists of determination of the temper
ature, stresses, and deformations induced in the 
host rock and surrounding strata. This includes 
evaluation of the long-term ability of salt defor
mation to encapsulate the waste (thereby sealing 
it from intruding groundwater) and estimations of 
the disturbance induced in the overlying hydro
logic system. 

STRUCTURAL MODELING EFFORTS 

Meeting the objectives stated above requires 
extrapolation of computations to long times, 
consequently each step of the computational 
process is important, i.e., material modeling, 
code development, and code application. These 
steps as applied to the drift stability problem 
are outlined in the next sections to provide an 
overview of the program. The details of each 
phase can be found in the references. 

MATERIAL MODELING 

Numerous rock cores have been taken from the 
proposed site. Some were used to characterize the 
thermal and structural properties of the halite at 
the potential repository horizons. However, the 
characterizaton of halite presents a different set 
of problems from the more common hard rocks. It 
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is a creeping material and exhibits slow defor
mation under modest stresses--sustaining up to 30% 
strains before fracturing.* It is also very sensi
tive to modest temperature changes. Triaxial test 
machines and associated instrumentation were 
developed by Wawersik to obtain quasistatic and 
creep data. 7 A similar setup was also installed 
at RE/SPEC to obtain the necessary volume of data. 
An early set of quasi-static tests--loading rates 
near 45 psi/min (0.3Mpa/min)--was used to scope 
the material parameters. 

From these early tests, several pertinent 
observations were made, the most important of 
which are: 

~ halite is very nonlinear with a yield 
stress too low to be resolved by the 
tests; 

~ elastic and anelastic recovery is very 
small; 

pressure effects, although present, were 
not dominant; 

strength and/or ductility were found to 
depend on both temperature and pressure. 

The second and more time-consuming tests were 
creep tests at various temperatures and confining 
pressures. 8 ,9,10 Tests were run with O.lm 
diameter by 0.22m long samples and with samples of 
roughly half these dimensions to evaluate effects 
of sample size and grain size (1 mm to 20 mm) • 
strains, including primary creep strains, were 
recorded. Observations were also made with regard 
to fracture and fracture healing. ll ,12,l3,14,15 
Secondary creep data have been analyzed with a 
least squares data-fitting process. 16 ,l7 These 
results were also compared with those of other 
investigators. 16 ,18,l9 Regression analyses of 
the reduced data showed that there were no statis
tical variation in creep rates due to confininq 
pressure, specimen size, drill hole from which the 
samples were taken, or the laboratory in which the 
tests were made. The two nominal depths (about 
2000 and 2600 ft--730 and 950 m) under consider
ation Showed a difference of a factor of 2.7 in 
steady creep rate at all stress and temperatures. 

As a result of the new data made available 
here, it was possible to modify deformation 
mechanism maps to that shown in Figure 2. 19 ,20 
Evaluation of the relative volume of material at 
various stress levels in a typical drift stability 
problem shows that, after a short time, stress 
levels are principally asociated with the "unde
fined mechanism" in Figure 2. Since only one 
mechanism was active, a rather simple constitutive 
model could be considered. Analysis of defor
mation mechanism maps have also helped reconcile 
the large disparity in the earlier creep charac
terizations of salt.2l 

While constitutive models,which are currently 
proposed for halite/are in general agreement for 
secondary creep, there is significant disparity in 
the transient creep models used. lO ,16,22,23,24 

* In tests at Sandia, fractured samples have even 
been shmln to heal under pressure. 7 
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Figure 2. Possibly active defor~ation 
mechanisms in New Mexico salt. 

The import.ance of including t.he elast.ic terms i.n a 
const.itutive model for salt is also being asses
sed. Our current emphasis is to examine t.he 
effects of different. formulations and continue 
model development appropriately. 

As ment.ioned in the intrOduction, t.he WIPP 
site geology is not homogeneous halite. Anhy
drite, polyhalite, and clay seams, although 
avoided in the horizon selection, are also 
present. Initial evaluation of properties for 
these materials has been made, but more complete 
characterization is in progress. A standard 
stratigraphic model ano associated reference 
properties have been defined foy the WIPP drift 
stability calculations and will be updated as 
better information becomes available. 25 

Work on thermal property measurements has 
paralleled that on the structural properties. 
Small samples have been tested under carefully 
controlled conditions. 26 ,27 Additional tests 
are in progress to evaluate polyhalite and anhy
drite properties and to evaluate the effects of 
inhomogeneity of halite. Two tests of meter-size 
samples have also been used to verify and refine 
t.he small sample t.hermal properties. 28 ,29 

CODE DEVELOPMENT 

Analyses of nonlinear t.hermostructural 
problems are becoming fairly common. But analyses 
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where the nonlinear terms are orders of magnitUde 
larger than the linear terms are by no means rou
tine. For WIPP drift stability analyses, com
plicating factors can include large displacements, 
large strains, a time-varying temperature field, 
multimaterial media, and slip along clay seams--as 
well as the very dominant creep behavior of salt. 
Each of these effects must be adequately repre
sented. Failure to do this can result in con
verged but grossly incorrect results. The large 
creep strains are a particularly significant 
factor in this regard. For that reason, three 
finite element computer progra~s with very dissi
milar computational algorithms were developed at 
Sandia to supplement the more conventional but 
established codes such as STEALTH, MARC, ADINA, 
and SPECTROM. 30 ,31,32,33 The COUPLEFLO code is 
particularly unique in that velocity rather than 
displacement is used as the independent vari
able. 34 This method was found to not only 
provide a check on the other codes but also to be 
a very economical method for problems with homo
geneous salt. It was found, however, that 
including elastic layers becomes more costly 
with such a formulation. The explicit* codes 
SANCH035 and JAC 36 were also developed. 
SANCHO is a code based on the dynamic code HONDO 
11. 37 It uses an automatically optimizing 
dynamic relaxation solution algorithm. In this 
way, the solution is approached in small incre
ments with the pseudo-acceleration vector pointing 
the direction toward the solution. JAC was 
developed simultaneously using a conjugate gra
dient solution algorithm. It was found that these 
codes ran at roughly the same cost as the more 
conven-tional codes and had the same time step 
limitation, i.e., very short time steps were 
necessary for correct results. 'rhis problem was 
subsequently traced to inaccurate integration of 
the mathematically difficult equations. ful 

accurate integration method was then developed and 
implemented in the creeping material subroutine. 38 

This change allowed time steps of 100 yr to be 
used in one particular problem where 0.01 yr had 
previously been necessary for convergence. The 
two programs, SANCHO and JAC, have proven to be 
very versatile and robust. SANCHO is the 
principal code in use at Sandia at this time for 
WIPP structural a~alyses. 

Because of the very nonlinear nature of WIPP 
problems and parmuount importance of accuracy and 
reliabilit.y, it was felt that t.he various codes in 
use should be compared side-by-side. A benchmark 
problem was designed and worked on various codes, 
which were then compared for accuracy and cost. 39 

The comparison showed that the thermal results 
were virtually identical between codes. More 
scatter was evident. on the structural predictions, 
although no code showed a significant variation. 
A second benchmark problem has now been defined. 40 
This problem incorporates more realism and will 
provide for a more meaningful comparison than t.he 
first. A detailed stratigraphy, including four 
possibly active slip lines is to be modeled. 

* It should be mentioned here that the STEALTH 
code is also an explicit code but uses a finite 
difference formulation in contrast to all the 
other codes. 



Primary creep modeling has been purposely omitted 
for simplicity and uniformity. Although 5 codes 
were compared in the first study, it is hoped that 
others might participate. 30 ,33,34,35,36 

The code development work for WIPP is nearing 
completion. Additional effort may be needed on 
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clay secun modeling. Deficiencies in "frictional 
sliding interface" algorithms should be identified !!!! 
in the second benchmark problem. Additionally, = 
some development work will be necessary to imp le- = 
ment the primary creep constitutive model which is ~ 
eventually chosen. A continual concern is the ~ 

~ very long run times, and therefore cost, required e 
for a complex drift stability calculation--a 
concern that will be even more dramatic if 
three-dimensional creep calculations are needed. 

The code benchmark series is particularly 
helpful in pinpointing a specific weakness or 
error which may be present in one of the codes. 
But it does not uncover modeling errors or pheno
mena if the error or omission is present in all 
the codes. An example of such an omission is a 
recent discovery that even at a modest 30C to 40C, 
the thermal radiation between the surfaces of the 
drift is an important heat transfer mechanism. 41 

The floor-to-ceiling temperature difference for 
a particular configuration was revised downward 
from 14C to about IC. 

CODE VERIFICATION EXPERIMENTS 

Concern over omissions or unidentified 
phenomena illustrate the need for field tests. 
Experiments for code verification, however, are 
difficult and costly to devise. An inexpensive 
method of verification would be to simply instru
ment working mines. The Esterhazy potash mine in 
Canada has already been instrumented and data 
recorded continuously for 8 years. This is parti
cularly appropriate since the potash has very 
similar creep properties to those of halite. The 
potash is imbedded in a 120m (400 ft) thick halHe 
layer interspersed with potash seams and quite 
thick anhydri·te layers at unknown locations. A 
comparison using the COUPLEFLO code is shown in 
Figure 3. 20 While these results are encour
aging, lack of detailed knowledge of the sur
rounding stratigraphy forced the use of a homo
geneous salt model, which limits the confidence in 
these comparisons. 

In a southeastern New Mexico potash mine, 
another experiment was conducted in which defor
mations immediately adjacent to a long wall mining 
operation were made. 42 An attempt will be made 
to correlate the observations with calculations of 
these deformations. Again the accuracy of the cor
relation is limi·ted by a lack of detailed knowledge 
of the stratigraphy and by geometric effects. 

In spite of the known limitations in detailed 
knowledge of the stratigraphy and precise material 
properties for halite, potash, and other rocks at 
dimensional effects, attempts will be made to 
correlate with outside experiments as was done for 
the Esterhazy mine. This would logically follow 
the time when primary creep modeling for halite 
becomes more settled. 
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Figure 3. ~rift closure calculations for the 
Esterhazy m~ne compared with measurements. 

An experimental program to satisfy this need 
for field data is being developed for the WIPP. 
Plans are being developed for an exploratory shaft 
with drifts at the proposed storage horizon. 43 
In addition to underground characterization for 
site verification, this underground access will 
allow evaluation of the response of various 
storage and experimental room configurations. 

THERMOSTRUCTURAL DRIFT CALCULATIONS 

As stated previously, the ability to make 
accurate and reliable thermostructural calcu
lations is being developedo While accuracy and 
reliability of these methods are under continued 
evaluation, computations have been necessary from 
the beginning of the WIPP project. The calcu
lations can generally be categorized according to 
the geometric dimensions of the problem: 

1. Phenomenological calculations. A 
particular effect is isolated and 
studied in order to understand effects 
seen in complex problemso 

2. General large-field effects covering 
several acres on a horizontal plane and 
a depth of hundreds of meters. 

3. Drift stability calculations. 

40 Near-field or canister scale calcu
lations. A brief discussion of each 
of these categories follows. 

Several phenomena have been explored as a 
result of apparent anomalies seen in drift stabi
lity calculations or practices used by other 
analysts. Examples of these are listed below. 



1. The effect of the elastic term in the 
constitutive model was examined by 
looking at a suddenly excavated long 
cylindrical cavity. The distortional 
stress at 100 yr for two models which 
(al neglect and (b) include these terms 
is compared in Figure 4, 

2. The effect of altering the model to 
include a "cutoff stress" below which no 
creep occurs in the salt was examined in 
the cylindrical cavity geometry.44 
Many metals have a cutoff stress, If 
this ;,ere true in salt, the creep would 
be confined within a radius whose size 
would depend on the magnitude of the 
cutoff stress as plotted in Figure 5. 

3. Interference between drifts was studied. 

4. 

It was found that the stratigraphic 
details dictate the separation distance 
required for drift isolation. For a 
deep homogeneous halite layer, the depth 
of the drift establishes the scale. 

The effect of buoyancy due to decreased 
density caused by thermal heating from 
high-level waste was studied. 45 For a 
severe limiting case examined, the total 
displacement was found to be less than a 
meter. A realistic case would see negli
gible displacements from this effect. 

Other effects have been examined in this same 
way and some still remain to be examined. For 
example, we plan to study the relative advantages 
of drift depth with respect to clay seams and/or 
elastic layers, the general time-scale shift 
introduced by primary creep, and the general 
behavior to be expected during compaction of a 
crushed salt backfill. 
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Figure 4. Effective stress vs. nondimensional 
ratlial location after lOOyr for an infinite 
cylindrical cavity as predicted with and 
without the elastic term. 
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Figure 5. Inner radius of the elastic 
zone if a cutoff effective stress for 
creep is p6itulated. 

General large-scale studies have been made. 
One was an examination of the uplift due to 
thermal expansion of the rock caused by heating 
from the waste material. 46 ,47 Another study 
examined the effect of gas pressurization from 
potential outgassing due to decomposition of the 
wastes. 3 The latter simultaneously coupled a 
model for gas release from a storage drift by 
porous flow and room deformation under lithostatic 
load. 

Drift stability calculations have been 
performed at Sandia, as well as by analysts at 
Bechtel, RE/SPEC, Civil Systems, Inc., D'Appolonia 
Consulting Engineers, Inc., and Serata Geo
mechanics, Inc. One of our more recent analyses 
is described below. 48 

The analysis was made using only secondary 
creep and elastic terms and considered a detailed 
stratigraphy, similar but not identical to the 
"standard stratigraphy" now defined. 25 TI~enty
one distinct layers, including five clay seams, 
were modeled in the 104-m depth included in the 
finite element grid. Four of the layers were 
anhydrite, which is elastic. In the study, 
various drift configurations were considered under 
ambient conditions. One was a cluster of four 
rooms with narrow "yield pillars" separated by 
large "barrier pillars" from adjacent parallel 
sets of quad rooms. Experience in Canadian potash 
mines suggested this might be superior to evenly
spaced rooms. Figure 6 is a plot of the effective 
stress contours around the quad room after 10 yr. 
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Figure 6. Effective stress contours 
for the quad room configuration at 
10 years. 

Only two of the four rooms are shown because the 
problem is symmetric about the left vertical axis, 
and the contours would be a mirror image of those 
shown. Another quad room cluster was assumed to 
lie to the right and the contours would be iden
tical to those shown here. The elastic anhydrite 
layers are identified by the concentration of 
stress contours around them. They are bridging a 
major part of the stress field. The right edge of 
the outer room is seen to define a vertical shear 
discontinuity that is transmitted to the upper 
boundary of the problem. Details of possible 
failure areas of concern to operational safety 
were also identified in the study using failure 
function contour plots. The principal result of 
this study, however, was that the relative 
advantage of the clustering of rooms is highly 
dependent on stratigraphy and in this case, the 
single rooms were clearly superior. Other 
conclusions were that thick anhydrite layers can 
severely distort the stress field and therefore 
dictate closure mode of a drift. Clay seams were 
also found to be very important, halving the 
closure rate in the case in which they were 
omitted. 

Near-field stress and temperature calcu
lations have been made for potential high-level 
waste canister configurations. This will be of 
more interest when specific experiments are 
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designed because potential deformation of the 
canisters is of concern. In this same vein, the 
contact-handled waste will be stored in drums in 
the drifts and crushed salt used for backfill. 
The details of crushing will again be of great 
interest here. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The thermostructural analysis capability for 
the WIPP repository in halite is advancinq 
rapidly. The creep characteristics of halite, 
while not completely established for short-time or 
primary creep behavior, seems well established for 
long-time behavior. There are several operational 
computer programs which have a demonstrated 
capability to work these problems. They are 
presently being compared in the second of a series 
of benchmark problems. A single, but important 
concern with the codes is the long running times 
and therefore high cost of running meaningful 
problems. 

Three-dimensional calculations have not been 
considered at this time for that reason. An 
understanding of the role of various stratigraphic 
details is being developed as more calculations 
are made. This experience base will be valuable 
in narrowing alternatives in design work. A 
detailed correlation of the codes with field data 
is just beginning. This correlation and the 
characterizaton of primary creep in halite are the 
two areas receiving the most research emphasis at 
this time. 
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CURRENT STATUS OF THE HYDROGEOLOGY FOR THE WIPP* 

G. E. Barr and D. D. Gonzalez 
Sandia National Laboratories 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 

ABSTRACT 

The current efforts to define the hydraulic 
system at the proposed WIPP site are described. 
These efforts are directed toward further refine
ment of the field data and conducting specific 
tests to determine the isotropy of the media and 
the appropriateness of their representation as 
porous or as fractured systems. 

INTRODUCTION 

The waste Isolation pilot plant (WIPP) is a 
facility proposed for demonstrating the disposal 
of defense transuranic radioactive waste (TRU) in 
the bedded salt of the Salado formation. It is 
expected that in situ high level waste experiments 
will also be conducted when the facility is 

*This work supported by the U.S. Department of 
Energy. 

available. Since the primary threats to isolation 
of radioactive waste involve movement of ground 
water, considerable effort has been expended to 
define the hydraulic system at the site proposed 
for WIPP. 

GEOLOGIC SETTING 

The proposed WIPP site is located at Los 
Medanos about 30 miles east of Carlsbad, New 
Mexico, in the northern part of the Delaware 
Basin, a deep sedimentary basin about 175 miles 
long and 75 miles wide, located in Southeast New 
Mexico and West Texas. The basin is bounded by an 
oval reef, the Capitan Reef, which is also the 
principal aquifer of the region. The Capitan Reef 
is exposed at the surface in the Guadalupe and 
Glass mountains, which are almost diametrically 
opposed along the long axis of the oval, and is 
deeply buried (2000-3000 ft) below the surface at 
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Tectonic elements in the PermiilJn basin of western Texas 
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its eastern edge. Over this region and extending 
to Oklahoma and Texas is the Rustler Formation, 
which contains two fluid bearing units, the 
Magenta and the Culebra. The Rustler is 200 to 
600 feet thick, and the Magenta and Culebra are 
each 25-30 feet thick. These units are 
characterized by considerable variability in yield 
and in water quality. West of the proposed WIPP 
site, in Nash Draw, these two units are in con
tact. The potentiometric surface for the Rustler 
is shown in Figure 2. The transmissivity varies 
from 140 to 10-4 ft 2/day, and total dissolved 
solids vary from 3,000 to 60,000 ppm. Associated 
with Nash Draw and the contact area of the two 
Rustler Units is a shallow-dissolution zone in the 
evaporites at the Salado-Rustler contact, This 
zone extends from northwest of Nash Draw southwest 
beyond the Pecos River, (Fig, 3) This zone is 
presumed to be the source of the salt brine 
discharge to the Pecos River at Malaga Bend, This 
brine discharge has been estimated to be 200-300 
aDm. 

The basin is underlain by a series of rocks, 
some fluid-bearing, known collectively as the 
Delaware Mountain Group. West of the Pecos River 
along the Guadalupe Mountains, this group has some 
exposure that is believed to be the recharge 
area, (Fig, 4) The natural outfall occurs in 
central Texas, 
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The accumulation of the hydraulic and geo
logic data on this site provides data for con
sequence assessments. In order to do these 
consequence analyses, scenarios are constructed1 
which describe physical and chemical interactions 
of the repository and its environment, These 
scenarios can then be modeled1 the models 
incorporate the assembled hydraulic and geologic 
data. In the analyses for the WIPP the effects of 
the entire Salado formation have been ignored, 
since insufficient data were available when the 
analyses were performed. The hydraulic scenar los 
started with injection of the fluids containing 
radionuclides into the Rustler formation, Under 
this assumption it was found that all the 
hydraulic scenarios investigated fell into three 
general classes, a double connection with the 
Rustler, a single connection with the Rustler, and 
a through-going connection between the Delaware 
Mountains group and the Rustler, The modeling, 
which was done by INTERA with the guidance of J. 
p, Brannen, is reported in the DEIS,9 The basic 
assumptions were that the existing potentiometric 
data were correct, that the Rustler could be 
described as effectively a single unit, and that 
the data allow interpretation of the Rustler Units 
as a homogeneous isotropic porous medium, Further 
it was assumed on the basis of past shallow 
dissolution zone stUdies that the natural release 
point would be Malaga Bend on the Pecos, The 
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INTERA modeling was able to establish reasonable 
fluid trajectories and arrival times. Radio
nuclide retardation was based on laboratory 
determined values for sorption (batch Rd,s). As 
reported in the DEIS,9 no significant . . 
consequences to the environment were determlned ln 
the studies. 

Simultaneously with the modeling effort 
drilling was done in cooperation with the USGS to 
better establish the hydraulic parameters of this 
area. The total number of boreholes is now about 
70 (Fig. 5), although not all the data were 
available for use in the modeling for the 
DE1S9. The drilling program is continuing to 
resolve uncertainties associated with the hydro
logic description of the system. 

CURRENT HYDROLOGIC PROGRAM 

The current hydrologic program, which 
includes both the field program and the modeling 
to support that field work, is pointed at deter
mining the reasonability of previous inter
pretations of the data and the assumptions the 
modeling was built on. The specific assumptions 
that the components of the Rustler could be 
represented as homogenous, isotropic porous media, 
that the Rustler could be treated as a single 
unit, and that the natural outfall from the 
Rustler would be at Malaga Bend are being 
evaluated. There are a number of reasons for 
careful reexamination of these assumptions: 

I. Evidence of regional deformation of the 
Delaware Basin is apparent; otherwise the 
Capitan Reef, which once had a horizontal 

2. 

surface, would not have some parts well above 
the surrounding country (the Guadalupe and 
the Glass Mountains) and other parts 2000 to 
3000 feet below the present surface. 

In examination of one test well the USGS 
found that, during tests using packers, there 
was a limited zone of acceptance within the 
Culebra at that site. 

3. Pump tests on wells H2b and H2c showed that 
fluid level changed in 2b in response to 
pumping on 2c some 75' away in less than one 
hour. 7 ,8 

4. Grove and Beetem5 in their tracer study at 
the Gnome Site found the Rustler to be a 
"fractured carbonate aquifer". 

5. In the course of testing wells in the Rustler 
it is found that the water quality will vary 
drastically among test wells, without con
sideration of gradient. 

6. Observations of the Culebra and Magenta as 
separate units allow the inference that the 
head gradients in the two units are not in 
the same direction. 

7. Modeling the Rustler as a single saturated 
unit without altering transmissivity values 
but using leaky elements consistent with the 
existence of the brine aquifer gives as good 
a representation of the potentiometric 
surface as obtained earlier from the model 
that allows alteration of transmissivity. 

The purpose of the current investigations is 
to refine the data so it will be clear whether the 
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assumptions about the hydraulic system used in the 
DEIS are correct or, more important, to determine 
the effect of different assumptions. With this 
intent, it is necessary to refine head, trans
missivity, and water quality data in both units of 
the Rustler and to pin down the source of recharge 
for both the Rustler and the Capitan 
Reef. In addition, the issue of dominance of 
fracture flow or porous flow must be decided as 
well as the question of the anisotropy of the 
medium. With the refinement of the data 
additional possible outfalls from these units will 
be examined. 

With the help of the University of Arizona, 
(Ho Bentley) a tracer program using fluorocarbons 
has begun. Well complex H-2 is being used 
initially to check out test methods and the 
predictions of breakthrough made using two models 
of saturated flow in a porous medium The codes 
are SWIFT (Intera) and Isoquad (Princeton). 
Arrival times calculated for the tracer vary from 
65 days to 120 days, depending on the dis
persivities assumed. The test has so far been 
plagued by equipment failure (a tube rupture) and 
by development of the pumping well sufficient to 

alter the hydraulic conductivity by a factor of 2 
1/2. When this test is successful, further tests 
will be done in four 3-well complexes. The tests 
on these 3-well complexes will be based in part on 
the work of S. papadopulos6 in order to 
determine the anisotropy of transmissivity at 
these various locations. 

An alternate outfall proposed for the Rustler 
Units is Laguna Grande de la Sal, a salt lake 
located in Nash Draw west-southwest of the pro
posed WIPP site. This lake is believed to be 
presently maintained by effluent from the potash 
milling operations in Nash Draw. It does, how
ever, seem to have persisted since the Pleistocene 
and there are several salt springs located around 
the lake. While the lake is out of the path of 
the trajectory of any fluids leaving the reposi
tory site, as the head data are now interpreted, 
the region around the lake is being 
investigated. Modeling of the area surrounding 
the lake is presently being done to guide the 
drilling and field program that is expected to 
follow. 
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SUMMARY 

Investigation of the proposed WIPP site has 
produced data used in assessment of the conse
quences of failure of the repository, This 
assessment, made by modeling the release of 
radionuclides and their uptake in the environment, 
is based on interpretation of the data and 
assumptions inferred from them for use in the 
models. These interpretations and assumptions are 
being carefully examined to see whether they are 
appropriate and, if they are not, whether the 
consequences of release are important, 

.. 
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Figure 5 - Immediate Area WIPP 
site Drill Hole Status 
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IN SITU INVESTIGATIONS AT AVERY ISLAND 
By 

Leo L. Van Sambeek 
RE/SPEC Inc. 

Rapid City, SO 57709 

ABSTRACT 

Descriptions and representative data are given for the in situ investigations being performed in the 
Avery Island Mine. Sufficient deta)/l is presented such that investigators can judge whether any of the 
studies being performed would be valuable for their numerical modeling exercises. The basic investiga
t ions bei ng perf onned include heater tests, bri ne mi grat i on experiments, and fl atj ack test s. The heater 
tests consist of the emplacement of single simulated vlaste canisters with different power levels, The 
bul k therma 1 and mechani ca 1 response is measured of the sa lt surround i ng the emp 1 acement. The bri ne 
migration studies involve the measurement of moisture inflow into heated boreholes. The flat jack studies 
are an investigation of the deformation of the borehole when subjected to controlled boundary conditions 
of stress and temperature, 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the in situ experiments in the 
Avery Island salt mine is to acquire thermal and 
mechani ca 1 data that w-il 1 aid in the i dent ifi ca
tion and understanding of various responses of 
domal salt to imposed heat sources. This knowl
edge is germane to invest i gat ions related to the 
ultimate disposal of nuclear waste in a geologic 
formation, Some nuclear wastes are heat generat
ing waste; thus, after this waste is buried, heat 
wi 11 be transferred to the surrounding geologic 
formation by natural processes. The transfer of 
heat into the formation results in increased tem
peratures whi ch induce thermomechani cal responses 
such as therma 1 expans ion, and poss i b ly thermo
chemical responses, such as brine migration, 
I dent i fi cat i on and understand i ng of the vari ous 
responses of the formation are necessary to design 
a storage facility capable of providing environ
menta lly and economi ca lly acceptable di s posa 1 of 
nuclear waste, 

Previous in situ investigations related to 
nuclear waste disposal have been made in salt 
formations, most notably Project Salt Vault 
(Bradshaw and McCl ain, 1971), which was conducted 
in bedded salt near Lyons, Kansas. Project Salt 
Vault made use of both actual radi oact i ve waste 
and el ectrical heaters to impose a heat load on 
the formation. The Avery Island heater tests are 
extensions of the previous work in salt but differ 
in that they are being performed in domal salt, 
rather than ina bedded sa It formation. AddH i on
ally, no actual nuc<lear waste or radioactive 
material is present or allO\~ed in the Avery Island 
tests, 

Three heater tests are being performed, The 
heater tests employ simu<1 ated, el ectrically heated 
waste canisters placed in sleeved boreholes in the 
floor of the mine. Installation of the test 
equi pment was begun in January, 1978; all three 
tests were in ope rat i on by Ju ne, 1978. The over
a 11 phys i ca 1 makeup of each test iss i mil ar; the 
significant differences concern the simulated 
waste-canister power level and the presence of the 
crushed-salt backfill around the sleeve. 

RSI-PUBL. No. 80-13 

An investigation of in situ brine migration is 
also being performed at Avery Island. The inves
tigation includes two heated experiments wherein 
the brine mi gration is quantified by measurement 
of the quantity of brine entering the heater 
borehole. In one of the experiments, the brine 
would be that which is naturally found in the 
salt. In the other experiment, the brine entering 
the heater borehole would be either natural brine 
only, or a combination of natural brine and a 
synthetic-tagged brine placed near the heater 
borehol e. 

A series of rock mechanics experiments are 
present ly bei ng i nsta 11 ed wh i c h Vii 11 provi de data 
for val idating the thermornechanical model ing 
methods. For this validation, four experiments 
will be performed which measure borehole closure 
with controlled boundary conditions of the stress 
a nd temperature in the materi a 1 surround i ng the 
borehole, In addition, a preliminary study will 
be made concerni ng the i nfl uence of backfi 11 on 
the borehol e closure rate when the same boundary 
conditions are appl ied as in the open borehole 
closure studies. 

HEATER TEST DESCRIPTION 

The Avery Island in situ heater tests consist 
of three separate, but nei ghbori n0 experiments, 
The area encompassing the heater tests is located 
on the 550 foot level (550 feet below mean sea 
level) in the Avery Island Salt Mine owned by the 
International Salt Company, 

While the heater tests are similar, differen
ces do exist in their configuration and objec
tives, The three heater tests, hereafter referred 
to as Si tes A, B, and C, encompass two types of 
installations; either the borehole is not back
filled (Sites A and B), or the borehole is back
filled (Site C). The backfill is crushed-salt 
that completely fills the annulus between the 
sleeve and the borehole which contains the sleeve 
and heater. The heater tests wi thout backfi 11 
have the annulus open; i.e., containing air rather 
than crushed-salt. The central heater power 
levels are also different for each test; power 
levels used are 6 kW (Site A), 3 kW (Site B), and 
4 kW (Site C). Eight peripheral heaters surround 



the S'j te C central heater on a three-foot radi us. 
The peripheral heaters will yield an additional 
tota'i heati ng power of nearly 6 kW at their peak 
power level. The eight peripheral heaters at Site 
C have a programmed power level which simulate the 
coalescence of temperature fields from many canis
ters buried in a regular grid. The peripheral 
heater power level was increased weekly during the 
first 700 days of ope rat i on. In terms of the 
selected power levels resembling specific waste 
forms, the 3 kW power level will yield tempera
tures in the salt which are about the same as 
would be expected in a repository containing spent 
PvJR fuel assemblies; the 6 kW power level (Site A) 
is Simply a doubl'ing of the 3 kW power level and 
was the maximum power level achievable for the 
hea ter. The 4 kW power 1 eve I (Site C) with 
surroundi ng per'j pheral heaters SililUI ates a unit 
cell configuration for a 150 kW/acre thermal 
I oadi ng. 

The differences in the physical configurations 
and power levels of the three si tes were predi
cated by the objective of each test. The objec
t i ve for each of the heater tests is as foll ows 
(Fairchild and Jenks, 1976): 

Site A: Establ ish the thermal conductivity 
and heat capacity of in situ domal salt and pro
vide data for verifying methods of calculating 
temperatures and displacements in salt subjected 
to overdrive heating; 

Site B: Establish the thermal and mechanical 
properties and behavior of in situ domal salt when 
heated to temperatures of interest for a waste 
repos itory in salt and prov; de i nformat i on on the 
closure of an open disposal borehole and/or degra
dation of the hole surface during heating; 

Site C: Establish the thermal and gas-
atmosphere exposure conditions which simulate 
those expected for a sleeved/backfilled HLW pack
age and determine the corrosion characteristics of 
the steel sleeve, the consolidation characteris
tics of the crushed-salt backfill, and the amounts 
of brine and certain gases which enter and are 
trapped in the backfill during the heating period. 

The physical dimensions are similar for each 
of the heater assemblies used in the three heater 
tests. A cross-sectional view, together with 
represent at i ve e 1 evat ions for each of the sites, 
is presented in Figure L Figure 2 similarly pre
sents the radial dimensioning deta-il for each of 
the sites. 

REPRESENTATIVE MEASURED DATA 

The in situ heater tests allow for the 
measurement of the response of the salt to an 
empl aced heat source. In general, the primary 
data being collected are temperatures and dis
placements within the surrounding salt. These two 
data types will be discussed in this paper as they 
a re most eas i ly compared with the numeri ca I pre
dictions. For the most part, the data being 
gathered are related to the near-field effects of 
an empl aced heat source. Thermocoupl es are 
installed at many radial and vertical locations 
both in the heater assembly and in the salt to 
provi de the temperature data. Oi spl acements are 
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being measured v/ith multiple-point extensometers 
and by level survey. An attempt to measure the 
change in the stress field is being made using 
vibrating-wire stressmeters. 

For Sites A and B, a near steady-state tem
perature condition existed after 300 days of 
heating. As previously discussed, the power level 
of the Site C peripheral heaters is increased on a 
programmed schedul e; a steady-state temperature 
condition will not be reached unless a constant 
peripheral heater power level is maintained. In 
that regard, the temperatures and displacements 
se 1 ec ted for presentat i on wi 11 be data for 300 
days of heat'i ng. 

Measured Temperature 

Temperatures are bei ng measured by 129, 38, 
and 44 thermocouples within Site A, Site B, and 
Site C, respectively. As an example of the 
measured temperatures in each heater test, tem
perature profil es after 300 days of heat i ng are 
presented in Figures 3 through 5. For the 
profiles, an elevation of -14 feet is nominally 
the mid-height of the heated length, -10 and -18 
feet are respecti vely the top and bottom of the 
heated 1 ength, -5 and -23 feet are respect i ve ly 5 
feet above and below the ends of the heated 
1 ength. An e 1 evat i on of -0.2 feet is about two 
inches below the floor. For Site A an elevation 
of -28 feet is a symmetric elevation with the 
floor. Thermocoupl es are not located at -28 feet 
in Sites Band C. The borehole wall temperature 
at the mid-height of the heated length (-14 feet) 
is the maximum temperature the salt experiences. 
At Site C thermocouples are located on the bore
hole wall; Sites A and B do not have thermocouples 
on the borehole wall. The measured borehole wall 
temperature of Si te Cis 320°F. The extrapol ated 
temperatures of the borehol e wall are 330°F for 
Site A and 180°F for Site B. 

One of the important input parameters in the 
modeling of the heater tests is the application of 
a convect i ve fi 1 m coefti C"i ent on the floor 
surface. Three heat flux meters were mounted on 
the floor in the Si te A heater test area. The 
measured heat flux is shown in Figure 6 as a func
tion of the difference between the floor tempera
ture and the air temperature. The data is shown 
as falling between the bounds of 1.2 and 1.6 
BTU-hr-L ft2_oF-l. The differences between the 
data from the three meters is attributed to the 
overall roughness of the floor produced during 
mining. 

Measured Displacements 

The types of displacements I'/hich will be pre
sented are differential floor expansion (by 
multiple-point extensometers) and floor heave (by 
level survey). The vertical differential floor 
expansion is measured by a total of ten vertical, 
multiple-point extensometers. Four of the ten are 
within Site A; three each are located within Sites 
Band C. Each extensometer includes six rods and 
anchors referenced to a Ineasurement head fi xed to 
the floor, The six anchors are located at 8, 10, 
14, 18, 20 and 36 feet below the floor. The floor 
heave is being measured at 50 paints about each of 
the sites. Specifically, round-headed bolts were 
recessed and glued into the floor surrounding the 
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Figure 6. Heat Flux From the Floor. 

heater tests, The elevation of each of the bolts 
were then determined by optical level survey, 

The relative displacements of the six anchors 
in the extensometers are measured using a dial 
uaue and are referenced to the measurement head. 
Examp' es of the measured di fferent i a] expansi on 
are displayed in Figure 7. The displacement shown 
are re 1 at i ve to the heads of the extensometers, 
which are known to be moving, The movement of the 
extensometer heads has been crudely measured by 
1 eve] survey, however, because of the 1 arge pro
bable error in a level survey it does not seem 
reasonable to combine the data from the two 
measurements, Ra ther, the vert i ca 1 extensometer 
data has been converted to st ra ins wh i ch negates 
the effect of the movi ng reference, Fi gures 8-10 
present the vert i ca 1 st ra ins after 300 days of 
heat i ng obta i ned from the extensometer data for 
each of the heater tests, 
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Figure 7. Expansion Measured with the Vertical 
Extensometers. 
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Th e floor heave around the heater tests is 
measured at about 50 points by optical level 
s~rv~y. The majority of the points are located 
wlthln about 8 feet of the heater centerline 
however, a few pi ns are located at as much as 32 
f e~t ~way. The pi ns were pl aced in 4 rays set at 
90 lncrements around the heater tests. The 
me~sured heave displays a directional influence 
whlch corresponds with the pillar arrangement in 
the experimental area. Plots of the floor heave 
after 300 days of heating are presented in 
Fi gures 11-13. 
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The measurement of the thermally induced 
stress change using vibrating wire stressmeters 
has been a limited success. The objective of 
using the stressmeters in the heater tests was to 
determine their suitability for use in salt, When 
the stressmeters were installed it was the first 
application of this particular design in salt. 
Subsequent to their installation, it was reported 
that problems should be expected (Cook and Ames, 
1979), The problems identified were that each 
gage would require individual calibration and that 
the stiffness of the gage and seating of the gage 
in the boreholes would lead to erratic measure
ments in salt •. In spite of these recognized 
problems, the output of the stressmeters has been 
converted to stress changes,* As an example, the 
measured tangential stress change at Site A is 
presented in Fi gure 14. For the most part, the 
measurements seem qualitatively correct, Nearest 
the heater the stress rises very rapidly and to 
the highest magnitudes. These gages near the 
heater similarly display rapid stress relaxation. 
The gages at greater distance from the heater show 
much slower st ress increases and for those gages 
beyond about 4 feet radial distance no stress 
relaxation is shown during the first 300 days of 
heating. 

*A sensitivity factor of 7.0 was used to convert 
the period of vibration of the wire to change in 
stress of the salt using the conversion equation 
presented by Hawkes and Ba il ey (1974). 
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BRINE MOVEMENT EXPERIMENTS 

Three in situ experiments are in operation to 
examine the movement of brine in the salt, The 
three experiments include an ambient temperature
control experiment and two heated situations, The 
borehole configuration is similar for each experi
ment and is depi cted in Fi gure 15. The experi
ments consist of a central NX (3-in, diameter) 
heater borehole surrounded by six EX (1 1/2 -i n. 
diameter) brine and thermocouple boreholes. In 
the ambient temperature experiment (AT), measure
ments are being made of the amount of brine which 
is released into the NX borehole by the salt due 
to the presence of the borehole. In the two 
heated experiments, a 1 kW heater is used to heat 
the surrounding salt to peak temperatures of about 
50°C. The amount of natural bri ne enteri ng the 
heater borehole is measured in the second experi
ment (NB). In the th-ird experiment (SB) a 
synthetic brine was introduced into the brine 
boreho 1 es, thus the bri ne coll ected coul d be a 
combi nati on of natural and synthet i c bri ne. 
Measurement of the amount of brine entering the 
heater boreholes was begun after about 100 days of 
heating. Figure 16 presents the cumulative amount 
of brine collected thus far in the three experi
ments. The initial very rapid collection rate is 
attributed to the removal of residual moisture 
reta i ned on the borehole wa 11 s and the heater 
sleeves and -in the air sealed in the borehole. 
This explanation seems justified, particularly 
because the AB experiment shows the same trend as 
the heated experiments. After this initial 
period, an almost constant collection rate was 
experienced in the two heated tests. The average 
collection rate over the latest 100 days was about 
43 mg per day, Us i ng the methodology proposed by 
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Jenks (1979) for determining brine inflow rates, a 
collection rate of about 50 mg per day was 
expected. The essent i a 1 concl us ion is. tha.t the 
predicted and measured inflow rates are 1n v1rtua1 
agreement. The synthetic bri ne has probably not 
mi grated to the heater borehol e because _the SB 
inflow rate is not significantly greater (1n fact 
1 ess) than the NB i nfl OVi rate. 

!lAYS 01' HEATING 

Figure 16. Cumulative Moisture Collection in 
the Bri ne t~ovement Tes ts. 

ROCK MECHANICS EXPERIMENTS 

Several rock mechanics experiments are pre
sently be; ng i nsta 11 ed in the experimental area. 
The primary feature of these experiments is the 
loading and heating of a large (1 m-diameter) core 
us i ng fl atj acks. Withi n the core a concentri c 
borehole (0.2 rn-diameter) will be monitored for 
closure. The parameters which will be varied in 
the seri es of experiments include the fl atj ack 
pressure (10,6 and 14.8 MPa), the temperature (27 
and 60°C), and the condition of the borehole (open 
and backfilled with crushed salt), Five such core 
will be produced to study the combination of para
meters in the following test matrix, 

Test Fl atj ack Temperature Backfi 11 
1D Pressure 

--

10,6 14,74 2]0 60° Open Crushed 
Salt 

ATl5 X X X 

BA15 X X X 

HClO X X X 

HC15 X X X 

BH15 X X X 
, 

-



I n the des i gn of the rock mechani cs experi
ments' one of the primary considerations was to 
provide test geometries which were amenable to two 
dimensional modeling. In that regard, axisymmet
ric geometry was selected, It was felt that it 
woul d be eas i er to i so 1 ate very 1 arge core rather 
than the more conventional blocks for flat jack 
loading. Sprague and Henwood specially manufac
tured a diamond set core barrel of 1 m-diameter 
for our use. The bit was turned using a Longyear 
EHS-38 drill with air flushing, For the most part 
no drill applied thrust was required to force the 
bit to cut. The weight of the bit (about 1200 
pounds) was sufficient to maintain the cutting of 
the salt. The drilling of a single core to a 
depth of 4 feet required about 4 days for drill 
setup, plumbing, starting of the bit, and actual 
d ri 11 i ng. 

The flat jacks which will be used were formed 
from IG-gauge steel roll ed to conform to the ciY'
cumference of the core. Two layers of flat jacks 
wi 11 be used in the annul us to accommodate the 
expected deformation of the annulus. For the 
heated tests, elect ri ca 1 heaters were placed 
between the metal sheets prior to welding. 

For the accelerated borehole closure studies, 
the closure will be measured at three elevations 
in the borehole using rotatable LVDT's, Six 
diameter changes will be measured at 30° incre
ments in azimuth at each of the elevations, For 
the backfill consolidation studies, the closure 
wi 11 be measured for two di ameters at the mi d
height of the core, Two soil pressure gages will 
also be placed in the backfilled borehole, A 
cutaway draw; ng of the basi c test setup for the 
studies is shown in Figure 17, 
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The experiments are just now being installed, 
so no results are presently avail abl e, The pre
d i cted borehole closure for the three open bore
hol e experiments are presented in Fi gure 16, The 
results of this series of experiments should pro
vide substantial test cases for the validation of 
the numer'i ca 1 model i ng techni ques and 1 aboratory 
determined material properties, 
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The investigations being conducted at Avery 
Island are providing thermal and thermornechanical 
response data which can be used for numerical 
model ing test cases, The responses measured 'in 
t he heater tests provi de model i ng s ituat ions to 
the scale of 10 m or so. While this scale is not 
large compared to a repository, it is large enough 
to provide rigorous modeling situations. Unfor
tunately, the boundary conditions (pillar arrange
ments, variable roof height, and knowledge of the 
stress states) are complicated and uncontrollable. 
I n order to overcome the problems with the bound
ary conditions, smaller scale (1 m) experiments 
are being installed vlith contr01'led boundary 
conditions, These experiments still represent 
about an order of magnitude increase in scale over 
laboratory testing scale (0.1 m), 

Future investigations to be perforilled at Avery 
Island will include additional measurements of the 
ins i tu salt propert i es of thernIa 1 conduct i v ity 
and expansi on, permeabil ity, and creep, These 
properties must be measured to further define the 
magnitude of the recognized difference between in 
situ and laboratory measured properties. 
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WORKING GROUP A 

LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS 

J. Handin and H. C. Heard 

Introduction 

Just one year ago the first workshop on 
thermomechanical modeling for hard rock waste
repositories convened here in Berkeley under 
sponsorship of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 
by request of the Office of Nuclear-Waste Iso
lation. The essential role of laboratory invest
igations in the process of repository design was 
summarized by H. C. Heard, and the conclusions of 
the working group on laboratory measurements were 
set out by its leader, W. F. Brace. This year, 
the participants in the working group A generally 
endorse last year's conclusions and regard any 
further justification for laboratory work as 
needlessly redundant. Instead, based upon 
J. Handin's introductory remarks in these 
Proceedings and upon their own deliberations, they 
wish to update the state of knowledge of physical 
properties central to thermomechanical and hydro
logical modeling, to emphasize the urgent need 
adequately to understand all pertinent physical 
processes, and to focus attention on three crit
ically important properties that are now poorly 
understood - thermal expansion, time-dependent 
inelastic deformation (creep), and permeability, 
especially in fractured rock-masses under expect
able repository conditions of stress and 
temperature. 

Physical_!'roperties--=:.."--.llihere We Stand 

Below are listed the physical properties 
that significantly influence the behavior of a 
repository embedded in a rock mass perturbed first 
by excavation and then by radiogenic heating. We 
attempt to c-ate the current data-base for each 
property and for each candidate host-medium now 
under serious consideration in the NWTS program. 

Table l. Rating of Laboratory ~Data Base1l' 

Prol'ertr Basalt Granite Salt Shale Tuff 

Thermal conductivity PPPP FGPp GGFP pppp pppp 

Thennal di£fusivity PPPP FGPP GGFP PPPP PPPP 

Thermal e~ansion PPPP FGPP GGPP pppp FFPP 

Compressibility pppp FFPP pppp FPPP FFPP 

Young's modulus PPPP FFPP GFPP FPPP FFPP 

Short-term FF-F GG-F GG-P FP-p FF-F Compressive strength 

Short-tem pp-p FF-P GG-P pp-p FF-F Tensile stren~th 

Frictional coefficient FPPP GGPF FFPP pppp 
(discontinuities) 

Time-dependent defonnation pppp pppp GGGF pppp pppp 
(creeE) 

pppp GFPF .GFPP FPPP FPPP 

Hydraulic conductiviity pppp FPPF pppp pppp 
(discontinui ties) 

Inspection of this table reveals that little 
of our knowledge is good and most of it is poor. 
We do not mean to imply that any of it is yet ade
quate as input to predictive models for repos
itory design and consequence assessment. Since 
carefully controlled laboratory measurements 
must be made of many properties that are func
tions at least of effective confining pressure, 
temperature and fluid content, and most depend 
on time as well, it should be obvious that a 
great deal of work remains to be done. Further
more, the derivatives are coupled; for example, 
the pressure coefficient of thermal expansion 
depends on temperature and time. Perhaps, worst 

*The ratings are relatively good (G), fair (F), and poor (P). The four entries for each variable relate, 
respectively, to its dependence on effective confining pressure, temperature, time and water saturation. 



of all, each of the five "generic" media really 
varies in composition and fabric, shale and tuff 
being especially troublesome. We cannot ignore 
the fact that rock-masses are all heterogeneous, 
anisotropic, and discontinuous in some degree, 
and we must at least set bounds on their relevant 
physical properties. 

Were we granted indefinitely large resources 
of trained manpower and money, we might collect 
the required empirical data in a few years. But 
without gaining also the understanding of the 
fundamental physical processes at work, we stil1 
could not extrapolate the laboratory data to 
prototype scale or to times order of magnitude 
longer than the longest practical duration of 
testing. We have identified three crucially 
important phenomena -- all closely coupled --
that deserve rigorous theoretical and experimental 
investigations -- thermal expansion, time-depen
dent deformation (creep) and fluid flow in a 
permeable matrix or a conductive fracture system. 
All depend on thermal cracking, and each interacts 
with the others. 

Thermal 

The build-up of high local stresses does 
not require steep gradients due to thermal shock, 
but is likely to result even from the slow heat
ing of the host rock by the radioactive decay of 
the nuclear waste. These stresses arise by virtue 
of the anisotropic thermal expansions of the grain 
comprising the polycrystalline aggregate. Whether 
or not these stresses exceed the local tensile 
strength and lead to fracture depends on effective 
confining pressure, which tends to inhibit it, 
and on time, which tends to favor it as a 
thermally-activated process. Thermal cracking 
is further enhanced by stress corrosion where 
the minerals are exposed to groundwater, as are 
other inelastic processes like crystal plasticity. 

Where thermal cracking does occur, the in
trinsic properties of the material ch·ange. Thermal 
conductivity may be lowered such that temperatures 
predicted for a continuum may be too low. The 
presence of cracks lowers strength and favors 
high creep rates. It enhances local permeability 
and the chances of short-circuiting the natural 
system of groundwater flow. This effect in turn 
influences heat exchange by convection as well as 
conduction. Thermal cracking has already been 
observed in the very near field of in-situ heater 
tests. Whether or not it will significantly in
fluence repository behavior well into the near 
field is a question that must be addressed by 
predictive thermomechanical modeling, based on 
adequate theory as well as the empirical data 
still largely wanting. 

Some practitioners of the art of high-level 
nuclear-\vaste isolation feel that whereas we must 
reckon with the creep of salt and probably shale, 
this phenomenon is not important to the stability 
of hardrock repositories even for 100 years of 
retrievability. We must disagree. There is 
evidence that the heating of hard rocks like 
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basalt anel granite to the order of 300°C affects 
short-time compressive strength very little even 
in the presence of water. However, creep is ther
mally activated, and without physically-based, not 
merely empirical, constitutive laws, we can not 
extrapolate laboratory data taken ~t a conven
tional strain rate of about 10- 4S- 1 , or even at 
10-8 S -1 (about the lowest practical experimental 
rate) to the 10-12 S -1 or lower of the prototype. 
Whether or not creep of hard rock turns out to 
be important to repository design, arguing now 
without sufficient evidence is futile and counter
productive. Let us try rather to presuade the 
planning authorities that we must gather this 
evidence as soon as possible, for otherwise the 
unfriendly intervenors at a licensing hearing 
will surely make fools of us. 

It is necessary to identify the deformation 
mechanisms in the laboratory and to compare them 
with those observed to have operated in similar 
rocks slowly deformed in nature -- a procedure 
long followed in dynamic structural geology. 
What are these creep mechanisms in both brittle 
and ductile states of the material and in both 
intact rock and discontinuities in the rock mass? 
At expectable repository conditions of pressure 
and temperature, competing mechanisms are likely 
to operate so that creep behavior is almost surely 
path-dependent -- a fact modelers ought not to 
ignore. The process of stress corrosion in wet 
rock is likely to be a major controlling factor 
so that water chemistry must be known and its 
effects delineated. 

The very few existing laboratory data avail
able for pertinent conditions suggest that flow 
will be transient for the semi-brittle creep of 
hard rocks and hence that inelastic strains will 
be very small. Largely neglected, however, are 
at least two potentially adverse phenomena. 
(1) Creep rupture may occur even though preceding 
strains are small. (2) Semi-brittle deformations 
are due principally to cracking which leads to 
dilatancy. Again, thermal conductivity may be 
lowered and permeability may be enhanced; neither 
effect is desirable. On the other hand, ductile 
mechanisms I ike intracrystalline slip may allow 
voids to close, thus decreasing permeability. 

Permeabili ty 

Since the only credible path for the escape 
of radionuclieles from the repository to the bio
sphere is through groundwater, the permeability 
of the intact rock and hydraulic conductivity of 
rock-mass discontinuities are of utmost import
ance to long-term predictive modeling of repos
itory behavior in both near and far fields. 

The heating of the rock containing pre
existing micro fractures up to some critical 
temperature tends to decrease crack porosity and 
permeability as the rock expands into voids. 
Above the temperature, new cracks form; cracks 
widen; and permeability can increase dramatically, 
especially when matrix permeability is very low 
as in most hard rocks. Confining pressure tends 
to inhibit thermal cracking, but stress corrosion 
favors it. We have much to learn about these 



effects as well as the influences of mineralogy 
and fabric. Again the effects of thermal cracking 
are coupled -- permeability increases and thermal 
conductivity and strength are lowered. \lie empha
size that heating at low confining pressure causes 
permanent structural damage such that the results 
of tests at atmospheric pressure and high temper
ature are cnf£ic111 t to interpret, if not irrele
vant to repository behavior, except perhaps in the 
very-near field where one principal stress is 
sensibly zero. 

Our understanding of Darcy flow through 
porous media is relatively good, owing to its 
importance to oil and gas production. Repository 
host-rocks will have very low matrix permeabil
ities; hence the hydraulic conductivities of 
fracture systems from which few hard rocks are 
free, and likely to dominate the flow of ground
water. However, owing to the very long times of 
far-field modeling (10 4 years or more), even 
matrix flow can not be ignored. We still have 
much to learn about chemical effects at high 
temperature on granular porosity and permeability. 

We need much better understanding of fluid 
flow through even a single fracture, especially 
to evaluate the parallel-plate analogy with res
pect to normal and shear stiffnesses of the host 
rock and the geometry of the flow path -- aperture, 
roughness, and tortuousity. Large laboratory 
specimens (_1m 3

) are needed to incorporate stat
istically significant samples of natural fractures. 
Even so, it is doubtful that laboratory tests 
could ever provide direct input for the coupled 
numerical thermomechanical/hydrological models 
that must be developed. However, the laboratory 
can provide the physical model to test our hypo
theses about fluid flow in discrete fractures, 
including the effects of stress, temperature, time 
and geochemical interactions between the host rock 
and the groundwater. 

As for geochemical effects, we can not now 
even predict whether the permeability will in
crease or decrease with time. Beginning with 
simple systems of both intact and cracked rock 
(monomineralic composition, distilled water), we 
should investigate the effects of circulating hot 
water on permeability and carefully study the 
interfaces Ivi th the sol id components and changes 
in the chemistry of the solutions. Further com
ponents could be added later to simulate natural 
groundwater and real host-media. Finally. a 
temperature gradient shOUld be added to the test 
to simulate prototype behavior as realistically 
as possible. 

Conclusions 

(1) We concur with the recommendation by 
last year's Workshop for a feasibi.lity study of 
large-sample ("bench-scale") testing facilities 
by which more statistically significant samples 
of natural discontinuities could be evaluated. 
We understand that the National Science Foundation 
is about to sponsor such a study. We do not 
recommend construction of a large and henc:e-very 
expensive te3tin~ machine at this time. 
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(2) I'/e endorse the recommendation by last 
year's Workshop for expansion of laboratory 
investigations using existing resources but with 
augmented funding. To the best of our knowledge 
no such expansion has occurred. Indeed, some on
going projects appear to have been cut back. 

(3) For credible long-term predictive model
ing we must learn more about the time-dependence 
of all relevant physical properties, but espec
ially of deformation (creep). Existing apparatus 
is not adequate; a large capital investment in 
creep-testing equipment is required if we are 
to acquire the data and physical understanding 
that we regard as necessary. Since creep testing 
is inherently time-consuming, the variables are 
several, and the media to be evaluated number at 
least five, we must start now. Furthermore, the 
level of funding shOUld reflect the fact that the 
deformations and transport properties of all rocks 
are very probably time~dependent at expectable 
repository pressures and temperatures. 

(4) We recognize that the funds, and even 
more importantly, the trained manpower that can 
be made immediately available are severely limited. 
Accordingly, we urge the NWTS planning authorities 
to establish priorities for host-media investi
gations. We simply can not adequately study all 
five (or more?) at once, and we must focus atten
tion on one or two in addition to salt. Which 
shall they be? 

(5) The planning authorities should also 
recognize that laboratory investigations have 
been underfunded even though they are relatively 
cheap and provide the quickest and most econom
ical means for scoping physical properties and 
phenomenology. Most importantly, though, they 
are the only means for acquiring the fundamental 
understanding of physical processes without which 
predictive modeling can not possibly be validated, 
nor a repository even licensed. 

(6) Finally, we are tired of talking to 
ourselves. Should a third workshop be held anytime 
soon we urge that people from all three sub
disciplines -- laboratory investigations, modeling 
and field testing _. - be mixed somehow. We must 
talk to each other, for unless we all play by the 
same rules, we shall surely lose the game. We 
are also tired of tediously formulating recommend
ations which appear to have been ignored by those 
in authority. If failure to act on recommendation 
declared repeatedly has been deliberate, then we 
feel deserving of at least the courtesy of author
itative explanations of why our advice conflicts 
with established national policy. 
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WORKING GROUP B 

FIELD STUDIES AND IN SITU TESTING 

W. McClain and H. Pratt 

The approach used in this group seminar was 
to first examine some of the completed, in pro
gress and planned in-situ tests in considerably 
more depth than was possible either in the summary 
presentation on in-situ testing (by P. F. Gnirk) 
or in the update session. This was followed by a 
general discussion on a number of in-situ testing 
topics. Because of the interest in the informal 
discussions of completed and in progl"eSS testing, 
salient points from those discussions will be 
summarized. 

Welded Tuff: G-Tunnel 

As described by A. R. Lappin, SNL, a pre
liminary small-scale heater test was recently 
completed in the .velded tuff overlying the G
Tunnel complex at Nevada Test Site. The objec
tive of this test was to explore the thermally 
induced migration of water through the porous 
rock. The heater was temperature controlled at 
220° at the rock wall. As the rock heated, a 
considerable quantity of water was driven out of 
the rock into the heater hole, rising to a peak 
of 120 ml/hour shortly after the initiation of 
the 100 day heating period. The most interesting 
aspects of the results obtained in this test are 
that (1) 90% of the total water liberated in this 
test was collected from the (upward slanted) 
heater hole; the remainder was collected from 
a surrounding series of parallel holes, (2) the 
collected water was at a temperature of 26°C, and 
(3) the vapor pressure in the hole around the 
heater never increased significantly, implying 
that either it remained in pressure communication 
with the access tunnel or that the migrating 
water never reached the heater hole annulus. 

Shale Heater Tests: Eleana and 

Al Lappin also briefly summarized the two 
"scouting" heater tests performed above the water 
table in the Eleana shale at Nevada Test Site 
and below the water table in the Conasauga Shale 
at Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The results of these 
two tests have been published in the literature 
but attention was drawn to the significantly 
different response of the two quite similar 
shales. 

Granite: 

Harold Wollenberg, LBL, described studies 
being undertaken to evaluate and understand the 
heater borehole spalling observed in the Stripa 
quartz monzonite. Descrepitation in the heated 
rock increased with time. Spalling in the 5 kW 
heater hole (after turn on of the peripheral 
heaters) was considerably greater than was 
observed in the 3.5 kW heater hole. Stereo
photography has been used down hole to document 
the extent of spalling. A topographic map of 
the spalled surface will be constructed. T\1(L 

parallel horizontal drill holes have been 
drilled 1/4 m above and below the heater mid
plane through the 5 kW heater borehole. Oriented 
cores from the horizontal holes and from a third 
nearby drillhole will be studied to determine the 
mechanical and petrological changes resulting 
from heating the rock. 

Phil Nelson, LBL, described three additional 
studies at Stripa. The water extracted from the 
relatively dry granitic rock (porosity < 1%, water 
content < 1%) reached peak volumes of 10-AO ml/day 
in all holes early after heater turn on. Water 
inflow continued after the heater was turned off. 
Volume of water was measured but no pressure 
measurements were made. Boreholes were logged 
weekly with a neutron logging tool. No changes 
were detected to 0.1 Volume precent water. 
Because the neutron tool proved difficult to use, 
Nelson suggested that other geophysical methods 
be developed to determine water content of hard 
rock. Using a cross hole sonic technique, 
utilizing transducers in pairs of holes, Bjorn 
Paull son measured p wave velocities before, during 
and after heating in the rock surrounding the H9 
heater hole at Stripa. P wave velocities incre" 
ased dramatically with increasing temperature 
and dropped when the heater was turned off. The 
controlling factor in the changes observed 
appeared to be stress changes which made the 
rock tighter. The entire wave form was recorded, 
and will be examined for spectral changes. 

The number of acoustic emissions (micro
seisms), as measured by Richard Rachielle, de
creased after the heater was turned off compared 
with data from the heating period from HlO heater 
at Stripa. The 7 day lag period was consistent 
with findings from extensometer and stress mea
surements. For the H9 heater the data were 
similar, but the lag period was 10 days. 

An interesting and as yet unexplained 
feature of these results is that five months after 
the heater was turned off a second peak in the 
number of acoustic emissions occurred. A drop 
of 20-30 m/sec in the p wave velocity occurred 
at the same time. Any changes in stress and 
displacement which might have occurred were too 
small to measure. 

Granite: Climax Spent Fuel Test 

Wes Patrick, LLNL, discussed several aspects 
of the experiments being carried out a Climax at 
the Nevada Test Site in conjunction with the 
spent fuel disposal demonstration currently in 
progress. Much of this discussion was related 
to the discrepancies between an early scoping 
analysis of the excavation of the experimental 
area and the deformations actually measured in 
the field. This disucssion highlighted some of 
the problems of in-situ deformation measurement 



and the difficulties in providing data from field 
experiments lvhich is suitable for comparison with 
a prior numerical analysis. 

Granite: Block Test 

Mike Vogle, Terra Tek, briefly described the 
block test being prepared in the CSM Experimental 
Mine at Idaho Springs, Colorado. Perhaps the 
most interesting aspect of this work to date is 
the permeability testing of a single joint. In 
this testing, three parallel holes have been 
drilled into the block following a single vertical 
joint and packed off. Sequential pumping of water 
into one of these holes, collecting the flow from 
the other two, led to the conclusion that this 
open single joint has a permeability on the order 
of a few millidarcies. 

Basalt: 

Bernie Dietz of Rockwell Hanford Operations 
described the various elements of the Near Surface 
Test Facility experiments with special attention 
to the rock mechanics ·aspects and instrumentation. 
Portions of this major experiment were initiated 
in June and other portions including two joint 
block test will be brought on-line over the next 
6 months. An interesting aspect of the basalt 
program which was highlighted during the discus
sion is that present planning calls for a dupli
cation of the block tests as the first tests to 
be carried out at depth at the proposed repository 
si te following sinking of an exploratory shaft. 

Following this informal review of recently 
completed and ongoing in-situ experiments, the 
workshop group addressed in open discussion a 
number of general types of in-sitil tests. In 
these discussions, several issues pertaining to 
the thermomechanical and hydrological aspects 
were examined. These issues, which served as 
the focus and thrust of the discussions were: 

@ Where are we in terms of our present 
state-of-the-art for obtaining 
meaningful in-situ data? 

@ What important parameters do we need 
to measure to understand phenomena 
and mechanisms, verify the numerical 
codes, and to aid the design of a 
repository? 

• How well is instrumentation working 
in various experiments and what kind of 
instrumentation/techniques need to be 
developed to measure required pro
perties and responses? 

The following paragraphs summarize the dis
cussion on each of the several general types of 
in-situ tests and represent the concensus of the 
workshop group. 
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In~situ stress measurements are required to 
establish the boundary conditions for any site. 
The accuracy required in the stress magnitude and 
orientation needs to be obtained from parametric 
modelling studies. The magnitudes of the in-situ 
stress are important and assist in defining site 
selection criteria. The minimum stress should 
be less than the hydrostatic gradient or fractures 
will open. The maximum stress should be less than 
that causing incipient fracture. For design pur
poses in-situ stress should be in the range of 
1/4 the compressive strength. The hydro fracturing 
technique is available and probably has the accu
racy required for the nuclear waste program. There 
is a relatively small data base available for 
media of interest and more data must be obtained 
at every opportunity during exploration phases by 
the NWTS program. 

Failure or overdriven tests, as a general 
class of in-situ tests, were discussed in con
siderable detail. These types of tests seem to 
be especially difficult to carry out, expensive, 
of narrow applicability and subj ect to misinter
pretation. Therefore, each proposed test of this 
type should be very carefully evaluated. However, 
it was recognized that for some rock types it may 
be very important to test a particular parameter 
or special condition beyond the limits of its 
expected performance. In this case, overdriven, 
tests may be necessary but they should be called 
"performance" tests. 

Block tests of various configurations provide 
much useful information and are a flexible techni
que for obtaining in-situ thermal, mechanical, and 
possibly hydrologic properties of the rock mass. 
They are also useful for instrumentation evalua
tion. For best results, block tests should be 
conducted in concert with other tests (e.g. 
heater, standard rock mechanics, strength and 
deformation tests) for use in confirming test 
sites. At the present time, they should not 
consider a standard or confirmatory test by 
themselves. 

Heater tes-/;s in a variety of rock media (salt, 
"granite", shale and basalt) have provided a sign
ificant data base to describe phenomenology and 
understand the physical mechanisms of the response 
of rock masses to thermomechanical loading. A 
heater test is the best way to deposit large 
amounts of energy into rock masses. Future heater 
tests with engineered barriers are seen to be 
very worthwhile. Heater tests of various con
figurations will be required to ultimately con
firm repository sites. 

The hydrologic regime will utlimately control 
the "long term" risk of a repository site. 
logic and coupled thermomechanical/hydrologic ·tests 
will be required to fully assess any potential site 
and should be a first priority test in any site 
evaluation and confirmation process. Hydrologic 
tests that should be carried out in boreholes 



include injection pulse, pumping and tracer tests. 
Large scale tests such as the "macropermeability" 
test conducted at Stripa determine rock mass per
meability over considerable rock volumes. Other 
tests to obtain water flow velocity and gradient 
data over large volumes of rock need to be de
signed and conducted. Combined hydrologic/thermo
mechanical tests are the next logical sequence in 
the evolution of in-situ testing. These need to 
be a meaningful scale. The design of new and 
different tests of this type are a high priority 
task. Insight can be gained into the-rarge size 
and long time hydrologic aspects of repositories 
by the study of natural analogs. 

Recommendations 

The following recommendations were made by 
the Workshop Group. Hydrologic reconunendations 
were given highest priority: 

1. Conduct many more hydrologic tests in 
media of interest. These include in
j ection and pumping tests in single 
boreholes, two well tracer tests, and 
"marcopermeability" tests to evaluate 
larger rock mass volumes. These tests 
must begin immediately. 

2. Design and conduct combined hydrologic
thermomechanical experiments to provide 
input data for model verification and 
to aid in understanding of coupled 
phenomena. Design of these tests was 
given very high priority. 
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Other general recommendations not in order of 
priority were: 

1. "Performance" tests need to be closely 
evaluated but may be answer 
specific questions for media. 

2. In-situ stress conditions need to be 
measured in as many potential siting 
areas as possible to establish important 
boundary conditions for site assessment 
and modeling considerations. Input is 
required from modell ers as to accuracies 
:of in-situ stress data needed for the 
calculations. 

3. "Block" tests need to be conducted in 
certain media, especially discontinuous 
rock masses. They should be used as 
part of a series of tests to confirm 
a site and are not a confirmatory test 
in themselves. 

4. Heater tests of various configurations 
are required to understand phenomenology 
and aid in model verification. These 
types of experiments are the best way 
to deposite large amounts of energy 
into the rock mass. 

5. Natural analog systems should be examined 
as potential means of obtaining large 
scale hydrologic or hydrochemical data 
for application to repository analyses. 
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WORKING GROUP C 

MODELING AND ~lODEL VALIDATION 

F. J. Pearson, Jr., R. R. Lantz, and Grant Hocking 

OBJECTIVES 

The workshop objectives, as defined by the 
participants, were to consider models of: 

Thermal processes: simulating heat flow so 
as to describe temperature distributions; 

Mechanical processes: simulating stress
strain behavior and describing resulting 
displacement and failure; 

Hydrological processes: simulating fluid 
movement; and 

Chemical processes: simulating reactions 
among the various repository materials. 

Models describing interactions and feedbacks 
among pairs, triplets, and the full quartet of 
these processes are of greatest importance 
because they represent the real world better than 
uncoupled models of the individual processes. 

With respect to such models, the workshop 
undertook to identify their: 

Availability: at all levels from simple 
conceptual model s to fully documented, 
verified and validated codes; 

Limitations: ranging from lack of con
stitutive expressions through solution 
algori thms which limit their utility, to 
inadequate or unavailable validation data; 
and 

Importance: for repository design and 
evaluation needs, when these were not obvious. 

CONS IDERA II ONS 

The working group did not limit its dis
cussion to models realized as computer codes, 
but considered modeling in a broat1er sense. 
The availability, acceptability, and limitations 
of conceptual models received attention because 
of the perceived inability to make even bounding 
calculations without them. Bounding calcula
tions - those made with great simplicity to 
decide Ivhether a hypothetical or proposed process 
or set of interactions can have significant 
impact even under worst-case conditions - are 
believed to be a necessary precursor to more 
formal, coded model development. 

Validation and verification of coded models 
was a concern of the working group, and the 
recommendations of last year's workshop were 
endorsed with one addition. A four-level 
validation procedure is suggested: 

Code-to-analytical solution; to test the 
acceptabi li ty of the coding, and 1 imi ts 
of the numerical evaluation scheme. 

Code-to-code; two codes producing the same 
results add confidence to each. 

Code-to-laboratory; the minimal test of 
the appropriateness of the constitutive 
relationships realized in the code, as 
well as of proper code operation. 

Code-to-field; the ultimate test not only 
of the code, but of the modelers' under
standing of how to represent the world 
by the code. 

The working group discussed the need for 
interplay between modelers, laboratory investi
gators, and field personnel, and endorsed the 
recommendation of last year's workshop regarding 
such interplay. The group recommended, though, 
that such interplay would be encouraged by a 
different design of future workshops of this type. 
In particular, the division of this and last 
year's workshops into modeling, laboratory and 
field testing groups discouraged the very inter
play needed for progress. 

The need for adequate documentation of models 
and codes and for experienced modelers to apply 
the codes was stressed, based on the often-described 
experience that the same code in the hands of one 
modeler could adequately reproduce a given set 
of data or field problem, while in the hands of 
another modeler, it might give meaningless or 
incorrect results. No general solution to this 
problem was proposed, except to encourage detailed 
documentation of models and careful training of 
additional modelers. It was suggested that 
awareness of the often profound influence of 
the model user on the apparent performance of a 
model not be limited to within the small group 
of model developers, but that it be deliberately 
communicated to the wider community of model users 
as well. We shoHld reestablish awareness of that 
early slogan of the computer age _.- "Garbage in, 
garbage out." 

The modeling and model validation work group 
was too large and of too wide a band of interests 
to make extended, detailed discussions profitable. 
Therefore, three subgroups were formed to consider: 

Mechanical and Thermo-mechanical processes, 
moderated by Grant Hocking; 

Hydrology and Hydrothermal processes, mod
erated by A. K. Runchal (reported by 
R. B. Lantz), and 



Chemical, Hydrochemical and Thermochemical 
processes, moderated by F. J. Pearson. 

Each group considered the availability, limit
ations and anticipated importance of models ranging 
from conceptual types to documented codes. The 
groups discussed models specific for the process 
of dominant interest to them, but also addressed 
models describing coupling between their processes 
and those of other subgroups. 

The results of the subgroup deliberations 
have been collated, and are summarized in the 
following table. The table lists model and model 
attribute descriptions, followed by the group's 
assessment of the model's availability and limit
ations. The importance of most of the model types 
for repository design and evaluation needs is 
obvious and is not given explicitly in the table. 
The need for other model types is less apparent 
and is therefore specified. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The major recommendation of the summary table 
and of the discussions described above can be 
summarized as follows: 

It Increased interplay between modelers, 
laboratory investigators and field 
workers is necessary to improve our 
ability to simulate the processses 
of concern. 

@ The need for experienced modelers to 
achieve useful results even with the best 
of today's complicated codes must be 
made known. 

@ The ulitmate model validation is that 
it predict the results of a field test. 
Gnirk (this workshop) has provided a 
valuable catalog of in-situ test which 
give validation data. Development of a 
catalog of other such data sets and 
natural analogs useful for testing 
models of other processes should be 
encouraged. 

<Ill Of the many recommendations imbedded 
in the summary table, the encouragement 
of programs aimed at filling certain 
information needs can be highlighted. 
The most pressing needs are for inform
ation on: 

<Ill Constitutive equations for rock be
havior and data useful for validating 
models using them, particularly over 
long time spans. 

@ Improved understanding of the changes 
in permeability caused by changes in 
pore volume, expressed either as 
porosity in porous media models, or 
as fracture geometry in fracture 
models. 
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<Ill Chemical thermodynamic data, especially 
that required for concentrated solutions 
(brines) and at elevated temperatures. 
The development of appropriate kinetic 
equations and data are also important 
to assessing the potential need for 
kinetic models. 

Summary table of model descriptions with com
ments on their availability, limitations and 
importance. 

THERMAL PROCESSES 

Availability and Limitations: Thermal model
ing and thermal material properties are well 
understood. The only area where confidence 
in the present state-of-the-art is lacking is 
in the near canister field where fractures 
containing water in two-phase conditions may 
be present. 

MECHANICAL PROCESSES (By material behavior 
involved) 

CREEP: 

Availability: Constitutive models for creep 
are presently empirical and I-D in nature. 
Secondary creep is well understood, but pri
mary and tertiary are not. There \'las a 
consensus that at present there exists 
reasonable agreement between field tests and 
numerical models. 

Limitations: Two and three dimensions are 
needed, but at present data are not available 
to generate a complete creep model. A need 
exists to develop a more fundamental creep 
model. Numerical algorithms to model creep 
behavior are presently poor in terms of 
stability and accuracy. Further work on 
numerical algorithms for time-dependent 
behavior need be undertaken. 

FRACTURES (Slip and/or Separation) : 

Availability: At present the numerical 
methods can model fractures provided they 
do not intersect. 

Limitations: Numerical methods must be 
improved to enable a better fracture repre
sentation of the problem to be modeled. 
Comparison with and further laboratory tests 
of jointed system (blocky) need to be under
taken. The spatial distribution, continuity, 
orientation, etc., must be better determined 
in field characterization studies. 

BRITTLE ROCK (Pre- and Post-Failure): 

Availabil i ty, and Limitations: Numerical 
techniques generally are satisfactory to 
model pre-failure behavior, but data are 
needed on the impact of scale on physical 
properties. Post-failure behavior is 



poorly understood, and development of sat
isfactory model is beyond the present state
of-the-art. 

PLASTIC: 

Availability and Limitations: Numerical 
procedures are available and satisfactory. 
The applicability of some of the constitutive 
equations to results cannot be determined due 
to the limited data base on behavior. 

HYDROLOGICAL PROCE~~S (by flow and medium type) 

SINGLE PHASE: 

Porous Medium: 

Availability and Limitations: Many we11-
verified/validated modefsexist for true 
porous media flow. These are theoretically 
correct for describing laminar flow in 
individual fractures and so are adequate 
for characterizing fractured systems by 
large volume elements. 

Dual Porosity: 

Availability: Fracture and matrix are char
acterizedby separate permeability and poro
sity, and ideally can include a range from 
no flow in matrix to totally porous flow. 

Limitations: Additional validation/verifi
cation data are required. 

Network-Parallel Plate: 

Availability: In existence, assuming matrix 
is totally impermeable. 

Limitations: Fracture characteristics (width, 
length and spacing) are treated as determin
istic in present models; they should be 
stochastic. 

Stochastic: 

~vailab~liS[: Codes exist which take perme~ 
ability characterized by mean and variance 
and calculate mean and variance in head 
(pressure). 

Limitations: Assumptions regarding covariance 
of permeability and head gradient are required 
to calculate velocity mean and variance. 

TWO PHASE: 

Porous Medium: 

Availability: Air-water and steam-water codes 
exist. 

Limitations: Most assume air insoluble in 
i"at~steam-water mixtures in phase equil
ibria. Furthermore, relative permeability 
data are difficult to obtain. 

Importance: May be needed for steam formation 
in canister near-field and/or for fluid dis
placement of air filling repository. 
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Dual Porosity, Network and Stochastic: 

Availabili ty, Limitations, Importance: None 
available, but porous media models should be 
capable of boundary calculations to evaluate 
needs. 

CHEMICAL PROCESSES 

EQUILIBRIUM: 

Availability: Several well·-validated/verified 
codes exist based on thermodynamic models for 
both global and local equilibrium. 

Limitations: Present models limited to des
cribing relatively dilute solutions. Con
tinuous improvement in quantity and quality 
of thermodynamic data is required. 

Importance: Thermodynamic equilibrium is the 
state toward which all reactions tend. Its 
definition, if only as a boundary condition, 
is imperative. 

KINETIC: 

Availabili ty, Limitations: Some understanding 
of reaction kinetics appropriate to repository 
problems exists, but no codes and little data 
available. (See Hydro-Chemical coupling, 
below). 

Importance: Will be of greatest probable 
utility in the near canister field. 

THERMO-MECHANICAL COUPLING 

THERMAL EFFECTS ON MECHANICAL PROCESSES: 

Availability: A number of mechanical codes 
exist, coupled to less sophisticated (but 
adequate) thermal codes. Numerical methods 
are sufficient, subject to following limit
ations. The coefficient of expansion is 
moderately well understood in the lab, and 
seems reasonably transferable to the field 
for rocks under consideration. 

Limitations: Hodels for secondary creep 
exist, but those for primary and tertiary 
creep require development. The impact of 
temperature on strength and deformational 
properties is not well documented, due to a 
limited data base. The impact of temperature 
and long time frames on material stability 
seems moderately well understood for crystal
line rocks at low to moderate temperatures. 

MECHANICAL EFFECTS ON THERMAL PROCESSES: 

Availability, Limitations and Importance: 

Mechanically produced heat and temperature 
perturbations are likely to be mild, except 
perhaps in shale or tuff. For such mild 
coupling, existing conceptual models suffice 
for bounding calculations. 

THERMO-CHEMICAL COUPLING 

THERMAL EFFECTS ON CHEMICAL PROCESSES: 



Equilibrium: 

Availability and Limitations: Temperature 
may affect equilibrium position. All exist
ing chemical models (above) explicitly in
clude temperature effects. Thermodynamic 
data at high temperatures even more sparse 
than at room temperature. 

Kinetics: 

Avai labili ty, Limitations and Importance: 
Higher temperatures increase reaction rates 
and tend to increase applicability of equil
ibrium models. Kinetic model.s as developed 
will include temperature. 

CHEMICAL EFFECTS ON THERMAL PROCESSES: 

Availability, Limitations and Importance: 
Only a few reactions wi th exceptionally high 
enthalpies of reaction are likely to be sinks 
or sources for heat. Existing equilibrium 
models suffice to bound such effects. 

THERMO-HYDROLOGIC COUPLING 

Availabil i ty: Fully coupled hydrothermal 
models exist for both water and steam-water 
systems. 

Limitations: Only porous or equivalent por
ous media models are available. 

Importance: Fully coupled models are needed 
because it cannot be assumed that either con
vection or conduction will dominate all cases. 

HYDRO-MECHANICAL COUPLING 

Availability, Limitations and Importance: 

Conceptually these couplings include effects 
of pressure changes on stress field and their 
further effects on mechanical behavior as by 
fracturing or slippage. They also include 
hydrologic effects on mechanical properties 
("wet" vs. "dry" behavior). Reverse effects 
of mechanical changes on hydrologic pro
perties include strain-induced permeability 
and porosity changes, particularly in 
fractured rock. Only limited models for por
ous media or highly idealized fractured rock 
exist. More realistic models are needed, 
but require more field and laboratory data. 

HYDRO-CHEMICAL COUPLING 

HYDROLOGIC EFFECTS ON CHEMICAL PROCESSES: 

Retardation: 

Availability, Limi tations and~ortance: 
SeveralnucliJetransport models -exist which 
treat retardation as a sorbtion process. At 
the present time such models are the only 
type available. They are limited by their 
requirements for site-specific field data on 
sorbtion and dispersion. 
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Transport of Reactants and Reaction Products 

Limitations and 

Models exist using principle of local equil
ibrium with extent of reaction limited by 
transport to and from the reaction site. 
Adequate equilibrium models coupled to very 
simple transport models qualitatively sim
ulate hydrothermal ore deposits. Field 
data to test more refined models are lacking. 

CHEMICAL EFFECTS ON HYDROLOGIC PROCESSES: 

Changes in Fluid Properties: 

Availability, Limitations and Importance: 

Fluid density and viscosity is affected by 
its dissolved solids content. Models for 
such changes from salt solution exist and 
are useful in salt sites. Solution effects 
in hard rock sites are likely to be too small 
to require consideration of this coupling. 

Changes in Rock Properties: 

Availability, Limitations and Importance: 
Solution or precipitation reactions may 
increase or decrease, respectively, porosity 
and/or fracture aperture, which in turn will 
affect fluid tran~nissibility. Conceptual 
models for porosity/aperture change exist; 
relationships between these parameters and 
permeability are needed from field, labora
tory and theoretical work. 

CHEMICAL-MECHANICAL COUPLINGS 

CHEMICAL EFFECTS ON MECHANICAL PROCESSES: 

Availability, Limitations and Importance: 

Changes in rock volume, and such properties 
as strength and elastic modulus are known 
to accompany some chemical reactions. Too 
little quantitative data exist to permit 
model formulation, let alone model validation 

MECHANICAL EFFECTS ON CHEMICAL PROCESSES: 

Availability, Limitations and Importance: 
Stress may promote or discourage reactions 
with large negative or positive reaction 
volume changes, respectively. Conceptual 
models are available. Stress may also in
crease reaction rates by stress corrosion, 
but this process is ill defined. 

THERMO-CHEMICAL-MECHANICAL COUPLINGS 

Availabili ty, Limitations and Importance: 
A temperature dependent mechanical-chemical 
model would follow easily from acceptable 
thermo-mechanical and mechanical-chemical 
models, and probably would be the generally 
used approach. The back coupling of 
mechanical-chemical processes on the temper
ature field is probably minor, and in any 
case lacks constitutive laws and data fOT 
modeling. 



THERMO-CHEMICAL-HYDROLOGIC COUPLINGS 

Availability: At least one code of this type 
of model exists. 

Limitations: Existing codes include only 
rudimentary chemistry and do not include 
back coupling effects of thermal and chemical 
changes on aquifer properties. 

Importance: Constructed for and useful for 
saff-solution and brine migration problems. 

THERMO-MECHANICAL-HYDROLOGIC COUPLINGS 

Availability, Limitations and Importance: 
Such models are needed to treat such effects 
as void space changes, permeability increases 
or decreases, and strength and elastic moduli 
changes resulting from mineral dissolution, 
transport and precipitation. Void space 
change calculations are straightforward, but 
rock property and fluid flow parameter 
effects require further laboratory and field 
work to develop constitutive relations and 
for application data. 

FULLY COUPLED MODEL 

Availability, Limitations and Importance: 
A four-process, fully coupled model cannot 
be constructed now because of lack of know
ledge of many of the cross-terms. Even were 
such a model available, data to apply it to 
specific problems would be prohibitively 
difficult to collect. It is doubtful such a 
model would add to the information potent
ially available from judiciously chosen 
triple-process models. 
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